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‘Eppur si muove’
This work is dedicated to all those who have suffered incarceration, torture, death
or other persecution on account of their sex, colour, race, religion, or for holding
beliefs th a t are counter to the accepted norm.

Hail, holy Light, offspring of Heav’n first born,
O r of t h ’ E ternal co-eternal beam
May I express thee unblam ’d? since God is light,
And never b u t in unapproached light
Dwelt from E ternitie, dwelt then in thee,
Bright effluence, of bright essence increate.
John Milton: Paradise Lost, Book I I I

‘This is th e best of me; for the rest I ate, and drank, and slept, loved and hated,
like another: my life was as the vapour and is not; b u t this I saw and knew:
this, if anything of mine, is worth your m em ory’
Sir Edward Elgar: August 13 1900, on finishing ‘Dream o f G erontius’.
It is a quote from John R uskin’s ‘Sesame and L ilies’.
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A bstract
T he subject m atter of this Ph.D . thesis is th e production and application of the
Barber-Tennyson line list, BT2, a com puted list of H 2 1 6 0

transition frequencies

and intensities. BT2 was produced using a discrete variable representation two-step
approach for solving the rotation-vibration nuclear motions (Tennyson et al., 2004,
Comp. Phys. Comm., 163, 85). It is the most complete w ater line list in existence,
com prising over 500 million transitions (~65% more th a n any other list) and it is
also the most accurate (over 90% of all known experim ental energy levels are w ithin
0.3 cm - 1 of th e BT2 values). Its accuracy has been confirmed by extensive testing
against astronom ical and laboratory data.
T he line list has already found application in a wide range of astrophysical en
vironm ents. It has been used to identify individual w ater lines in: the spectra of
comets, sunspots, cool stars, brown dwarfs and the enigm atic object V838 Mon, and
in a num ber of cases physical param eters have been derived from the intensities of
the lines. T he line list has also been used to model th e atm ospheres of cool stars
and brown dwarfs and th e chem istry of th e circum stellar molecular shell ejected by
V838 Mon.
In addition to our own work w ith BT2, we have supplied various data, de
rived from BT2, to other astrophysical research groups including: N. Dello Russo
and co-workers for com etary applications; J.M .C. Rawlings for modelling the timedependent chem istry of th e shell ejected by V838 Mon; and P. H auschildt’s stellar
atm ospheric modelling group, which has included th e com plete BT2 line list in its
‘PH O EN IX ’ database.
P ractical applications of BT2 are not confined to th e field of astronomy. The line
list is now the preferred reference tool for many groups engaged in th e identification
of water lines in high tem perature laboratory torch spectra, and we have been pleased
to supply them w ith appropriate BT2 spectral data.
The final chapter of th e thesis looks to the future, which includes further appli
cations of BT2 and th e production of an NH 3 line list.
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C h ap ter 1

Introduction
W ater is the th ird most abundant molecule in the universe after H 2 and CO. It
is present in m any astrophysical environm ents including the atm ospheres of: M
dwarfs (Allard et al., 1994), brown dwarfs (Allard et al., 1996), K and M giants
and supergiants (Jennings and Sada, 1998; Ryde et al., 2002; Tsuji, 2001) and
oxygen-rich AGB stars (Barlow et al., 1996). It occurs in: sunspots (Wallace and
Livingston, 1992; Polyansky et al, 1997c), the ‘nova-like’ object V838 Mon (Banerjee
et al., 2005), M ira variables (Hinkle and Barnes, 1979), T Tauri eruptive variables
(Shiba et al., 1993), dark molecular clouds (Gensheimer et al., 1996), young stellar
objects (C arr et al., 2004), comets (M umma et al., 1996; Dello Russo et al., 2000),
the ISM (Cernicharo et al., 1994), masers (Cheung et al., 1969; Gonzalez-Alphonso
et al., 1995) and planetary atmospheres. An accurate w ater line list is thus essential
for interpreting spectra from all of these sources and in modelling stellar atmospheres
up to 4 000 K.
The im portance of water has given rise to many laboratory investigations of
its spectrum . Ludwig (1971); Cam y-Peyret et al. (1977) and B ernath (1996), all
investigated hot water line positions. However, technical problems and the huge
num ber of transitions (many of which appear blended) m ean th a t only in th e region
of 80 0 0 0 (out of a to tal of more th a n a billion) transitions are known experim entally
and there are few hot water lines for which intensities have been determ ined.
The spectrum of water, which extends over a wide wavelength range from the
neax ultra-violet to th e sub-m illim etre, is the result of a huge num ber of transitions
between the quantised ro-vibration energy states of the atom ic nuclei moving in
the electronic potential well. In most astrophysical environm ents water molecules
only exist in th e ground electronic state, since th e energy of th e first stable excited
electronic state is above the dissociation energy of th e molecule. However, in ra r
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efied environm ents, some higher energy absorptions by short-lived excited electronic
states are possible. The detection of ultra-violet w ater absorption lines in diffuse
interstellar clouds is suggested by Sm ith et al. (1981), and they provide wavelengths,
oscillator strengths and detection limits.
W ater is a triatom ic asym m etric top molecule and in common w ith other non
linear triatom ics, H 2 O, classically, has six degrees of internal freedom (three of ro
tatio n and three of vibration). However, th e rotation-vibration spectrum of water
is more com plicated th a n those of most other triatom ic molecules. The lightness
of the hydrogen atom s means th a t th e rotation constants are large, and this gives
rise to an open spectrum th a t extends over a wide frequency range. Moreover, the
‘floppy’ natu re of the molecule means th a t the movement of the hydrogen atom s is
generally anharm onic and consequently transitions involving changes of more th an
one vibrational qu an ta often occur. Also, since many of th e energy levels are nearly
resonant w ith other levels, it is common for vibrational bands to overlap and for
states to interact in ways th a t cannot easily be predicted by pertu rb atio n theory.
T he im portance of the H 2 O molecule in astronom y and the complexity of its
spectrum have created a great deal of interest in the possibility of generating the
spectrum synthetically. Previous synthetic line lists are discussed in Section 3.5.1
and include: M T (Miller et al., 1994), VT1 (Viti et al., 1997), VT2 (Viti, 1997), PS,
otherwise called AMES, (Partridge and Schwenke, 1997) and SCAN (Jprgensen and
Jensen, 1993; Jprgensen et al. 2001).
All previous synthetic line lists have been incomplete and inaccurate, which has
lim ited their usefulness in astronom ical applications (Polyansky et al, 1997a, 1997b;
Allard et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2002). The most successful attem p ts have employed
similar variational nuclear m otion procedures to th a t used in producing the B arberTennyson w ater line list, BT2, th a t is the subject of this Ph.D . thesis. However,
for reasons discussed in C hapter 3, none of the earlier lists is considered to be sat
isfactory: BT2 also suffers from inaccuracies, and certainly for transitions involving
highly excited states does not achieve ~0.02 cm - 1 ‘spectroscopic’ accuracy. How
ever, this is less of a criticism th an may appear to be th e case at first sight, as high
resolution astronom ical spectra in the near infrared are only accurate to ~0.05 cm - 1
and the combined effect of Doppler and pressure broadening, which in the case of
laboratory torch spectra at 3 000 K typically am ounts to ~0.15 cm - 1 , also prevents
accurate experim ental determ ination of line positions. BT2 represents a m ajor im
provement on all previous line lists and, unlike th e earlier lists, it is sufficiently
complete and accurate to enable it to find w idespread application in astronom ical
spectroscopy, stellar atm ospheric modelling and in laboratory investigations.
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Synthetic spectra
The practical lim itations on experim entally obtaining th e huge am ounts of d ata
th a t are required by astronom ers working w ith high resolution spectra, or involved in
stellar atm ospheric modelling mean th a t workers in these fields are largely dependent
on ‘synthetic’, th a t is to say, com puted, molecular spectra. The current chapter is
in two parts.

Section 2.1 is an introduction to the techniques employed in the

production of synthetic line lists and Section 2.2 describes how the DVR3D suite of
program s (Tennyson et al., 2004) was used to generate th e BT2 water line list.

2.1

Techniques

2.1.1

In tro d u ctio n

An atom consists of a nucleus surrounded by one or more electrons.

Q uantum

mechanically, th e system is described by th e Schrodinger equation. However, ap art
from the simplest cases: the hydrogen atom and single electron ions such as He+ ,
this equation defies exact solution.
Molecules are much more complex systems th an atom s, and in order to render
the equations of motion tractable it is norm al to adopt th e Born-O ppenheim er ap
proxim ation (Born and O ppenheim er, 1927; B ernath, 2005), and we have done so
in producing BT2.
The Born-O ppenheim er approxim ation assumes th a t the wavefunction for the
complete atom /m olecule may be separated into two parts: nuclear and electronic,
and th a t these may be considered independently. This is justified since the mass
of the electrons is small com pared to th a t of th e nuclei, and th e electrons may be
assumed to adjust their positions instantaneously in response to any change in the
nuclear geometry.

Consequently, at any in stant in tim e, the electronic potential
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well w ithin which nuclei are moving may be assumed to be independent of earlier
geometries, and only a function of the nuclear configuration at th a t time.
W ithin th e Born-O ppenheim er approxim ation the to tal wavefunction, *£, is there
fore w ritten:
^ = V’n X 'Ipe

where V'n and

(2.1)

are the nuclear and electronic wavefunctions respectively.

The H am iltonian can also be separated into nuclear and electronic parts:

H = Tn + He

(2 .2)

where Tn is th e nuclear kinetic operator and He is th e electronic operator.
T he electronic potential energy can be determ ined at any given nuclear geome
try. If m any nuclear geometries are studied, an effective electronic potential energy
surface (PES) can be calculated and fitted.
It is norm al to treat the rotational and vibrational m otions separately (ignor
ing Coriolis coupling). Most approaches adopt the rigid rotor approxim ation for
rotational m otion and the harmonic approxim ation for vibrational motion.
D espite th e simplification introduced to the com putations by invoking the BornO ppenheim er approxim ation and the use of the rigid rotor and harm onic oscillator
models,

th e com putations of th e wavefunctions and ro-vibrational eigenvalues for

nuclear m otion on th e PES can be extrem ely dem anding in term s of com puter time,
and in addition th e methodology outlined above introduces errors which need to
be elim inated as fax as is possible by m aking a num ber of ab initio corrections
(Schwenke, 2001). These include: adiabatic, non-adiabatic and relativistic correc
tion, some of which involve adjustm ents to th e PES, and others are affected by
modifications to the program used to solve th e Schrodinger equation (see Section
2.2.4).
A variety of approaches have been adopted by different researchers, w ith varying
degrees of success. We now describe several of these methods.

2.1.2

P ertu rb a tio n tech n iq u es

In pertu rb atio n theory (Hoy et al., 1972), the full H am iltonian is assumed to be,
w ithin a small p erturbation, th e same as a H am iltonian w ith known solutions.

H = Hq + aH '
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where a is a constant of small value, H is the full H am iltonian, Ho is th e Hamil
tonian w ith known solutions and H ' is the perturbing Ham iltonian. The accuracy
of the m ethod is determ ined by the ability to select a known Ham iltonian, H q, th a t
approxim ates closely to H , so th a t th e required p ertu rb atio n , a H ', is small.
As indicated in Section

1

, harm onic oscillator functions are frequently used for

the u n p ertu rb ed vibrational com ponent of the nuclear m otion (here the potential
varies as th e square of th e displacement from the equilibrium position) and the
small pertu rb atio n s are represented by higher order term s.

This can be a good

approxim ation at low energies, b u t increasingly breaks down at higher energies.
Similarly, rigid rotors are used to describe th e u n p ertu rb ed rotational motion. For all
rotational m otion, th e H am iltonian is proportional to th e square of th e to tal angular
m om entum , and inversely proportional to th e moment of inertia of th e molecule. In
nature, these two param eters are m utually dependent, since rotational distortion
alters the mom ent of inertia. However, under the rigid rotor approxim ation, the
moment of inertia does not vary. Small pertu rb atio n s are therefore introduced to
account for the fact th a t the molecule is not rigid, b ut distorts due to th e stretching
of the bond by centrifugal (rotational) and also vibrational forces. For higher rovibrational states, the perturbations required to describe the system are no longer
small, and hence p ertu rb atio n theory fails in these cases. This is a m ajor problem for
H 2 O for those ro-vibrational states having J> 7 . In addition, p ertu rb atio n techniques
are not able to take account of th e resonances between ro-vibrational energy states,
mentioned in C hapter 1. However, these interactions, which arise from Coriolis
couplings are included naturally in variational calculations (see below) based on the
use of exact nuclear motion kinetic energy operators (Polyansky et al., 1999).

2.1.3

V ariation al tech n iq u es

T he failure of p ertu rb atio n techniques to adequately describe systems w ith large
am plitude m otion led to the adoption of variational approaches. These aim at exact
solutions to the full nuclear m otion H am iltonian.
T he V ariational Principle states th a t th e energy expectation values of the ap
proxim ate eigenvalue solutions are always higher th an th e exact solutions.
The V ariational Principle is able to be usefully applied in a num ber of different
approaches, including finite basis representation (FBR) and discrete variable repre
sentation (DVR), even though th e la tter is not strictly variational. In b o th FB R
and DVR, which are described below, th e wavefunctions are expanded in term s of a
basis set (the n atu re of these basis sets differing in the two m ethods). In accordance
w ith the V ariational Principle, th e most accurate eigenvalue solutions are com puted
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using those sets of constants which, when applied to th e basis set, yield values th a t
axe local minima.
In theory, this m ethod is capable of delivering exact solutions for th e full nuclear
m otion Ham iltonian. In practice, however, lim itations on com puting tim e mean
th a t the com puted eigenvalues are always approxim ations. In the case of water,
variational techniques are capable of providing very accurate solutions, and this
p art of the calculation introduces negligible error into the results presented below.

2 .1 .4

F in ite basis rep resen tation .

In a finite basis representation th e wavefunctions are expressed in term s of a ‘basis’
set, of orthonorm al functions.
The expression for each wavefunction takes the form:
—

C i< p \ +

C2(f>2 +

C 3 0 3

+

...

+

Cn (f)n

T he values c* in the above expression are adjusted in order to minimise th e eigen
values, and it follows from the Variational Principle th a t these m inim a eigenvalues
are the most accurate ones obtainable from this basis.
The com puting tim e required to diagonalise th e H am iltonian m atrix increases as
the cube of th e num ber of term s in the basis set, and hence there must be a trade-off
between accuracy and com puting time. Moreover in practice only a small proportion
(~5% ) of th e solutions obtained by diagonalising the H am iltonian m atrix are of any
significance and so due to th e dem ands on com puting tim e, FB R m ethods perform
poorly when a large num ber of energy levels are required (Tennyson, 1992).

2.1.5

D iscr ete V ariable R ep resen ta tio n

T he Discrete Variable R epresentation (DVR) is a more elegant way of defining wave
functions and it has been comprehensively reviewed by Bacic and Light (1989). In
stead of expressing th e wavefunctions as weightings to a basis set of orthonorm al
functions, each wavefunction is expanded in term s of a set of discrete, weighted,
G aussian qu adrature points in three dimensional space. This greatly simplifies the
diagonalisation of th e 3D Ham iltonian, which can be perform ed in several steps w ith
ID and 2D H am iltonians being diagonalised first. This process reduces the size of
the 3D Ham iltonian. Moreover, in DVR, the potential m atrix elements are diagonal
(the quadrature approxim ation - Dickinson and C ertain, 1968), and hence are easily
evaluated. Even more im portant for this work is the fact th a t th e dipoles can be
reduced to a similar form (Tennyson et al., 2004).
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DVR is capable of generating accurate solutions, the accuracy being determ ined
by the num ber and appropriateness of the points. It is efficient for a large number
of situations.
The current work is not unique in employing a DVR approach to solve the
nuclear m otion problem for water (see for example, V iti et al., 1997).

However,

improved physics, in the form of a highly accurate PES, th e methodology embodied
in the DVR3D program suite (Tennyson et al., 2004), and increases in com putational
power have m ade it possible to produce a line list th a t is more complete and more
accurate th a n any previous list, even those employing similar methodologies.

2.2

T h e D V R 3 D su ite

The DVR3D suite of programs was developed by Tennyson et al. (1995), and has
been subject to subsequent improvement. The latest version is Tennyson et al. (2004).
It calculates th e bound rotation-vibration energy levels, wavefunctions, and dipole
transitions, for the rotation vibration nuclear motion of triatom ic molecules. The
final p art of th e DVR3D suite is a F ortran program, spectra-BT2.f90, th a t is able
to com pute tem perature-dependent spectra over any selected frequency range, con
volved w ith either the n atu ral line w idth or some other selected w idth, such as th a t
given by th e resolving power of a particular spectrom eter. DVR3D uses an exact
(within the Born-O ppenheim er approxim ation - see Section 2.1.1) kinetic energy op
erator, and in th e case of the PES used for BT2 (see Section 2.2.4), makes allowance
for the failure of this approxim ation.
It uses a DVR w ith two radial and one angular co-ordinate for the nuclear mo
tion problem (vibrational and rotational m otions being treated separately). It offers
a choice of Jacobi or R adau internal co-ordinate systems. The latter is the one
more suited to ro-vibrational com putations for H 2 X systems, and Tennyson and
Sutcliffe (1982) dem onstrate th a t the discrete variable representation of the angular
co-ordinate makes it possible to avoid singular regions of the Ham iltonian. Conse
quently R adau co-ordinates were used for generating BT2.
P rior to being used to com pute BT2, the suite (or earlier versions) had been
successfully used to calculated ro-vibrational line lists for H 3 (Neale et al., 1996),
H 2 O (Viti, 1997), H CN /H N C (Harris, 2002). However, th e current work represents
the most extensive application of DVR to-date. The previous largest line list th a t
had been com puted using DVR3D was th a t for H C N /H N C , which contained only
57% of the energy levels and 67% of the num ber of transitions.
There are four modules in th e DVR3D suite th a t are im portant for this work:
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• DVR3DRJZ calculates the Coriolis de-coupled vibrational w avefunctions,that
are th e startin g point for the com putation of th e full ro-vibrational wave
functions.

Each run of this module com putes these wavefunctions for one

vibrational sym m etry block ‘q ’ (see Table 2.5).
• ROTLEV3Z performs the rotational p art of the com putation for a specified J.
It takes as its input the first stage, wavefunctions com puted by DVR3DRJZ.
Its o u tp u t is the full ro-vibrational wavefunctions and eigenvalues for th e spec
ified J. Each ROTLEV3Z ru n is for a single ‘q ’. It com putes values for both
rotational parities ‘p ’, for this ‘q \ Consequently, w ith the exception of J= 0 ,
which only has even vibrational symmetry, each value of J requires two runs
of ROTLEV3Z and DVR3DRJZ.
• D IPO LE3 takes the o utputs of two ROTLEV3Z runs and calculates th e Ein
stein A coefficients for every allowed dipole transition. The combined o u tput
of all th e possible D IPOLE3 runs is th e water line list. For ease of presenta
tion, in the case of BT2, this it is organised into two files (see Tables 3.1 and
3.2) th a t together contain a to tal of 12.6 Gb of data.
• Spectra-BT2.f90 takes as its input the BT2 line list and calculates th e tem peraturedependent spectrum over any selected frequency range, convolved w ith either
the n atu ral line w idth or some other selected line width.
The first stage of th e com putation, DVR3DRJZ, requires an accurate PES (see
Section 2.2.4) and DIPOLE3 requires a dipole moment surface (DMS) (see Sec
tion 2.2.5). In addition, in order to be able to perform ro-vibrational calculations,
DVR3D requires values to be specified for a num ber of com putational param eters,
detailed below, which are em pirical in nature. These are dependent upon th e PES
being used and are unique to the molecule being investigated. The accuracy of the
com puted eigenvalues is dependent on the choice of these param eters, particularly
so at high ro-vibrational energies.

2.2.1

T h e eig h t co m p u ta tio n a l p aram eters

Eight param eters must be specified before DVR3D can be used to generate a line
list using R adau co-ordinates. T heir values are determ ined em pirically using trial
runs and testing th e results for convergence.

T he accurate identification of the

optim um values for these numbers (see Section 2.2.2) is essential in order to achieve
the correct balance between com putational tim e and th e accuracy of the results.
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Once established, the values of these param eters are held fixed for the whole of the
line generating process.
Five of these param eters are used to determ ine th e DVR basis grid points on
which the wavefunctions will be defined. These param eters must be entered into the
first module, DVR3DRJZ, of the DVR3D suite,
A R adau grid is defined by two radial co-ordinates and one angular co-ordinate.
Sym m etry considerations require th a t the points in each radial co-ordinate are the
same.

Section 2.2.2 outlines the methodology used to determ ine the num ber of

points in the grid for each co-ordinate. The optim um value for nr , th e num ber of
points for each radial co-ordinate, was found to be 28 and th e optim um num ber of
angular points, n#, was identified as being 44.
The 44 angular grid points are defined in term s of a basis set of associated
Legendre polynomials. However, the two sets of 28 radial grid points are defined in
term s of a Morse oscillator-like basis set, specified in term s of re, u e and De. These
three param eters have physical counterparts which are respectively: the equilibrium
bond length, harm onic frequency and dissociation energy of the water molecule.
However, the param eters in the Morse oscillator function are purely em pirical and
differ from th e physical values. The values selected were re = 2.05, u e = 0.008 and
De = 0.20, atom ic units.
In contrast to the num ber of grid points which have a m ajor effect on com puta
tional times, th e values selected for re, u e and De have no such effect, b u t they are
fundam ental to th e accuracy of th e results.
In addition to these five basis param eters, three additional values need to be
determ ined. These affect the num ber of eigenvalues generated and also their ac
curacy (w ithin th e constraints imposed by th e selection of basis functions). These
param eters are:
• NVIB: th e num ber of vibrational levels to be retained from th e first stage cal
culation, perform ed using DVR3DRJZ, for use in th e second stage calculation,
which uses th e rotation module ROTLEV3Z.
• n h - the m axim um dim ension of the largest interm ediate 2-dimensional Hamil
tonian, diagonalised in DVR3DRJZ.
• IB ASS: th e size of the final stage H am iltonian th a t is diagonalised in ROTLEV3Z.
It is related to th e rotational quantum num ber J and th e rotational parity, p,
by: IBASS = m x ( J + l- p ) . The value of the constant m m ust be less th an
NVIB. If m is too small, too few of the first step solutions are used in the
second stage of the calculation, and the eigenvalues will be poorly converged.
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T able 2.1: Extract from the convergence testing log for the determination of values for the Morse
oscillator-like basis parameters. nr, n$, are 30 and 44 respectively, n h is 1 500 throughout. Here
re and u e are 2.10 and 0.01 respectively, and De is varied. E is the sum of the first 251 eigenvalues
in cm-1 for J=0, symmetry block 1.

De
0.15
0.25
0.30

2.2.2

E
5 536 316.05
5 536 304.24
5 536 308.90

D eterm in in g th e param eters

The m ethods employed to determ ine the 5 basis param eters and IBASS are similar
and are covered by the general term ‘convergence testin g ’.
Logically, the first param eters to be fixed should be r e, u e and D e. However, we
were fortunate in having the values used by Viti (1997) in com puting VT2, which
were re = 2.55, u e = 0.25 and De = 0.007. These values were in fact the ones used
by Fulton (1994) and which had been adopted by Viti. It was clear th a t these values
would not be entirely appropriate for our work on BT2 as they are specific to the
PES being used, and neither of these two authors had had access to the PES of
Shirin et al. (2003), used in the current work. However, Fulton’s values provided
a useful startin g point, and by initially adopting these for the Morse oscillator-like
basis param eters, we were able to begin testing for the optim um values for nr and
The m ethod is based on the Variational Principle.

Although, in principle,

DVR3D is not strictly a variational m ethod, in practice it is found th a t th e Varia
tional Principle does apply.
We ran DVR3DRJZ for J= 0 , sym m etry block 1, (see Table 2.5 for an explanation
of this coding), w ith varying values of nr , keeping n# fixed at 40. The sum, E, of
all the lowest 251 eigenvalues for this com bination of n r , n# was recorded.

The

process repeated until a value of nr was found, above which there was no significant
reduction in E. At this stage, nr was held constant at the determ ined value and
n# was altered until a value for this param eter was found, above which there was
no significant reduction in E. It should be noted th a t only even values of n# are
recommended for use in DVR3D. T he values of nr and n #, thus determ ined, were 30
and 44 respectively. However, these were not th e final values, as the param eters are
dependent on re, uje and De and these values had still to be determ ined accurately.
Once these ‘prelim inary’ values of rn and 0n had been determ ined, it was possible
to establish b etter estim ates of r e, uje and De, by holding rn and 9n and two of the
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T able 2.2: Extract for the convergence testing log for the determination of values for the Morse
oscillator-like basis parameters. nr, n$, are 30 and 44 respectively, n# is 1 500 throughout. Here
De is set to 0.20 and the values of re and u e are altered. The values given are the amounts by which
the sum of the first 251 eigenvalues for J=0, symmetry block 1, exceeds 5 530 000 cm- 1 .
UJe

re
2.00
2.05
2.10

0.005
3457.4
3 094.5
3 957.3

0.010
6 344.8
6 327.4
6 303.2

0.020
11511.6
9 713.1
8 630.9

three param eters: re, tue and De, fixed whilst altering the th ird until a value was
obtained for this param eter, above which there was no significant reduction in E. In
this m anner, more accurate values were obtained for each of the param eters: r e, uje
and De. The process was then repeated in an iterative m anner, obtaining improved
values of rn and 0n and then re, uje and De until fu rther iterations gave no change
in any of these five basis param eters.
Table 2.1 is an extract from our convergence testing log which shows the effect
of varying De, whilst holding the other param eters constant.
Table 2.2 is an extract from the same log, showing the effect of varying re and
u e whilst holding th e other param eters constant.
Table 2.3 is an extract from the p art of th e convergence testing log dealing w ith
the final determ ination of nr . W ith all the other param eters fixed (re, u e, De set to
2.05, 0.008 and 0.20 respectively, n h = 2000 and n# = 44), the sum of th e first 251
eigenvalues for J= 0 , sym m etry block 1 , are listed for various values of nr . A similar
process was used to establish the optim um value for n#. Using this procedure, values
of nr and n# could be determ ined relatively easily. However, as will be seen from
Table 2.3, th e selection of nr involved a compromise as th e com putation tim e rises
very rapidly as this num ber is increased. A value of 33 for nr would have given
an improvement in accuracy (E for nr = 28 is 1 p art in a million higher th a n for
nr = 33). However, the extra com putational tim e involved in using this higher value
of nr (6 8 % for J = 0 , sym m etry block 1) was considered too high a price for this
very slight improvement in accuracy. Except for very highly excited states (see our
comments on ‘m ’ below), the compromise over n r is th e single most im portant factor
contributing to convergence error.
In the case of n#, values between 40 and 70 were tested fth e size of th e interm e
diate H am iltonian was increased in steps from 2 000 to 3 500 during this exercise to
ensure th a t it was of an appropriate size for each separate com putation). It was ob-
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T able 2.3: Extract from the convergence testing log for the determination of the optimum value
for nr. ng is set to 44, and re, we, De and n# have the values 2.05, 0.008 0.20 and 1 500 respectively.
E is the sum of the first 251 eigenvalues in cm-1 for J=0, symmetry block 1.

nr

E

28
30
33
35

5 536 319.3
5 536 339.3
5 536 314.9
5 536 323.0

served th a t for eigenvalues less th an 23 250 cm - 1 , and to an accuracy of 0.001 cm - 1 ,
there were essentially no differences between the eigenvalues com puted w ith our se
lected value of n#=44 and ng=70. For energy levels above 23 250 cm - 1 , increasing
the value of n# did lead to lower eigenvalues. However, it was observed th a t even at
these higher energies, the large differences (more th a n 0.4 cm - 1 ) were restricted to
a few individual vibrational states, and most eigenvalues up to our cut-off of 30 000
cm - 1 th a t were com puted using n#=44 were w ithin 0.1 cm - 1 of the value th a t was
com puted using n#=70. Based on the sum of the eigenvalues of the 251 levels up to
30 000 cm - 1 for J= 0 , sym m etry block 1, the difference between the n#=44 and 70
cases was two p arts in a million. However, the sum of all th e differences for states
up to to 25 000 cm - 1 was only 0.15 parts in a million.
In practice, th e process of determ ining re, u e and De was more difficult th an
might appear to be the case from this description of our methodology, since our
investigation was com plicated by the existence of local minima, th a t axe not global
m inim a for the three variables. Moreover, the eigenvalue solutions are particularly
sensitive to re and u e. A difference of as little as 0.05 in th e first of these two pa
ram eters and

0 .0 0 2

in the second could affect the energy levels by in the region of

0.01cm - 1 for states w ith energies of approxim ately 10 000 cm - 1 . Larger deviations
in these basis functions from their determ ined optim um values produced correspond
ingly greater errors and, in the case of states w ith energies over

2 0 0 0 0

cm - 1 , a bad

choice of param eters could easily result errors in the individual levels in excess of
20 cm - 1 . T he values determ ined for the Morse oscillator-like basis set were: re =
2.05, u e = 0.008 and De =

0

.2 0 , atom ic units (the equivalent dissociation energy is

43 895 cm - 1 ).
By exam ining outputs, values were easily obtained for NVIB and n # . NVIB was
set at 700 (provided th a t this num ber is high enough to include all th e vibrational
states, it has no effect on convergence) and n h was set to 2 500. Testing a selection
of J =20 states, indicated th a t the choice of this value for n # , rath er th a n one much
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larger one, only introduced an error of 1 p art in 200 million. Com puting tim e is
largely independent of the choice of NVIB, b ut it rises slightly faster th an the square
of n h - It was observed th a t for J= 20, n # = 2 500 took 1.8 times as long to com pute
as when the value was set at 2 000 and 3.4 times as long as when n # was 1 500.
E stablishing a correct value for IBASS is extrem ely im portant as high energy
solutions are particularly sensitive to this param eter. Moreover, com puting times
are estim ated to increase as the 2.5 power of IBASS. It was observed th a t values for
IBASS th a t were satisfactory at low energies could give rise to large errors at high
energies. For example a change of 50 in the value of ‘m ’ was capable of producing
errors of ~ 3 cm - 1 for some high energy solutions. The J = 20, sym etry block

1

,

was tested making use of the Variational Principle in a sim ilar m ethod to the one
employed above.

2

060 levels for

8

different values of ‘m ’, between 280 and 600 were

examined. We evaluated the accuracy of the 7 lowest m values com pared to the
eigenvalues com puted using m = 600 (see Table 2.4), and determ ined the optim um
value of m to be 530.
After com puting BT2, an exam ination of the num ber of states th a t had been
com puted w ith energies in each

10 0 0 0

cm - 1 energy band for each sym m etry block of

every value of J. This led to the conclusion th a t all the BT2 com puted asym m etrical
rotation states w ith J in the range 14— 20, had eignstates missing in th e 29 00030 000 cm —1 energy band. The to tal num ber of these missing states is estim ated
to be ~450. T he reason why these eigenstates were not com puted is th a t the value
of 530 for the param eter m had been established by testing at J= 2 0 , whereas the
greatest num ber of eigenstates below 30000 cm - 1 occurs at J= 1 8 (even vibrational
and even rotational symmetries). Fortunately the absence of 450 levels at energies
above 29 000 cm - 1 is insignificant as far as the accuracy and completeness of the
BT2 is concerned. However,it underlines the im portance of performing the most
rigorous testing possible in order to establish the correct com putational param eters.
Finally, again using J= 20, all of the six most sensitive param eters were re-tested
and it was confirmed th a t the values selected held good at high energy solutions.
To summarise, in order to generate accurate eigenvalues, it is essential th a t the
values of seven of th e eight param eters listed in Section 2.2.1 are accurately deter
mined. T he results are not dependent upon the eighth param eter, NVIB, provided
th a t, as discussed above, this is above a certain m inim um value. The identification
of these values involves rigorous testing based on the V ariational Principle, or other
methodologies th a t ensure th a t for each of th e relevant param eters, the eigenvalues
generated are fully converged w ithin th e lim itations im posed by com puting power
and time.
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T able 2.4: Extract for the convergence testing log for the determination of the optimum value for
m, where m x (J + l-p ) = IBASS. nr, ng, are 28 and 44 respectively, n// is 2 200. It illustrates the
way in which the value of m required to achieve convergence increases with E. The values in the
body of the table are the amounts by which the energy of a state, computed using various values
of m deviates from the value of the same state computed using m=600.

m
E (cm x)
15 000
2 0 0 0 0

25 000
30000

300
0 .0 0 1 0

0.0300
0.4000
6 .0 0 0 0

350
0.0004

460

580

0 .0 0 0 1

0 .0 0 0 0

0 .0 1 0 0

0 .0 0 2 0

0 .2 0 0 0

3.0000

0.0400
0.7000

0.0005
0.0080
0 .2 0 0 0

The inaccuracy of earlier line lists has been mentioned in C hapter

1

, and it can

be dem onstrated th a t in some cases lack of convergence is a m ajor factor (Polyansky
et al., 1997a). Earlier attem p ts to calculate a synthetic H 2 O line list, using similar
DVR techniques have used lower IBASS values. Viti et al. (1997), for example, used
300 x (J +

1

—p), in com puting VT2 and P artridge and Schwenke (1997), used an

even lower effective value of ‘m ’. It follows th a t neither of these lists is capable of
producing solutions for high energy ro-vibrational states.
It is estim ated th a t for eigenvalues below 25 000 cm - 1 , the choice of rn=28
accounts for approxim ately half of the to tal convergence error, which is estim ated
to be less th a n

0 .0 1

cm - 1 at

10 0 0 0

cm - 1 and in th e region of

0 .0 2

cm - 1 at

2 0 0 0 0

cm - 1 . At higher energies, the decision to use a value of m of 530 is probably the
m ajor source of convergence error (see Table 2.4).

2.2.3

O u tp u ts

In common w ith F B R approaches, the DVR3D suite of programs generates four rovibration sym m etry blocks for the H 2 O molecule, which are here labelled ee, eo, oe
and

0 0

. The first e/o term in these labels is the vibrational basis sym m etry ‘q ’ and

the second, e/o term is th e quantum num ber ‘p ’, the rotational parity (see Table
2.5). These sym m etry blocks are related to the C 2 V(M) sym m etry blocks r ru: A i,
A 2 , B i, B 2 (see Bunker & Jensen, 2005).
The nuclear perm utation operation in which the two identical protons comprising
the hydrogen nuclei are interchanged gives rise to two molecular spin states of the
molecule. The nuclear spins may couple sym m etrically or anti-symmetrically. The
antisym m etric coupling th a t gives rise to the ortho (O) form of the H 2 O molecule
is triply degenerate, whilst the sym m etric coupling, th a t gives rise to the para (P)
form of the molecule is non-degenerate.
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T able 2.5: Symmetry Blocks, q is the vibrational symmetry and p is the rotational parity. These
are labelled as either symmetric (e), or antisymmetric (o) states. O /P = Ortho/Para. The ‘Code’
is the notation for symmetry used in the Levels File, Table 3.1.

q
p
O/ P
C ode

J
e e
e o
P O
1 3

even
o o
e o
O P
4 2

J odd
e e o o
e o e o
O P P O
3
1 2
4

For any J, ap art from J= 0 , there are two ortho and two p ara sym m etry blocks
(in the case of J = 0 there is one O and one P block). The blocks are related to
specific com binations of: p, q and the odd or evenness of J, as shown in Table 2.5.
The difference in degeneracies of the O and P states im pacts on the partition
function of the molecule as well as on line intensity. Also, the fact th a t O-P and P - 0
transitions are, for all practical purposes, forbidden (Miani and Tennyson, 2004) has
spectroscopic consequences.

2.2.4

P E S and en ergy levels

The energies of the quantised ro-vibration states are the eigenvalue solutions th a t
satisfy the Schrodinger equation for the oxygen and two hydrogen nuclei moving
w ithin the electronic potential well.

As stated in Section 2.1.1, the problem is

rendered tractab le by adopting the Born-O ppenheim er approxim ation. However,
in reality, the electronic potential w ithin which the charged nuclei are moving is
itself a function of the actual internuclear geometry, and in the absence of any
adjustm ents, th e best ab initio PES is only capable of predicting th e vibrational
fundam entals of th e H 2 O molecule to w ithin about

2

cm - 1 for lower vibrational

states. The error increases rapidly for higher band origins (Partridge and Schwenke,
1997; Kedziora and Shavitt, 1997). One m ethod of improving the PES is to use an ab
initio startin g point and adjust it empirically to fit the observed spectroscopic d ata
to give, a ‘spectroscopically-determ ined’ potential (Sutcliffe and Tennyson, 1986). A
PES produced in this m anner is capable of achieving high accuracies by interpolation
(Polyansky et al., 1994; 1996). However it is observed th a t when extrapolating to
higher ro-vibrational states, these surfaces perform worse th an do those produced
by a purely ab initio approach (Polyansky et al., 1997b; 1999). Also they are b etter
at predicting th e energies of stretching modes th a n the bending modes (Sutcliffe and
Tennyson, 1987).
In order to achieve higher accuracy it is necessary to make further adjustm ents,
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either to the PES, or to the program used to generate th e wavefunctions, to include
a num ber of physical effects. We used the potential energy surface, fit B of Shirin et
al. (2003), which takes as its startin g point the ab initio B orn-O ppenhim er surface
of Partridge and Schwenke (1997), adjusted for electronic relativistic and adiabatic
effects, a correction to the barrier to linearity and allowance for the Lamb shift.
N on-adiabatic effects were treated w ithin th e program. A dditional inform ation on
some of these adjustm ents is given below.
After applying these adjustm ents, th e surface was fitted to the experimentallydeterm ined H 2 O levels of Tennyson et al. (2001). D espite being th e most accurate
surface in existence at the time, it is nevertheless the single most im portant factor
affecting the th e accuracy of the com puted eigenvalues (moreso th a n the convergence
errors detailed in Section 2.2.2).
Csaszar et al. (1998a; 1998b) showed th a t the electronic relativistic corrections
are surprisingly large for H 2 O. The effect of including relativistic corrections is to
significantly improve the predictions for the stretching modes, but at the expense of
worsening agreement w ith the bending overtones.
For water, the effects of the adiabatic correction (otherwise known as the BornO ppenheim er diagonal correction) can be quite large (Tennyson, 2006a).

Fortu

nately it is relatively easy to calculate this correction, which can be expressed as
second derivatives of the electronic wavefunctions w ith respect to the nuclear dis
placement (H andy et al., 1986; Handy and Lee, 1996; Kutzelnigg, 1997).
In the case of water, non-adiabatic corrections to th e Born-O ppenheim er ap
proxim ation are also im portant, particularly as far as they affect higher J rotational
motion (Zobov et al., 1996; Schwenke, 2003). The com putation of these adjustm ents
is difficult as it involves a knowledge of all the electronic states and necessitates
the use of com plicated differential operators containing sums over all the electronic
wavefunctions (B arletta, 2002). Bunker and Moss (1980) made a detailed formula
tion of the non-adiabatic contributions to the ro-vibrational problem for triatom ic
molecules.
Fortunately, a full theoretical non-adiabatic adjustm ent to the PES has been
shown to produce no significant benefits com pared to simplified approaches (Ten
nyson et al., 2002). These authors examined two such approaches.
The first involved identifying the separate vibrational and rotational motions
(different ways of identifying these led to different results) and then using separate
reduced masses for the vibrational and rotational motions. This was found to sys
tem atically over-correct bending motions and under-correct stretches. It also had
the effect of producing an extra term in the H am iltonian when p v
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The second approach involved a simplified version of th e full correction, including
only term s th a t scale w ith the kinetic energy term s in 6 and r. The m ain adjustm ent
is the inclusion of non-adiabatic effects for the rotational motion, and this is essential
for reliable results at high J (Shirin et al., 2003).
The second approach enables adjustm ents to be effected through the DVR3D
program rath er th a n changes to the PES, and is the one used in this work.
Pyykko et al. (2001) suggested th a t quantum electrodynam ic Lamb shifts may
contribute in th e region of

1

cm - 1 to the vibrational band origins and a similar

am ount to the J = 20 rotational levels, and th e Shirin PES included adjustm ents
for these effects.
Finally, it has been shown th a t spin-orbit interactions may be safely ignored,
even in the region of linear geometries (Tarczay et al., 2001)

2.2.5

D M S and In ten sities

The intensities of th e allowed ro-vibrational transitions are determ ined by th e dipole
for these pairs of states, where ij)' and

transition moments

are the

wavefunctions of the two states, and p is the electronic dipole moment vector. In
order to calculate transition intensities, it is norm al to use a DMS (Sutcliffe, 1999).
The line strength, S if of transitions between th e initial, i, and final, / , rovibrational states (within the same electronic state), having angular m om enta J'
and J" respectively, is (Jensen, 1988):
S if

= (2 J ' + 1)(2 J" + l)\(i,'\Ji\i>")\2

(2.4)

The line stren g th is independent of tem perature. In the SI system it has units of
(Coulomb m etres)2.
The param eters com puted by the DVR3D program suite include th e Einstein A
coefficient, A j/, for each transition. This is the coefficient of spontaneous emission
between the upper and lower states. It is related to the dipole transition moment
for the pair of states and to J for the upper state. Aj/ relates to a single molecule.
It is independent of tem perature, has units of s - 1 and in SI units (B ernath, 2005,
p. 142) is given by:

A f=
,f

lfa 3 r 3 Sif
3c0 <?h ( 2 / ' + l)

(2 5)
1

J

For absorption spectra, the quantity usually derived from observation is the line
intensity, I.

This has units of cm/molecule.

related to A if by the expression:
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r
C gi(2J' + 1 )
f-h c E '
I = —pr T- T-"9 eXP

Qvrn(T)v2
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V
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where v is the frequency in cm - 1 , E" is the energy of the lower ro-vibrational level in
cm - 1 , Qvrn{T) is the internal ground state p artition function and is dimensionless,
and gi is the nuclear spin degeneracy and carries only one subscript since transitions
between different nuclear spin states axe not allowed (Miani and Tennyson, 2004).
B oltzm ann’s constant, k, has units of J K - 1 and the constant C has the value

(87

t c

) _ 1

= 1.3271xl0~12 s cm - 1 .
Since the BT2 line list includes A if for each transition, the above equation en
ables the line absorption intensities to be com puted at any given tem perature.
Unlike the PES, where the most accurate ones are ab initio surfaces th a t have
been fitted to the available experim ental data, in th e case of DMS, lim itations on
the accuracy of experim ental line strengths means th a t, at the current time, the
most accurate surfaces are purely ab initio (Lynas-Gray et al., 1995). Two such
DMS were tested in the intensity p art of our calculations. O ur initial B T 1 line list
was com puted using the same PES as B T 2 and a prelim inary DMS, of Lynas-Gray
et al. (in preparation). The line positions in BT1 are identical to those in BT2 (the
same PES having being used for both). However, we observed th a t the Einstein
A coefficients of the weaker lines generated using the Lynas-Gray et al. DMS were
often too laxge when compared w ith experiment. This p art of the com putation was
therefore repeated using the DMS of Schwenke and P artridge (2000). The results,
which are contained in BT2, show much b etter agreement between the com puted
strengths of weak lines and experim ent. The Einstein A coefficients of the stronger
lines in BT1 and BT2 generally agree to w ithin two percent and bo th agree reason
ably well w ith experim ental values. In addition to being superior to th e Lynas-Gray
et al. surface th a t we tested, Schwenke and P artrid g e’s DMS represents a m ajor
improvement on th e earlier DMS of Partridge and Schwenke (1997) and from our
analysis, as well from the same authors, was the most accurate in existence at the
tim e th a t our calculations were performed.
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The BT2 line list
3.1

C om p u tation al requirem ents

BT2 is the final, distributed, version of the line list. As indicated in Section 2.2.5, as
p art of the development and testing of BT2 an earlier version, BT1, was produced.
This has the same line positions as BT2 and in the case of strong transitions, very
similar Einstein A coefficients. We deal here w ith the calculations involved in pro
ducing BT2. The methodology for the earlier BT1 line list was identical ap art from
the choice of DMS.
The BT2 line lists was com puted on three Sun 5 Microsystem V880 mainframe
com puters at U CL’s Hiperspace com puting centre: Enigm a and Ra, which are clus
tered using high speed interconnects, each having

8

processors (those on Ra being

faster th a n on Enigma) and 32 Gb of RAM, and PSE, which has 24 processors and
96 Gb of RAM. T he to tal disk storage on Enigm a and R a is 432 Gb (tw o-thirds of
this being on Ra), and PSE has 1296 Gb of disk space.
The final, ‘D IPO L E ’ stage of the calculation was am enable to parallelisation
w ith little tim e penalty. O ther parts of the program were run on single processors,
which avoided coding problems and was more efficient in com puter time. The to tal
num ber of processor hours employed in generating the BT1 line list (including the
prelim inary convergence testing which is discussed below) was 55 000 hr.. A further
10 000 hr. were used in repeating the ‘D IPO L E ’ runs to generate BT2 and in testing
the results. Several hard disks, having a to tal capacity of 1.5 Tb, were purchased
to allow the wavefunctions to be stored (and backed-up) and then re-used for the
second calculation.
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3.2

E stab lish ing th e fram ework

The aim was to provide a line list th a t would be complete and spectroscopically
accurate at th e tem peratures of late K stars (up to 4 000 K) and at wavelengths
down to at least 0.8 pm . Prelim inary calculations showed th a t in order to achieve
this it would be necessary to include all states lying at energies up to 30 000 cm - 1
relative to the ground state of the system. Previous workers, Miller et al. (1994)
and P artridge and Schwenke (1997) selected lower energy cut-offs.
The cut-off for the to tal angular m om entum was J= 5 0 . We estim ate th a t the
highest value of J th a t has ro-vibrational energies of less th an 30000 cm - 1 is 58.
However, it is estim ated th a t by term inating our calculation at J= 5 0 , less th an 500
levels out of a to tal of more th an

2 2 1 ,0 0 0

are om itted and none of these excluded

levels has an energy less th an 23 490 cm - 1 , w ith the m ajority being a t energies above
28 000 cm - 1 . T he low num ber of lines om itted is a consequence of the density of the
high energy states which is very much less (typically by two orders of m agnitude)
th an for the same energy regions for low J states. Even at a tem perature of 4 000
K these missing levels contribute less th a n 0.02% of the to tal partition function.
Moreover, by om itting Js above 50 we saved in the region of

3.3

8

000 processor hours.

L abelling th e levels

As is the case for observed water lines, the production of a synthetic line list prom pts
the question of how to assign quantum numbers to th e transitions. The BT2 line list
includes over 505 million transitions. However, all these transitions are between two
of the energy levels in a list containing a much smaller num ber of entries: 221 097.
The problem of assigning over half a billion transitions therefore reduces to th a t of
labelling th e energy states, which is a simpler, b ut still very considerable task. The
DVR suite itself provides little assistance in this respect as it only generates d ata
on: J, the sym m etry block, the level num ber and the energy of each level.
In classical mechanics a three dimensional bent molecule has six internal spatial
degrees of freedom. It follows from the Correspondence Principle th a t in a quantum
mechanical regime, we must also define six quantum variables for such a molecule.
Consequently, in th e ‘norm al m ode’ (see below), we assume th a t the m otion of the
molecule w ithin the electronic potential can be described by three vibrational and
three rotational quantum numbers. As is explained below, these are not rigorous
quantum num bers, and for higher excited states the fact th a t the rotational and
vibrational states are not completely separable means th a t the ‘norm al m ode’ ap
proach is no longer valid.
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We now describe the labelling of the eigenvalue solutions to the Schroinger equa
tion.
T he rotational states of H 2 O are labelled using th e stan d ard asym m etric top
notation: J K a K c where J is the rotational angular m om entum and Ka and K c are
the projections of J along th e a and c axes respectively. The vibrational states can
be labelled by b o th ‘norm al’ and ‘local’ mode notation. In the norm al mode notation
(Bernath, 2005), which is th e one most frequently used and is the one adopted for
labelling BT2, (ui,U 2 ,U3 ) represent vibrational q u anta for the sym m etric stretch,
bend and asym m etric stretch, respectively.

The norm al mode is satisfactory for

labelling low levels of stretching excitation, b u t floppy molecules such as H 2 O, H 2 S
and H 2 Se have a local mode structure of the stretching energy levels (Child and
Halonen, 1984). This is supported by Carleer et al. (1999) who indicate the near
degeneracy of th e J= 4 , 5 and

6

, (n,0)+ 0 and (n,0)_ 0 states for water, (the notation

is th a t used for local modes - see below) and by Zobov et al. (2000b), who state th a t
for water molecules it was more satisfactory to label stretching states above about
15 000 cm - 1 using local modes and also th a t vibrational states in the 20 000 plus
cm - 1 region are local mode-like, w ith the exception of higher bending modes (see
below).
In local mode notation, (m n )± u 2 , (Halonen, 1998; Jensen, 2000), m and n rep
resent quan ta of local stretch in symmetric ‘+ ’ or asym m etric ‘—’ combinations.
The superscript is dropped in the case where m = n as this com bination is always
symmetric.
In the case of water, the frequencies of the sym m etric and asym m etric stretch
modes are nearly degenerate and, as a result, have strong resonant coupling (Dar
ling and Dennison). In addition to the Darling-Dennison stretch-stretch resonance,
there is a strong Fermi resonance in H 2 O between the sym m etric stretch and bend
due to the approxim ate

2 :1

frequency ratio of these modes and the same symmetries

of the bend and sym m etric stretch.

There is no coupling between the antisym 

metric stretch and bend as these have different sym m etries and hence no term s in
the H am iltonian can connect them (B ernath, 2005, p229). The existence of these
interacting vibrational states means th a t the spectrum of water has a pronounced
structure.
Groups of interactions are labelled by a polyad num ber n, where n = v \ + 0.5 x
^2

+ ^ 3 , for every V2 - Polyads w ith even values of t ?2 are labelled n^, whilst those

w ith odd values for V2 are labelled n v -I- 6. Polyads ni/ and n v + 8 each contain
(n + l)( n + 2 )/2 vibrational states (Tennyson et al., 2001).
In bo th th e norm al and local modes, most of th e labels used to characterise
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the ro-vibrational energy levels are only approxim ate, and in particular break down
at higher excitations (more quickly in the case of th e norm al th an the local mode,
as discussed above). Rose and Kellman (1994) predict th a t as the bending mode
character increases th e vibrational modes become chaotic and neither local mode or
norm al mode models are appropriate.
As the bending energy approaches the barrier to linearity at 1 1 105±5cm -1
(Kaine et al., 2000), the vibrational levels become disturbed and show a discon
tinuity (Child et al.,1999). This effect, known as quantum monodromy, has been
observed in laboratory torch spectra by Zobov et al. (2005), who have recorded 134
previously unidentified bending states w ith v 2 values between 5 and 9.
As stated above, the distinction th a t we make between rotational and vibrational
states is artificial. The only rigorous quantum numbers for water are J (the total
angular m om entum ), p , the rotational parity, which is given by p =

( — 1

y + K*+Kc^

and q, the sym m etry of interchanging the two H atoms, sometimes referred to as ‘g’
(not to be confused w ith the vibrational sym m etry q in Table 2.5). If q is even, the
state is ortho and if odd, para (Tennyson et al., 2001; Tennyson, 2006a).
Despite the problems, both conceptual and practical, associated w ith assigning
3 rotational and 3 vibrational ‘quantum num bers’ to ro-vibrational energy levels, we
nevertheless followed the conventional practice and assigned norm al mode ‘quantum
num bers’ to as m any BT2 levels as was possible w ithin th e available tim e constraints.
The process of labelling BT2 began by identifying those energy levels th a t
m atched levels whose six quantum numbers were known experimentally. Despite
the fact th a t m any papers have been devoted to labelling energy levels derived from
experim ental line frequencies (see for example, Polyansky et al., 1997c), so far, fewer
th an 15 000 experim entally-determ ined levels have been labelled w ith their 3 ro ta
tional and 3 vibrational quantum numbers (Tennyson et al., 2001).
Having incorporated all the experimentally-known labels, we then proceeded to
label many levels th a t are not known experimentally, using the three different m eth
ods described below. However, in the first instance it m ust be explained th a t before
it is possible to carry out system atic labelling of ro-vibrational states w ith higher J
values, it is essential to have as a starting point a knowledge of the three vibrational
quantum num bers of as many of the J = 0 (i.e. pure vibrational) states as possible
and of the six quantum ro-vibrational quantum num bers for as large a num ber as
is possible for states w ith low J values. The first two m ethods described below are
those th a t were used to determ ine th e quantum num bers of th e pure vibrational
states and ro-vibrational states w ith low J values. The th ird m ethod deals w ith the
way in which these d a ta were used to derive the ro-vibrational quantum numbers of
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states w ith higher J values.

The labelling of many of th e J = 0 states th a t were not known experim entally
was performed by R. Tolchenov using a visual inspection of the nodal structure
of the wavefunction as described in M ussa and Tennyson, (1998).

He also used

the same m ethod to label many other levels th a t were not known experim entally
for J< 7 .

The m ethod is not totally accurate and involves a certain am ount of

subjectivity. In particular, it suffers from the fact th a t observations of th e threedim ensional wavefunctions can only be made using two-dimensional sections, which
can consequently be misleading. Furtherm ore, M ussa and Tennyson observed th a t
at energies in th e region of our cut-off of 30 000 cm - 1 , a high proportion of the
wavefunctions are irregular w ith no identifiable nodal structure. Nevertheless, this
initial work by Tolchenov was fundam ental in enabling

th e accurate labelling of

higher J states, using the m ethods described below.
The second m ethod involved examining the A {f coefficients for pure rotational
transitions between an unlabelled vibrational state and a vibrational state th a t had
already been labelled, the strongest transitions being those where A K 0 and A K C are
both ± 1 . Exam ples are [111] <— [000] and [202] «— [111]. This m ethod was found to
be useful for states having J<10. Again, this work was performed by R. Tolchenov,
and the m ethod is described in Tolchenov et al. (2005).
A th ird m ethod employed algorithm s invented by th e author of this Ph.D . thesis.
Using these, it was possible to label states having J> 1 0 to fill in some gaps for lower
Js and also to check, and sometimes correct, the labelling carried out using the two
previously m entioned methods. He originally developed this m ethod of labelling
for an earlier exercise to determ ine th e tem perature-dependent p artitio n functions
of the HCN and HNC isomers (B arber et al., 2002). They were developed from an
iterative treatm en t of small differences. The constants in the algorithm s are th e same
as those in th e well-known Pascal Triangle, b u t their signs alternate. Because of this
simple p attern it is a straight forward exercise to write down higher order algorithm s
th a t are capable of achieving greater accuracy. In addition to their application in
labelling levels, th e algorithm s can be used to predict higher term s in a wide variety
of series where th e relationship between adjacent term s is complex and unknown.
In B arber et al. (2002), the algorithm (3.1) was used to identify sets of levels
w ithin the same parity block having the same K 0, i/i, 1/ 2 ,

^3

quantum numbers,

but different values of J and Kc for H CN /H N C. However, in the case of H 2 O, the
greater density of the energy levels dem anded higher accuracy th a n was the case for
H CN /H N C and consequently, an extra term was required and algorithm (3.2) was
employed for most of the labelling.
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The simpler of the two algorithm s is:
E Jn = 3E Jn_x - 3E Jn_2 + E Jn_

3

(3.1)

where E j n is the energy of th e state in the same sym m etry block having J = n and
the same set of Ka, ^i,

v 3 quantum numbers.

and the one capable of achieving higher accuracy is:
E j n — 4 £ j n-i -

6 £ / n _ 2

+ 4E; J n _ 3 - E Jn_4

(3.2)

Sometimes it was observed th a t resonance between levels caused the behaviour p at
tern to be erratic.

This ‘energy stealing’ is a well-known physical phenomenon

(Polyansky et al., 1997d) and the fact th a t BT2 is able to identify these resonances,
attests to its accuracy. In addition to the difficulties in using algorithm (3.2) where
the behaviour p attern of the levels is erratic, there were instances where no E j n _ 4
value existed. In b o th of these cases the additional term in (3.2) was disadvantageous
and the original, simpler algorithm (3.1) was used.
In all, 25 870 levels in the BT2 list have been labelled using methodologies de
tailed above. In th e case of J= 0 , quantum numbers are given for 270 of the 416
levels w ith energies below 30 000 cm - 1 ; the proportion of states labelled at higher
Js becomes progressively less as J increases.
One im po rtan t consequence of labelling levels is th a t when synthetic spectra are
generated using spectra-BT2.f90, many of the transitions are fully assigned. This
greatly increases th e value of BT2 in bo th astronom ical and laboratory spectroscopic
applications.

3.4

P resen ta tio n o f B T 2

Details of the BT2 water line list were first published in B arber et al. (2006a). The
complete BT2 line list is available electronically in compressed form at:
http://w w w .ta m p a .p h ys.u cl.a c.u k/ftp /a stro d a ta /w a ter/B T 2 /
and also at:
ftp://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/cats/V I/119
The d ata are in two parts. The first, the ‘Levels File’ is a list of 221 097 energy levels,
ordered by J and sym m etry block. As discussed in Section 3.3, many of these energy
levels have been labelled w ith the appropriate angular m om entum (J,ATa, K c) and
vibrational {vi,* ^ ,^ ) quantum numbers. An extract from the Levels File w ith an
explanation of th e contents of each of the 11 columns in th e file is given in Table 3.1.
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T able 3.1: Extract from the BT2 Levels File. A: Row in file, B: J, C: Symmetry (1-4: see Table
2.5), D: Row in block, E: frequency of transition in cm-1 F, G, H: v\, V2 , V3 - I, J, K: J, Ka, Kc.

A
2284
2285
2286
2287
2288
2289
2290
2291
2292
2293

B

C

2

2

2

2

D

E

5

3885.718672
4777.145956
5332.258064
5472.371851
6254.694085
6876.917089
7027.396535
7293.201639
7376.617020
7536.864373

6

2

2

7

2

2

8

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9
10
11
12

13
14

F

G

H

I

J

K

0

0

1

2

2

1

0

3

0

2

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

0

1

1

2

2

1

0

4

0

2

1

1

1

2

0

2

1

1

0

2

1

2

2

1

2

0

0

2

1

1

1

0

1

2

2

1

0

0

2

2

1

1

The second p art of BT2 is the ‘Transitions File’. This has 505 806 202 entries.
Each transition references upper and lower energy levels in the Levels File and gives
the Einstein A {/ coefficient for the transition. An extract from the Transitions File
is given in Table 3.2.
In uncom pressed form the BT2 Transitions File is 12.6 Gb of data. Therefore,
in order to facilitate use of the list, the transitions have been ordered by frequency
and separated into 16 smaller files, each representing a specific frequency range.
In addition to the files containing the actual line list, the ftp sites contain a
Fortran program , spectra-BT2.f90, th a t will enable users to generate emission or
absorption sp ectra from BT2 by specifying various param eters including: tem per
ature, frequency range, cut-off intensity and line w idth. There is also a facility to
generate spectra w ith full ro-vibrational assignments, if required. The m ethod of
using spectra-BT2.f90 is detailed in a ‘readm e-spectra’ file and there are also exam
ples of a job file and an o u tp u t file. It will be seen th a t the job file requires the
partition function Qvrn for H 2 O at the relevant tem perature. The program has the
ability to calculate

Q v m (T );

alternatively the value may be inserted manually. It

should be noted th a t the O /P degeneracies included in spectra-BT2.f90 are 3 and 1,
which are four tim es the num bers commonly adopted by astronom ers. Consequently
if Q

v r n (T )

is to be inserted manually, the value to be employed is the ‘spectroscopic’

value which is four times the ‘astronom ical value’, given in Vidler and Tennyson
( 2000 ).
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T able 3.2: Extract from BT2 Transitions File. A, B: Row numbers in the Levels File. The
identification of A as an upper level is not necessary because upper and lower can be identified from
Level(A) - Level(B). C: A*/ (s- 1 ).

A
1 0 0 0
10 0 1
1 0 0 2

1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009

B

C

239
239
239
239
239
239
239
239
239
239

9.671E+01
1.874E+00
4.894E-03
1.140E-04
1.707E-02
8.473E-08
6.535E-04
7.157E+00
6.403E-06
9.861E-05

3.5

C om parison w ith earlier line lists

3.5.1

T h e earlier line lists

W ithout any claim at completeness, some of the more im portant H 2 O line lists are
detailed below.
Before com putational techniques were developed to produce ab initio line lists,
experim entalists produced lists giving the absorption coefficients for water vapour,
averaged over specific frequency intervals as a function of tem perature. T he first
quantitative m easurem ents of the transm ission through water vapour, w ith tem per
atures up to 2 780 K, were performed by H ottel and Sm ith (1935). In the 1960s there
was perceived to be a m ilitary requirem ent for more accurate d ata in order to anal
yse and predict rocket plum e radiation (Ferrriso et al., 1966). Em pirical lists were
created th a t took as their startin g point laboratory spectra produced, for example,
by: Tourin and Henry (1959), Burch et al. (1963) and Ferriso et al. (1964). Ferriso
et al. (1966) produced a complete set of absorption coefficients averaged in 25 cm - 1
intervals between 50 and 7500 cm - 1 , at tem peratures between 300 K and 3 000 K,
plus some d a ta at tem peratures at the higher end of this range for frequencies up
to 11000 cm - 1 . However, the most accurate and complete of these early absorption
lists was th a t of Ludwig (1971), which although extending only to 9 300 cm - 1 (at
least in published form - it being noted th a t the work was of m ilitary im portance),
filled in the gaps in the Ferriso et al. (1966) data, and showed th a t the earlier figures
for absorption at the higher end of the tem perature range had been too high. Lud
wig’s d a ta do not identify individual water lines, and by the early 1990s their coarse
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resolution in term s of frequency bin-size, meant th a t they were no longer considered
satisfactory for stellar atm ospheric modelling (Schryber et al., 1995).
The initial M T H 2 O line list (Miller et al., 1994) was extended by Allard et
al. (1994), and subsequently reported on in Schryber et al. (1995). This version of
the list includes 6.2 million transitions based on ro-vibrational states up to J = 30,
w ith an energy cut-off of 11000 cm- 1 . Schryber et al. indicate th a t there is good
convergence for states w ith J <20 b ut there were convergence errors of ~10 cm - 1
at J = 30.

T he energy cut-off is too low (Jones et al., 1995), and the overall

accuracy of the energy levels is not high enough (Allard et al., 1994) to give a good
representation of stellar energy outputs shortw ard of

2

pm ..

Jones et al. (2003) state th a t the PS H 2 O line list (Partridge and Schwenke,
1997) represents a substantial improvement on the M T line list. However, for use
in model atm ospheres in the range 2 000-4 000 K these authors and also V iti (1997)
indicate th a t it suffers from having an average cut-off of 28 0 0 0 cm - 1 and th a t even
below this cut-off there are many energy levels missing, which they indicate are due
to poor convergence, stating in particular th a t the problems are due to Partridge
and Schwenke’s decision not to increase the size of the H am iltonian m atrix beyond
th a t used for J = 4. They estim ate th a t PS omits ~30% of transitions up to J= 1 0 ,
~50% up to J = 2 0 , and ~60% up to J = 28. Jones et al. state th a t for low-J energy
levels, the P artridge and Schwenke calculations give ‘superb results’, however for
higher rotational states, particularly those w ith J >20, a very high proportion of
rotational states th a t should be degenerate in fact show significant splitting. Levels
with high K c and w ith K a odd, lie below the ones w ith K a even, when they should
be quasi-degenerate. They indicate th a t since two transitions which, to w ithin their
line w idth are coincident, will have less effect on the opacity th a n two separate
transitions, th e artificial splitting in PS of quasi-degenerate states will cause the
strength of w ater vapour bands to be overstated at low resolution.
Polyansky et al. (1997a) tested the hypothesis th a t th e splitting found in the PS
rotational levels is an artifact of the lack of convergence. They calculated energy
levels using th e same PES th a t Partridge and Schwenke had used to generate PS,
but substituted th e basis set of param eters employed by V iti (see below) to produce
VT2. They observed th a t whilst there was good agreement w ith PS for low-J states,
for J= 2 4 the Polyansky et al., energy levels were system atically lower th a n those for
PS by up to

1

cm - 1 . Furtherm ore, none of the ‘artificial’ splittings were present in

these new levels.
The Jprgensen et al., H 2 O line list (known as SCAN) (Jprgensen and Jensen,
1993; Jprgensen, 2001) is structured so as to enable tem perature-dependent opacity
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calculations based on 100 million ab initio lines w ith energies up to 30 000 cm - 1 .
There is, however insufficient d a ta to enable this list to be used for spectroscopic
work, which is lim ited to two additional lists (designed to be used at different tem 
peratures), each w ith

1 ,0 0 0 0 0 0

transitions.

Jprgensen’s 2001 list is a development of th e earlier work of Jprgesen and Jensen
(1993) which included 80 000 transitions. Jones et al. (2003) report th a t synthetic
spectra produced using the later SCAN list did not give a good m atch w ith ISO
observations of M dw arf spectra in the 2.5-3.0 p m region, and th a t SCAN produced
results th a t were substantially different to the other 3 lists tested.
The final H 2 O line list th a t we comment on here is th e VT2 list of Viti (1997).
This list superseded the VTP1 list of V iti et al. (1997) th a t contained 230 000 lines.
As VT2 was com puted using an earlier version of DVR3D (Tennyson et al., 1995)
it is more directly com parable w ith the BT2 line list th a n are the other line lists
mentioned above. As described in V iti (1997), the list only includes transitions for
states w ith J< 9 , although wavefunctions were produced up to J= 28. The VT2 list is
therefore of lim ited practical application, b ut it is im portant as it may be considered
to be a forerunner of BT2.
Because of its similar origins to BT2, we give here th e values of the five basis
param eters and also n # , and ‘m ’ (determines IBASS) referred to in Section

2

.2 . 1 ,

th a t were used in producing VT2. These are: nr =40, n^=40, re=2.55, o;e=0.007,
De=0.25, n # = 2 000 and m =300. As detailed in Section 2.2.1 the corresponding val
ues used to generate BT2 were: 28, 44, 2.05, 0.008, 0.20, 2 500 and 530. Convergence
testing on BT2 Section 2.2.2 suggests th a t the much lower value of ‘m ’ is likely to
have produced results for higher energy states th a t were not fully converged. We
also note th a t th e Morse oscillator functions (in particular, the choice of re), differed
from the ones selected for BT2. However, this could be due to the fact th a t Viti
used the PES of Polyansky et al. (1994), whilst B T 2 was com puted using the PES
of Shirin et al. (2003).
Jones et al. (2003) and Allard et al. (2000) conclude th a t none of th e above
models is good enough to generate accurate spectroscopic models of cool stars. Of
the then-available lists, Jones et al. comment th a t PS was the most accurate. Their
observations serve as a preface to th e com putation of BT2, the accuracy and com
pleteness of which are exam ined below.

3.5.2

C o m p leten ess

By com paring th e p artitio n function, Q (T), for water com puted at a particular
tem perature using th e energy levels from the BT2 and PS line lists w ith the most
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accurately known value at this tem perature, it is possible to estim ate the complete
ness of the line lists and the opacity th a t is missing in spectra generated by the two
line lists at the selected tem perature (this m ethod was developed by Neale et al.,
1996, in their work on H ^).
A calculation of the p artition function of water at 3 000K using the 221 097
energy levels in BT2 yields a value th a t is 99.9915% of th e Vidler and Tennyson
(2000) value, which indicates th a t levels missing from BT2 only contribute about 85
parts in a million to the p artition function of water a t this tem perature, th e reason
being th a t there is a diminishingly small probability of states above 30000 cm - 1
being occupied at this tem perature. For comparison, the PS line list, which has a
28 000 cm - 1 cut-off gives a partition function at 3 000 K th a t is only 99.493% of the
Vidler and Tennyson value.
A lthough th e exclusion of levels above 30 000 cm - 1 does not m aterially affect
the completeness of th e BT2 list, it does affect absorption at shorter wavelengths.
If we consider a photon of of wavelength 1 p m (energy 10 000 cm - 1 ), this is able
to be absorbed by a water molecule in a particular rotation-vibration level provided
th a t there is another level

cm - 1 above this lower state (to an accuracy th a t

1 0 0 0 0

is determ ined by the intrinsic line width) into which the molecule may be excited.
It follows th a t since the BT2 line list has an upper cut-off of 30 000 cm - 1 , none of
the energy levels in the list above

2 0 0 0 0

cm - 1 are capable of being excited by a

1

p m photon, as there is no corresponding upper level.
If we exam ine th e extent to which Q(3 000K) com puted from BT2, b u t excluding
all levels above 20000 cm - 1 , falls short of the Vidler and Tennyson value, this
provides an indication (this is an upper limit as it takes no account of blending
effects) of th e opacity th a t has been excluded by adopting a 30 000 cm - 1 cut-off.
Performing the calculation gives a shortfall of 0.83%.
In the case of PS, only energy levels below 18 000 cm - 1 are able to absorb a 1 p m
photon, and com puting Q(3000K) using only PS states up to 18000 cm - 1 shows
th a t these comprise only 98.37% of the Vidler and Tennyson value. Hence it will be
seen th a t the opacity deficit at

1

/im is in th e region of twice as great in the PS list

as in B T and th e ratio increases at shorter wavelengths.

3.5.3

A ccu ra cy

Before the publication of BT2, th e most accurate list was PS. Table 3.3 compares
BT2 and PS energy levels w ith known experim ental values (Tennyson et al., 2001).
It will be seen from this table th a t although the PS list is more accurate th a n BT2
in the cases where agreement w ith experim ent is b etter th a n
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T able 3.3: Comparison of BT2 and PS (Partridge & Schwenke, 1997) with 14 889 experimentallydetermined energy levels (Tennyson et al., 2001).

W ithin
cm - 1

BT2
%
48.7
91.4
99.2
99.9

0 .1

0.3
1 .0

3.0
5.0

1 0 0

1 0 .0

1 0 0

PS
%
59.2
85.6
92.6
96.5
97.0
98.1

T able 3.4: Comparison of BT2 and PS ab initio energy levels with experimentally-known levels
for J=1 (all four symmetry blocks) taking every twentieth level known experimentally. Energies are
in cm-1

Exp.
5 354.871
7 468.342
8 844.536
10 334.369
11055.476
12 444.094
13 858.487
14 719.133
15 784.299
16 936.990
17 785.302
19 802.586
21 258.129
25150.162

Ka

Kc

Vi

V2

Vs

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

7

0

0

1

0

0

3

1

1

1

1

2

0

1

0

1

1

1

7
5

1

0

2

1

1

0

5

0

0

1

0

1

0

4

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

5
5
7

1
1
2

1

1

0

1

Exp-BT

Exp-PS

-0 . 0 1
-0.05
-0 . 1 1
-0.36
-0.05
-0 . 0 1
-0.53
-0.15
+ 0 .0 1
-0 . 1 1
-0.23
-0 . 2 0
-0.57
+0.50

-0 . 0 2
-0.07
-0.03
-0.37
-0.05
+ 0 .0 1
-0.49
-0.09
+0.04
+0.38
+0.08
-0.99
-3.39
-104.36

the case generally. Specifically, based on a sample of 14 889 levels, whilst 99.2% of
the BT lines are w ithin 1.0 cm - 1 of experim ent 7.4% of the PS lines are outside this
range. O ther line lists (MT, VT2, SCAN) perform significantly worse th a n this.
Exam ining deviations from experim ent by energy is even more revealing. Table
3.5 shows th a t PS is increasingly unreliable above 10 000 cm - 1 , which is th e region
w ith the greatest num ber of transitions. In order to dem onstrate th a t BT2 progres
sively achieves higher accuracy th an PS as the energy of th e state increases, Table
3.4 compares th e BT2 and PS com puted energies against th e known experim ental
values for every tw entieth energy level for J= 1 (all four sym m etry blocks) th a t is
known experimentally.
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T able 3.5: Numbers of levels in BT2 and PS (Partridge &: Schwenke, 1997) disagreeing with
experiment (Tennyson et al., 2001) by more than 2 cm- 1 , ordered by energy.

Level Energy
cm - 1
20 000 - 26 300
15 000 - 20 000
10 000 - 15 000
7000 - 10000
< 7,000
Total

Number
in range
575
2 813
6 323
3,263
1914
14 889

BT2
No.
9

3

PS
No.
334
105
58
9

0

0

30

506

10
8

Finally, it should be noted th a t even though the V ariational Principle was applied
in determ ining th e com putational param eters to be applied in calculating BT2, the
energy levels th a t have been calculated are able to deviate from the experim ental
values on the downside as well as on the upside. This is due to errors in th e PES.
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1.4

Teff = 2000 K
1.3

BT1
1.0

.6

\

1
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2.306

\th in m ic r o n s
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1.6

1.4
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1.8
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s

i
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1.6

1.4

Teff = 4000 K
BT1
1.0

L
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0
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3.300

3.302
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F igu re 3.1: A comparison of BT1 and PS synthetic spectra at 2 000, 3 000 and 4 000 K. The missing
opacity in PS becomes increasingly apparent at higher temperatures. Reproduced from Jones et
al. (2005a).
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Introduction to the practical
applications of BT2
A m ajor p art of this Ph.D . thesis is devoted to applications of BT2. W ater exists
in a very wide range of astronom ical environments; its spectrum is also the subject
of numerous laboratory investigations. Until the publication of the BT2 line list
earlier this year, the author of this thesis was the only person able to use the list
and consequently this unique position has meant th a t he has been involved in a
large num ber of astronom ical and laboratory-based collaborations employing BT2.
Moreover, even though the line list and Fortran program ‘spectra-BT2.f90’ axe now
freely available on our G roup’s ftp site and also from the CDS archive in Strasbourg,
as detailed in Section 3.4, many research groups still find it more convenient to
approach the au th o r directly to generate synthetic spectra, to identify lines and to
com pute physical param eters based on best fits, th a n to conduct these exercises
themselves.
The following chapters deal w ith the uses to which BT2 has been put.

We

differentiate between five types of application:
• Those, of an astronom ical nature, in which the author has been involved in
all aspects of the work, including: observation, d a ta reduction, the generation
and fitting of synthetic spectra, line identification and the form ation of con
clusions. Work on comets Tempel 1 and Schwassmann-W aschmann 3 fall into
this category (Meech et al., 2005; B arber et al., 2006c, B arber et al., 2006e).
• Astronom ical applications in which th e author has not been involved in obtain
ing the observational data, b ut has been directly involved in all other aspects
of the project including using BT2 to derive physical param eters. The work on
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the tem perature and water column density of V838 Mon falls into this category
(Banerjee et al., 2005; B arber et al., 2006b).
• Applications where the author of this Ph.D. thesis has provided numerical d ata
th a t he has either com puted directly, using BT2, (Dello Russo et al, 2004, 2005;
K aw akita et al., 2006) or else has derived by com paring BT2 synthetic spectra
o u tp u t w ith observation (Rawlings et al., in prep.).
• Those applications in which th e author has responded to a specific request to
use BT2 to identify observed spectral features or individual lines. In some
instances, such as Lyubchik et al. (2006), the au th o r of this Ph.D . thesis has
collaborated in producing a paper, whilst in others, e.g. Sm ith et al. (2004),
the authors of the paper have merely acknowledged the contribution.
• Applications of an astronom ical or experim ental basis, where the author has
provided researchers either, w ith access to the complete or relevant p arts of
the BT2 line list, or else, has provided synthetic spectra produced using BT2.
B arber et al., 2006d, which deals w ith modelling cool stellar atm ospheres using
BT2 in th e PHO EN IX model, and Pavlenko et al. (2006), which includes the
BT2 w ater line list in its molecular database for com puting the spectral energy
d istribution (SED) of V838 Mon, are examples of th e former, whilst Jones et
al., 2005a, 2005b; Moont, 2005, Coheur et al., 2005, Zobov et al., 2006 axe in
the la tter category.
The most im p o rtan t of these applications are described in the following chapters.
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Applications in V838 M on
V838 Mon is an astronom ical object th a t has caused much debate and also attracted
a great deal of publicity.
The au th o r’s direct involvement has been of two types. He used synthetic spec
tra generated w ith BT2 to identify water lines (the first, and we believe, the only
occasion th a t individual water lines have been identified in this object). By fitting
the synthetic spectra to the observed d ata on five separate dates, the author was
able to determ ine th e rotational tem perature and H 2 O column density in th e ejected
circum stellar shell on these five dates.
Subsequently, th e author has collaborated in modelling the tim e evolving chem
istry of the circum stellar shell (Rawlings et al., in prep.). The resulting model agrees
well w ith the a u th o r’s determ ination of th e H 2 O column densities on five dates (see
above), as well as w ith those for other species, determ ined on a single date (Lynch
et al., 2004), w ith th e exception of H 2 S, which is wrongly reported in th a t paper.
In addition to th e above applications, the BT2 line list was used by Pavlenko et
al. (2006) to com pute the theoretical spectral energy distribution of an L supergiant,
for the purpose of comparison w ith V838 Mon spectra. These authors obtained a
qualitatively good fit of the spectrum of V838 Mon over a wide spectral range (0.41.0 /im), w ith a model atm osphere having T ef f = 2 000 K.

5.1

In trod u ction

V838 Mon was detected in eruption on 2002 January

6

(Brown, 2002) w ith a peak

am plitude of Vmax = 10 and was originally thought to be a nova. Indeed its spec
tru m had an F -type continuum w ith neutral hydrogen lines and ionized metals - all
characteristic of a nova. However, V838 Mon soon exhibited un-nova-like proper-
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F ig u re 5.1: Hubble Space Telescope image of V838 Mon, 27 March 2003

ties. Over the following two m onths, there were two more o u tbursts w ith am plitudes
Vmax 6.7 and 7 respectively. Moreover, following its sharp rises in intensity in which
it reached a lum inosity of ~ 1 L© in February 2002 and had the tem p eratu re of
an F supergiant, V838 Mon cooled rapidly.

By O ctober 2002 it was exhibiting

spectral features characteristic of a late M supergiant, and by Jan u ary 2003 its pho
tosphere had cooled to ~ 2 100 K (Lynch, et al., 2004). At this time, th e spectrum of
V838 Mon had sim ilarities to th a t of a cool L type dw arf (Evans et al., 2003). Evans
et al. com puted a detailed model of V838 Mon and its circum stellar environm ent.
In this model th e central star has a photospheric tem p eratu re of ~ 2 100 K and is
surrounded by a spherical envelope of molecular m atter at ~800 K. N either the star,
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nor the envelope, are able to be resolved, even in high-resolution Hubble images. In
contrast, the expanding light echo associated w ith V838 Mon can be resolved by
ground-based instrum ents (Henden et al., 2002; Bond et al., 2003).
The distance to V838 Mon is not accurately known. Estim ates, based on pho
tom etric measurements of the light echo, suggest a figure in the range

8 -1 0

kpc

(Tylenda, 2004; Crause et al., 2005, van Loon et al., 2004). However, Sparks (2005)
using polarim etry computes a lower value: ~ 6 . 0 kps, and further observations of the
object will be required in order to secure a value for its distance.
In addition to uncertainty over the distance of V838 Mon, there is a lack of
consensus regarding the nature of the object and of its light echo. There are two
main schools of thought regarding the nature of V838 Mon.

One suggestion is

th a t we are observing an AGB object (these are known to be unstable w ith deep
convective shells) throw ing off m aterial and moving rapidly to the right on the H-R
diagram. The precise tem perature of the progenitor is not known, b ut Tylenda et
al. (2005) suggest an early B star w ith a tem perature lower th an 30 000 K. Also,
the mechanism responsible for the very rapid transition is not understood. It has
been suggested, for instance, th a t it could be related to a B3V star observed in the
same field. O ther ideas involve some form of merger: R etter et al. (2006), suggest
the ingestion of three planets (each event corresponding to one of th e observed light
peaks) by an expanding red giant, whilst Soker and Tylenda (2006), propose the
merger of two stars.
There are also different hypotheses regarding the n ature of the so-called ‘light
echo’. W hen th e first Hubble images of V838 Mon were released by NASA, there
was general agreem ent th a t w hat was being observed was light reflecting off circum
stellar dust th a t had been throw n off from the progenitor of V838 Mon in earlier
epochs (similar to those responsible for the rapid brightening of the object in

2 0 0 2

).

However, Tylenda (2004), Tylenda et al. (2005) and Banerjee et al. (2006), all sug
gest th a t the dust from which the light (and in the case of Banerjee et al., infrared
radiation), is being em itted is interstellar in nature. In this respect, the most signif
icant results are those of Banerjee et al., who, using the IR light echo, estim ate th a t
the mass of th e dust plus gas in the region responsible for the light echo is ~150
M0 . This figure is itself too high to have been caused by earlier ejections from a
stax of even th e most massive type, and when the figure is adjusted to include an
estim ate for th e full extent of the echoing region, the corrected value for th e to tal
gas and dust is ~900 M 0 (Soker and Tylenda, 2006).
In some respects V838 Mon is similar to V4332 Sgr and M31-RV (two other
objects which have erupted in the last 10-15 years) and it is suggested th a t these
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objects may form a new class of eruptive variable (Banerjee and Ashok, 2004).

5.1.1
Figures

W ater bands
1

& 2 of Evans et al. (2003), and Figures

6

&: 7 of Lynch et al. (2004) reveal

wide, deep absorption troughs between the spectral bands e.g at 1.4 p m between the
J & H bands and at 1.9 p m between the H &; K bands. Such inter-band features
are usually due to water and are commonly observed in cool M stars (Langon and
Rocca-Volmerange, 1992). Neither Evans et al. nor Lynch et al. record individual
water lines in the spectra of V838 Mon.

5.1.2

M t. A b u sp ectra o f V 838 M on

Since early 2002, w ith the exception of the rainy season (m id-June to early October),
Banerjee and Ahshok of PRL Ahmedabad, have taken near-IR spectra of V838
Mon at fairly regular intervals, using the

1 .2

m telescope

on M t. Abu. Five H

band spectra, obtained at a resolving power of ~ 1 000between November 2002 and
December 2004 are shown in Figure 5.2.
A part from th e absorption features longward of 1.73 pm , which we identify as
being due to w ater, and the AlO bands (Banerjee et al. 2003) th a t are indicated in
Figure 5.2, m ost of the other strong features in these spectra are due to the second
overtone of 12CO (Banerjee and Ashok, 2002).

5.1.3

W ater lin es, tem p era tu re and H 20 colu m n d en sity

By com paring th e observed spectra w ith synthetic BT2 spectra it was possible to
identify a num ber of features in Figure 5.2 as being due to water.

The relative

intensities of th e various features are very tem perature-dependent. Hence, by gen
erating spectra at different tem peratures and testing for best fit w ith observation
(Fig. 5.3), it was possible to determ ine th e tem perature of the region w ithin which
water absorption was taking place on each of the five dates (Table 5.2).
In Figure 5.3 the observed spectra are shown as histogram s, whilst the synthetic
spectra are presented as sm ooth curves. It is seen from Table 5.2 th a t between
19 November 2002 and 25 December 2004 the tem perature of the water-absorbing
region decreased from 900±30 K to 750±50 K over a period of 767 days.
Many of th e transitions w ithin the BT2 line list have been labelled, and conse
quently it was possible to identify the 17 strong lines th a t comprise the five main
absorption features in Figure 5.3. The details are given in Table 5.1. The lower and
upper levels for each of these transitions are labelled in th e manner: (v\ v2 ^ ) [ J K a
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F igure 5.2: H band spectra of V838 Mon. The spectra are vertically offset by arbitrary amounts
for clarity of presentation. Bottom to top, the dates are: 20 Nov. 2002, 25 Jan. 2003, 14 Dec. 2003,
15 Apr. 2004 and 25 Dec. 2004. Reproduced from Banerjee et al. (2005).

Kc]. It is seen th a t w ith the exception of one line at 1.74454 p m all of these strong
transitions are in the

(0

1

1

)«—( 0

0

0

) band, and it is for this reason th a t we state

th a t the tem p eratu re th a t we have determ ined is the ‘ro tatio n al’ tem perature.
Table 5.1 also contains inform ation about intensity. The fourth column gives
the relative intensities of the 17 strongest synthetic H 2 O lines in the wavelength
range 1.726 to 1.751 p m at a tem perature of 800 K, whilst the last column gives
the relative intensity of th e five strong absorption features th a t are the result of
the blending of these lines. The intensity is expressed as the to tal integrated line
intensity w ithin the bin whose position corresponds to th a t of m aximum absorption
w ithin the feature. The apparent discrepancies between the two sets of d ata are
explained by th e fact th a t the features comprise not only the strong lines listed in
Table 5.1, b ut a large num ber of weak lines th a t collectively make an im portant
contribution to to tal absorption.
Lastly, it is possible to estim ate H 2 O column densities using th e expression:
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F igure 5.3: Synthetic spectra (solid curves) superimposed on the observed data (histograms), for
the different epochs of observation. For ease of presentation, the five pairs of data are plotted with
constants added to their relative intensities. The values of these offsets are listed next to the plots.
Reproduced from Banerjee et al. (2005)
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I = Joexp(—k \N S ), where N is the num ber of water molecules per cm3, S is the
distance in cm and the product NS is the column density (molecules cm - 2 ). k \
is the opacity at wavelength A and is one of the o utputs of th e program spectraBT2.f90.
Once the best tem perature fit has been established, the optim um values of Io and
NS th a t give th e best fit to the observed d ata at th a t tem perature were obtained.
The effect of increasing Io is to raise the overall level of th e synthetic plot, whilst
increasing NS has the effect of increasing the depth of th e strong absorption features
relative to the weak ones. The process employed is iterative, a more accurate fit
to tem perature being achieved once approxim ate values for Io and NS have been
established. Table 5.2 details the estim ates of the H 2 O column density on each of
the five dates.
The m ethodology is liable to suffer from system atic errors and consequently the
derived column densities are estim ated to be accurate to w ithin a factor of two.
However, the comparison between the column densities at the different dates will
be more accurate, and the error in the relative numbers is estim ated to be +25%,
- 20 %.

5.1.4

D iscu ssio n

The column density and tem perature estim ates have been com pared w ith those
derived by Lynch et al. (2004).

The envelope tem perature of 800+30 K on 25

January 2003 is consistent w ith th a t of 750-790 K derived by Lynch et al. at a
similar date and based on observations of: H 2 O and CO molecular bands and the
SiO (2i/) overtone. O ur estim ate of the H 2 O column density on 25 January 2003 is
approxim ately half the Lynch et al. (2004) value, b u t the figures are in agreement
w ithin the estim ated error.
Even though th e rate of cooling m ust slow, it is likely th a t at some future tim e
the tem perature of the w ater-bearing envelope will reach the ice sublim ation tem 
perature (~150 K) to form water-ice. Such a development would further enhance
the sim ilarity between V838 Mon and its possible analog V4332 Sgr in which water
ice was detected strongly 10 years after the o bject’s ou tb u rst (Banerjee et al., 2004).

5.2

M od ellin g th e chem istry

Rawlings et al. (in prep.), have constructed a time-evolving chemical model of a
single region located at the outer edge of the molecular shell, which they assume to
be representative of th e whole shell. The chemical network includes 1 540 reactions
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T able 5.1: Line Centres and Relative Intensities of lines, Iune, and features, If ea., computed at
800 K, for 25 Jan 2003: Reproduced from Banerjee et al. (2005).

Lower level
{y i^ 2 ^ 2 )[JK flK c]

Upper level
(1/ 1 1 / 2 ^ 2 ) [JKaKc]

A
pm

I/me
Rel.

Center
pm

I/ea.
Rel.

(0 0 0)[7 3 4]
(0 0 0)[6 3 4]

(0 1 1) [ 8 5 3]
(0 1 1)[7 5 3]

1.73202
1.73239

1.93
1.61

1.7329

1.77

(0 0 0) [9 2 7]

(0 1 1)[10 4 6 ]

1.73686

2.83

1.73686

1.93

(0 0 0) [15 7 8 ]
(0 0 0) [15 5 10]
( 0 0 0)[16 6 1 1 ]
(0 0 0)[15 6 9]
(0 0 0)[5 3 2]

(0 1 1) [16 7 9]
(0 1 1) [16 5 11]
(0 1 1) [17 6 12]
( 0 1 1 ) [16 6 1 0 ]
(0 1 1) [ 6 5 1]

1.73987
1.74036
1.74082
1.74121
1.74128

1.23
2.07
1.03
1.91
1.26

1.74071

2 .2 1

(0 0 0) [14 8 7]
(0 0 0) [7 0 7]
(0 0 0)[13 5 8 ]
(0 0 0)[13 9 4]

(0 1 1) [15

]
(0 1 1 )[8 2 6 ]
(1 1 0)[14 6 9]
(0 1 1)[14 9 5]

1.74269
1.74445
1.74454
1.74471

1.27
1.24
1.23

(0 0 0)[14 7 8 ]
(0 0 0) [ 6 2 5]
(0 0 0)[16 5 12]
(0 0 0 )[8 2 6 ]
(0 0 0) [14 6 8 ]

(0 1 1) [15 7 9]
(0 1 1) [7 4 4]
(0 1 1) [17 5 13]
(0 1 1)[9 4 5]
(0 1 1) [15 6 9]

1.74650
1.74674
1.74680
1.74728
1.74750

8

8

Shoulder

1.36

1.74456

1.77

1.74688

2.59

1 .1 2

2 .1 2

2.29
1.50
1.36
1.13

T able 5.2: Temperature and Column Densities: Reproduced from Banerjee et al. (2005).

Obs.
D ate
20
25
14
15
25

Nov
Ja n
Dec
A pr
Dec

2002
2003
2003
2004
2004

Tem perature
(°K)
900
800
800
800
700

Error
(°K)
30
30
30
40
50

Colum n Density
mols cm - 2
9.3xl0 2 1
9.0xl0 2 1
3.8xl0 2 1
5.1xl0 2 1
4.6xl0 2 1

between 102 chemical species (Le Teuff et al., 2000) and this gives a comprehensive
description of th e circum stellar gas w ith molecules composed of the elements: H,
He, C, N, O, Na, Si and S.
Their model includes three stru ctural components:
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• T he central source (photosphere) which is an expanding, optically thick, cool,
stellar envelope w ith properties similar to an L or M supergiant.
• An ejected shell at a distance of ~40 AU.
• T he large-scale cool molecular cloud th a t is responsible for the ‘light echo’.
As we have indicated, there is disagreement over th e nature and position of
this cloud, which contains the dust responsible for the ‘light echo’. This re
gion is unconnected w ith the molecular detection in the shell, and is therefore
disregarded in the modelling.
Using spectra obtained ~315 days after the first eruption of V838 Mon, Lynch
et al. (2004) recorded column densities for five molecular species observed to be
present in shell. Lynch et al. give the estim ated column density for a sixth species,
H 2 S, but this was found to be unreproducible in the model and was later confirmed
to be very substantially in error (private communication). These derived molecular
column densities and the tem poral evolution of the H 2 O column density, see Table
5.2, were used as a check on Rawlings’ chemical model.
Rawlings et al. used the tim e-dependent tem peratures of th e envelope detailed
in Banerjee et al. (2005). The photospheric tem peratures and radii were taken from
Tylenda, (2005).
The radial dependence of the density of the shell is unknown and Rawlings et
al. adopt two separate models. The first assumes an inverse square relationship,
and the second an inverse cube relationship. The inverse square relation between
density and radius gives column densities th a t are far too low, b ut an inverse cube
relationship was found to give much more realistic results and was therefore adopted.
A m ajor source of uncertainty in th e model is the initial conditions, in particular
the initial ionisation level and th e initial H 2 :H ratio. Being a non-photon dom inated
environment, free electrons are required to drive a negative ion chem istry via: H _ ,
C - , O ", O H - etc.. In the atm ospheres of M giants/supergiants the m ain donors of
free electrons are alkali metals. However, in the envelope of V838 Mon shocks may
be a contributing factor.
Also, the local radiation field w ithin th e molecular shell is poorly constrained.
Rawlings et al. consider four components:
• The photospheric contribution, which is a function of the geometry of the shell
and also th e tim e evolving radius and tem perature of the photosphere.
• A local source term for th e shell, assuming the tem peratures in Table 5.2
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• A possible contribution from a companion B3V star.
• The contribution from the am bient interstellar UV radiation field.
The model definitely rules out the possibility of a remaining, central B-type star
since the high UV flux associated w ith such a star would destroy the molecules in
the shell.

5.2.1

D eriv ed ch em istry

W ithin the estim ated errors of Lynch et al. (2004), Rawlings et al. model a chem istry
th a t is consistent w ith the column densities of the five species derived by Lynch et al..
Perhaps surprisingly, the H 2 :H ratio never exceeds 10%. CO saturates at ~0.1 days.
Since the environm ent is oxygen rich, the abundances of hydrocarbons and other
carbon-bearing species decline sharply after this time. At a later time, the oxygen
budget appears to be approxim ately evenly split between CO, O 2 , OH, H 2 O, CO 2 ,
SO 2 and Si0

2

, and to a lesser extent, NO and SO. This oxygen rich chem istry is

unusual in astronom ical environments, where H -dom inated chem istry is th e norm.
In addition, Rawlings et al.’s model reproduces well the tim e-dependence of our
derived w ater column density (Table 5.2).

5.3

B T 2 used to generate syn th etic SED

Pavlenko et al. (2006), have com puted a theoretical photospheric spectral energy
distribution of an L supergiant in the optical and near infrared regions for the
purpose of com parison with the observed spectrum of V838 Mon, in the range 0.451.0 pm , obtained w ith th e Shane 3 m etre telescope at Lick Observatory in November
2002 .

A dopting a classical approach, these authors use NextGen model photospheres
(Hauschildt et al., 1999) w ith T ef f = 2 000-2 200 K. Their model includes atomic
and molecular line d a ta for ~100 species assembled from a variety of sources. In the
case of H 2 O, line d a ta are taken from BT2.
W ith the exception of absorption in the 0.75 p m region, they obtain a qualita
tively good fit of th e spectrum of V838 Mon over th e whole observed spectral range,
w ith a model atm osphere having T ef / = 2 000 K.
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C om etary applications
A lthough the low tem peratures associated w ith comets do not make these objects
an obvious area of application of the BT2 line list, there is a particular feature of
the emission spectra of the com etary comas th a t makes the study of their spectra
ideal territory for BT2, and this is discussed below. The author has been involved
in the production of five papers on com etary work (Dello Russo et al., 2004, 2004;
Meech et al., 2005; B arber et al., 2006c and B arber et al.,2006e). In addition, BT2
d ata is now being used by other researchers in the field (Kawakita et al., 2006).

6.1

In trod u ction

Comets are of particular scientific interest because their nuclei (with the exception of
their dusty surfaces) have not been altered to any significant extent since th e comets
were formed in th e prim ordial Solar System. By investigating the composition of
comets we are thus able to gain im portant knowledge about the chemical composition
of the regions in which they formed, more th an 4 billion years ago.
There are believed to be two main reservoirs of comets in th e Solar System: the
O ort cloud, which is a spherical region extending from ~10 000 AU to possibly 50 000
AU from the Sun, and is thought to contain ~ 101 0 com etary nuclei (Stern, 2003;
D uncan et al., 2005) and the K uiper-Edgw orth belt, which includes several billion
comets orbiting at heliocentric distances ranging from ~ 40 to several hundred AU
(Morbidelli and Brown, 2005). Unlike the O ort Cloud, th e K uiper-Edgw orth belt is
concentrated close to the ecliptic.
Comets rem ain largely undetected unless they are p ertu rb ed gravitationally so
th a t they enter the inner solar system.

In particular, comets originating in the

K uiper-Edgw orth belt have short periods and prograde low-inclination orbits, and
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because of this are the ones most frequently observed.

In contrast, O ort cloud

comets have random orbital inclinations and their m otion can be either prograde or
retrograde. Once w ithin the inner Solar System, comets are activated by sunlight.
If they approach sufficiently close to the Sun, their surface ices sublime and escaping
gases axe able to eject small icy-dust particles from th e com etary surface. Together
these can give rise to ‘tails’. One is composed of dust, and points backwards along
the com et’s path, and the other is made up of ionized gas. This points directly away
from the sun (Yeomans, 2005). These tails are frequently able to be seen from E arth
w ith the naked eye.
Comets are cold objects.

Their surface tem peratures depend, inter a/«a, on

their distances from the sun, but even

els

close as

1

AU their surface tem peratures

typically average only ~300 K, w ith differences of possibly 100 K or more in the
tem peratures of the sunward and dark sides (depending on their rotational rate s).
The tem perature of the sunward side of the comet is the m ain determ inant of the rate
of sublim ation of water molecules from the icy region ju st below the dusty surface
of the comet. T he tem perature of the gaseous molecules is collisionally therm alised
in the region very close to, possibly w ithin 500 metres of, the surface, and comets
have been observed th a t have inner coma tem peratures in the range 20-150 K (Dello
Russo et al., 2004). In contrast, the am bient tem peratures of Oort cloud comets are
only ~ 5 K and 30-60 K for Kuiper-Edgw orth belt comets (M umma et al., 1993).
Gaseous H 2 O molecules in the coma of comets produce ro-vibrational spectra
th a t, in principle, can be observed from E arth. However, the low tem peratures, and
the presence of w ater in the E a rth ’s atmosphere, are serious im pedim ents to observ
ing water lines in comets. The gaseous water molecules are predom inantly in low
ro-vibrationally excited states and the principal route for radiative decay is by fun
dam ental transitions (th at is to say transitions to the ground vibrational state). The
em itted photons are then absorbed by water molecules in the E a rth ’s atm osphere,
and hence axe not observable by ground-based observers. Radio observations have
been useful for detecting some molecules, such as am m onia (Bird et al., 1999), but
only a few transitions have been recorded for water. B ird et al. (1999) report a
‘m arginal’ detection of th e

6

i 6 ~ 5 2 3 H 2 O rotational transition at 1.35 cm., and in the

sub-millim etre, Bensch et al. (2006) have observed the 556.937 GHz lio -lo i gxound
state transition in Subm illim eter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) spectra. How
ever, in general, these wavelength regions have produced a very lim ited am ount of
inform ation about w ater in comets.
Despite these observational difficulties, it is im portant to be able to quantify the
rate of w ater emissions from comets, since w ater is the dom inant ice in comets and
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w ithin 3-4 AU of the Sun its sublim ation controls the release of other volatiles (Dello
Russo et al., 2004).
Consequently, attention has focussed on other m ethods of m easuring com etary
water. In recent years, it has been realised th a t certain weaker transitions are not
absorbed by the E a rth ’s atmosphere. These are solar-pum ped fluorescent ‘S P F ’,
water lines, originating in non-LTE regions of a com et’s coma. They are transitions
from higher-lying ro-vibrational states th a t have been ‘pum ped’ by solar photons,
to lower energy vibrationally-excited states. Despite being weaker th a n th e funda
m ental transitions, it is possible to observe infrared SPF lines from ground-based
telescopes. They are not extinguished by atm ospheric water, as they are ‘hot b an d ’
transitions, th a t is to say, transitions to energy levels th a t are above th e ground
vibrational state, and which are consequently lowly populated in the E a rth ’s atm o
sphere.
In LTE environm ents, where collisional de-excitation dominates, these upper
levels would only be significantly populated at tem peratures of several thousand
Kelvin. However, in non-LTE environments, such as exist in th e coma of comets,
they axe able to rem ain populated for periods long enough to allow spontaneous
radiative de-excitation. SPF transitions have been used to determ ine the rotational
tem peratures of Comet 153P/Ikeya-Zhang (Section 6.2).
As m entioned in Section 2.2.3, the H 2 O molecule has two distinct forms, ortho
and para. At tem peratures above ~50 K, the ortho-para ratio (O PR) for H 2 O is
3:1. However, th e lowest ortho level lies 23.8 cm - 1 (equivalent to ~34 K) above the
lowest para level, so at very low tem peratures, paxa states are increasingly favoured.
T here is evidence th a t once an H 2 O molecule has formed, bo th radiative and
collisional processes (in a molecular cloud or com etary environment) are extrem ely
inefficient at converting between the ortho and p ara states.

Theoretical studies

dem onstrate a radiative conversion tim e for H 2 th a t exceeds the age of the universe,
whilst collisional induced O-P and P - 0 hydrogen molecule decay rates are also of
the order of the age of the universe in low tem perature and low density astrophysical environments, such as cold molecular clouds or com etary coma (Dodelson, 1986;
M umma et al., 1993). Also, laser-induced fluorescence experim ents show no evi
dence of nuclear spin state conversion during molecular collisions (Nela et al., 2000).
Therefore, it seems certain (Miani and Tennyson, 2004) th a t H 2 O molecules do not
undergo significant nuclear spin conversion either in th e com etary nucleus or during
sublim ation into th e coma. Thus, nuclear spin tem peratures (derived from measured
O PRs in the coma) may be a measure of the chemical form ation tem p eratu re of wa
ter in comets and could provide clues about the form ation region and processing
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histories of com etary ices (M umma et al., 1989, 1993).
Using BT2 to assign SPF transitions into ortho and p ara groups, and using BT2
Einstein A coefficients, it has been possible to determ ine nuclear spin tem peratures
for three comets: C/1999 H I (Lee), C/1999 S4 and C/2001 A 2 (Section 6.3). Subse
quently BT2 d a ta were used by K awakita et al. (2006) to calculate the nuclear spin
tem perature of comet C/2001 Q4 (Neat).
In addition, using BT2, it has been possible to identify w hat may prove to be
a new class of line in the post-im pact spectrum of comet 9P /T em pel 1, (Section
6.4.1). These are transitions from upper levels whose ro-vibrational energies are
too high to be pum ped by the norm al SPF mechanism (this is established by an
exam ination of the Einstein B coefficients and ground vibrational populations of
the allowed pum ping routes). These axe tentatively labelled ‘SH’ (Solar Heated)
transitions, in order to differentiate them from the SPF lines, but this nom enclature
does not im ply knowledge of the process by which these lines are formed in cold
com etary coma.
Because th e non-fluorescent transitions do not derive from regions th a t are in
local therm odynam ic equilibrium (LTE), the com putation of the relative intensities
of these transitions as a function of the tem perature of the inner coma of the comet
is com plicated, requiring knowledge of: the Einstein B coefficients of the allowed
transitions from the ground vibrational state by which the upper level may be pop
ulated, the E instein A coefficients of the various routes by which the upper state
may decay, and sim ilar inform ation for higher energy levels which, by a cascading
process, are able to populate the upper level of th e selected transition. T he m ethod
ology, which is detailed in Dello Russo et al. (2000), is outlined in Section 6.2. Most
of the d a ta required to perform the calculations are not available experimentally,
but can be determ ined using the BT2 water line list.

6.2

R o ta tio n a l tem peratu re o f C om et 153P /Ik eya-Z h an g

The author used the BT2 line list to com pute the frequencies and Einstein A co
efficients of th e 64 transitions (up to J = 7 ) th a t make up each of th e 7 hot bands
of water th a t are known to have been detected in comets. These d a ta were ap
plied in the determ ination of the tem perature-dependent fluorescence efficiencies
(also known as g-factors) of each observed fluorescent w ater line in the spectrum of
Comet 153P/Ikeya-Zhang (C/2002 C l) (Dello Russo et al., 2004).
The g-factors are th e product of: the Einstein A coefficient, the fractional popu
lation of the upper level of th e transition and the branching ratio (which is equivalent
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F igu re 6.1: Schematic showing the vibrational bands involved in the formation of SPF lines:
Reproduced from Dello Russo et al. (2004).

to the ratio of th e Einstein A coefficient for the transition being considered to the
sum of the E instein A coefficients for all the routes by which the upper state may
radiatively decay).
The upper state is able to be populated by two processes. It may be popu
lated directly by pum ping from ground vibrational states, where th e rate of upward
pum ping is proportional to the product of: th e incident solar flux at the pum ping
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frequency, th e tem perature-dependent population of the ground vibrational states,
and the Einstein B coefficient of the upward transition. The upper state may also be
populated indirectly by cascade from higher energy states, which have themselves
been populated, either directly or indirectly, by pum ping from ground vibrational
states. T he contribution to the population of the upper state arising from cascade
from higher levels is dependent on: the population of these higher states, the Ein
stein A coefficients of the various allowed downward transitions, and their branching
ratios. It will, of course be realised th a t this p art of th e calculation is itself com
plicated by non-LTE considerations. Finally it should be noted th a t, to a good
approxim ation (except, as discussed in Section 6.1, where the water molecules were
formed in th e prim ordial Solar System at tem peratures below 50 K), th e O P R for
H 2 O is 3:1. T he triple degeneracy of the ortho state needs to be taken into account
when com puting transition probabilities..
It will be seen th a t the com putation of the tem perature-dependent intensity of a
single non-fluorescent line is a complicated m atter. The process may be simplified by
excluding low contribution cascade routes w ithout im pacting on the accuracy of the
retrieval of th e rotational tem perature. Ultimately, the only factors impinging on the
tem perature-dependent fluorescence efficiency g(T) are: a knowledge of th e allowed
upwards and downwards transitions, and the various Einstein A and B coefficients,
together w ith th e solar pum ping fluxes at a range of frequencies. The methodology
makes several assum ptions, which have varying degrees of validity. These are listed
in the next section.

6.2.1

W orking assu m p tion s

• Under th e influence of solar radiation, water molecules sublime, either from
the comet surface (a ‘direct source’) or from small icy-dust particles which are
driven from th e surface by gaseous outbursts (a ‘d istrib u ted ’ source). The rovibrational tem perature of the molecules when they enter the gaseous phase is
determ ined by the tem perature of the surface from which they have sublimed.
However, th e molecules are vibrationally de-excited by collisions w ithin the
first '■'■'500 m etres of the inner coma, adopting a rotational Boltzm ann energy
distribution th a t is characteristic of the tem perature of the inner coma, and is
lower th a n th e sublim ation tem perature.
• Solar photons and electron collisions pum p H 2 O molecules from these low en
ergy pure rotational states into ro-vibrationally excited states. The transitions
are optically thin.
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• Away from th e nucleus, the collisional rate is too low to m aintain the water
molecules in excited ro-vibrational states and they have tim e to decay radiatively to ground vibrational states, mainly by single direct transitions, but
also via cascades to interm ediate vibrational states. These are the fluorescent
transitions th a t we refer to as ‘S P F ’. They are optically thin.
• P um ping due to infrared emissions from dust can be ignored in the near infra
red.

6.2.2

P ro ced u re

Dello Russo et al. (2004) made observations of comet 153/Ikeya-Zhang during seven
observing periods, using the echelle spectrom eter CSHELL at the NASA Infrared
Telescope Facility on M auna Kea, Hawaii, in three frequency ranges, centred on:
2003, 2144 and 3 452 cm - 1 .
The favourable apparition of the comet, allowed detections of multiple w ater lines
from at least six different hot-bands (see Table 6.1). A to tal of 17 lines (some of
which could not be resolved individually) were identified in the 7 vibrational bands
J —7

th a t were being targeted. Each band has

(2 J + 1), i.e., 64 transitions.T ransitions
J = o

were observed from upper energy levels having all J values < 6 , b ut the percentage
observed for any given upper J value was proportionately greater in the case of J
<3 th a n for higher J values.
T ^ O baiid
"HXWhO
100-010
001-010
001-010
001-010
100-010
001-010
111-110
101-100
101-100
101-100
200-001
101-100
200-100
101-001
200-100
101-100

h 2o

line
2i2~3<>3
1oj- 2 i2
322-321
Qoo-loi
—12——11
221-110
b i- b o
5 i5-6)$
6l6-7]7
524-625
110-111
202-321
110-221
2 n -220
3oj- 4 i4
422-523

v rest
(cm '1)
2003.00
2003.39
2137.33
2137.37
2139.92
2148.19
2151.19
3448.72
3448.74
3448.83
3449.38
3450.29
3453.15
3453.30
3454.69
3455.98
3456.45

Eu -E«(0oo)
(cm-1)
70.50
23.79
206.30
0.00
79.50
134.90
37.14
326.63
446.70
447.25
416.21
42.37
70.09
42.37
95.18
136.76
315.78

8100 t a
IO-8 s_1
22.1
41.7
6.84
48.7
5.00
14.2
45.4
0.94
4.79
1.58
4.74
10.2
6.93
7.27
4.60
4.03
7.31

8120 K
IO-8 s ' 1
20.6
36.0
8.06
39.5
4.59
14.5
39.8
1.28
8.26
2.73
7.78
8.87
6.07
6.31
4.16
4.14
9.67

8150 Ka
10-® s-3
18.4
29.5
9.12
30.2
4.02
14.4
33.0
1.68
13.7
4.55
12.3
7.35
5.08
5.23
3.59
4.07
12.4

T able 6.1: Log of water lines detected in Comet Ikeya-Zhang and their computed g(T) factors at
100, 120 and 150 K. Reproduced from Dello Russo et al. (2004).
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6.2.3

M o d ellin g S P F in ten sities

In order to be able to calculate rotational tem peratures from observed line intensities
it is necessary to develop models to describe how individual line intensities vary as a
function of tem perature. Figure 6.1 shows the routes by which the upper state of an
SPF line are populated. It also indicates th a t there may be other routes by which
this upper level can radiatively decay. The tem perature-dependent probabilities of
all the upw ard and downward transitions th a t affect the intensity of the SPF line in
question need to be built into the model. At a given tem perature, the probability of
the upw ard tran sitio n is proportional to the Einstein B coefficient of th a t transition
and in the case of downwards transitions, to the Einstein A coefficient. The Einstein
A coefficient is an o u tp u t of spectra-BT2.f90 and the Einstein B coefficient is related
to the Einstein A coefficient by the expression:

i

=

^

f6-1)

where A and B are the Einstein A and B coefficients and h is Planck’s constant.
Figure 6.1 details the main upwards and downwards vibrational bands th a t need
to be considered in order to calculate the tem perature-dependent intensity of the
SPF transitions in the (101)—>-(100) band. The true situation is more complex th an
is indicated in th is figure, since, for ease of illustration, th e figure only deals w ith
changes in th e vibrational quantum number. In reality fully rotationally resolved
transitions need to be considered.
Various routes axe shown by which the upper (101) vibrational state may be
populated. One is by pum ping from the ground vibrational state (assumed to be
characterised by a Boltzm ann distribution) (101)«—(000). It may also be populated
by cascade from higher vibrational states, including, b u t not restricted to, the ones
shown in Figure 6.1: (211), (301), (201), (121), (111). However, it is generally the
case th a t each of these higher states may decay to levels other th an th e ( 1 0 1 ) state
th a t we are interested in. For example, the (201) state decays, inter alia to the (200)
or (101) vibrational states. These higher levels are themselves able to be populated
by a com bination of upwards and downward routes.
Finally, account needs to be taken of th e fact th a t th e upper level, (101) is able
to decay by transitions other th a n th e one, ( 1 0 1 )—>(0 0 1 ), th a t we are concerned
w ith here. Figure 6.1 shows an alternative route, (101)—>(100), b u t th e num ber of
possibilities increases when changes in rotational angular m om entum are considered.
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A considerable num ber of transitions may need to be taken into account to deter
mine the tem perature-dependent intensity of a single SPF transition, particularly
having regard to the contribution due to cascade from higher states. In order to
simplify the calculation, Dello Russo et al. (2000) assume th a t the transition prob
abilities w ithin a hot-band such as: ( 1 0 1 )—>(0 0 1 ) are the same as those for the
corresponding fundam ental transition: (0 0 1 )-> ( 0 0 0 ), and use as a startin g point ab
sorption line strengths for fundam ental bands tab u lated in R othm an et al. (1992),
only using BT2-derived Einstein A coefficients to com pute the direct pum ping rates
and branching ratios. Despite this simplification, the com putation of the intensity
of a single SPF line at a given tem perature requires many inputs, and in particular
Einstein A and B coefficients from BT2. The com puted intensity of a SPF transition
at a given tem p eratu re is expressed in term s of g(T). In Table 6.1 com puted values
of g(T) are given for 10 SPF transition in the 2.9 p m (3 450 cm -1 ) region at three
tem peratures: 100, 120 and 150 K.

6.2.4

S ele ctio n o f lines

In some spectral regions, many of the strong fluorescent lines have g-factors whose
variations w ith tem perature are very similar to each other (the transitions are
pum ped from states w ith similar lower state rotational energies), while other lines
th a t might otherw ise be b etter suited for a rotational tem perature analysis are of
ten too weak, or are accidentally coincident w ith telluric absorption features. To
minimise these problem s Dello Russo et al. (2004) targeted water hot-band lines
near 2.9pm. T his region contains several strong fluorescent lines as is seen from
Figure 6.2.
Details of these lines are given in Table 6.1 (which also contains details of some
strong SPF transitions at other wavelengths).
Using hot-band lines at 2.9pm Dello Russo et al. were able to derive H 2 O ro ta
tional tem peratures on three dates. All lines at 2.9 p m were used in this analysis
except the (101) [422]->(100) [523] line w ith rest frequency 3456.45 cm - 1 . This line
was excluded because it is believed to be blended w ith an unknown emission feature.

6.2.5

R esu lts

The rotational tem p eratu re of th e comet was determ ined on three dates. By com
paring the values of g at various tem peratures w ith th e transm ittance-adjusted,
measured line fluxes, it was possible to deduce th e rotational tem perature of the
comet. These are: 138^5, 1 4 llJ° and 94±3 K on UT 2002 M arch 22.0, M arch 23.0
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and April 13.8, respectively.
The results im ply th a t the rotational tem perature decreased by about 40-50 K
between UT M arch 22.0 (R* = 0.51 AU) and UT April 13.8 (R* = 0.78 AU) (See
Table 6.1). This is not unexpected, since the comet was receding from the Sun during
this period of time. A decrease in T rot w ith heliocentric distance is to be expected,
although the R^-dependence can vary (Biver et al., 1999, 2002; Dello Russo et al.,
2000; D iSanti et al., 2001). The formal relationship derived from Dello Russo et
al.’s results for Ikeya Zhang is T rot = (74± 4)[R^ °-93±0-11)j k .

6.3

N u clear spin tem peratu res o f th ree com ets

The hot-band transitions identified by BT1 in Section 6.2 were classified into ortho
and para using th e sym m etry inform ation contained w ithin the BT2 energy file (see
column C, Table 3.1).
Using this inform ation it was possible to deduce the prim ordial O /P water com
position of three comets: C/1999 H I, C/1999 S4 and C/2001 A2 (Dello Russo et al.,
2005), and hence th e nuclear spin tem peratures. These tem peratures are thought
to relate to th e prim ordial tem peratures of the different regions of the early solar
nebula in which th e comets were formed (Dello Russo et al., 2004). The m ethod
takes as its startin g point the fact th a t O-P and P - 0 transitions are not allowed.
Spectra of these three comets were obtained in th e 2.9 p m region using th e high
resolution spectrom eter, N IRSPEC at the Keck Observatory, Hawaii, and a num ber
of fluorescent transitions were recorded in these spectra. By separating the observed
transitions into two groups, ortho (O) and para (P), and using the relative intensities
of the O transitions to derive a rotational tem perature and com paring th e relative
intensities of th e O and P transitions w ith the ratios th a t would have been expected
from a norm al (3:1 O PR ), it was possible to deduce th e actual O /P degeneracy
ratio and hence a nuclear spin tem perature for the water molecules contained in the
comet.
The detectability of emission lines near 2.9 p m is particularly sensitive to the
atm ospheric w ater burden. H 2 O emission features were separated from th e contin
uum by subtractin g th e norm alised atm ospheric model from the comet spectrum
row by row, yielding the net com etary molecular emission intensities along th e slit
(convolved w ith th e atm ospheric transm ittance function). The tru e line flux (F^ne)
incident at th e top of the terrestrial atm osphere was determ ined by dividing the
observed flux by th e m onochrom atic transm ittance at th e Doppler-shifted line po
sition.
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In order to obtain the rotational tem perature, production rate, and O P R from
m easured line fluxes, the g-factors for individual ro-vibrational lines are needed for
a range of tem peratures. Fluorescence models were produced for seven hot bands in
the 2.9 p m region, based on th e methodology discussed in Section 6.2.3 and'detailed
in Dello Russo et al. (2000, 2004). Due to the lim ited am ount of laboratory d ata
determ ination of g-factors for the H 2 O SPF transitions, BT1 was used to generate
the Einstein A coefficients. These values were revisited at a later date, when BT2 had
been com puted, and there were found to be no significant differences in the values
obtained from th e two lists for the transitions in question (the main differences
between the Einstein A coefficients in BT1 and BT2 occur in weaker transitions).
In Section 6.2, lines from six hot bands were detected near 2.9 pm . T he vibra
tional assignments for these six bands are
1 1 0

—>0 1 0 , and

1 1 1

1 0 1

-> 0 0 1 ,

1 0 1

—>1 0 0 ,

2 0 0

-> 1 0 0 ,

2 0 0

—>0 0 1 ,

-> 1 1 0 .

For each comet, the individual fluxes from all m easured lines were initially used in
determ ining rotational tem peratures and OPRs. Production rates were determ ined
for each line individually, based on the initially m easured rotational tem perature
and O PR. Lines th a t gave system atically deviant production rates i.e., system ati
cally higher or lower th a n the mean (90% confidence level) were excluded from the
analysis. Four lines were excluded for S4 and Lee on all dates, and three lines were
excluded on th e July dates for A2. No lines were excluded in the August A2 anal
ysis. P roduction rates, rotational tem peratures, and O PR s were then recalculated
(excluding deviant lines) for all comets and on all dates. The presence of system 
atically deviant lines suggests possible errors in the rotational branching ratios in
the fluorescence models or may, in the case of system atically high figures, be due
to blending w ith unknown emissions. N. Dello Russo of Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics L aboratory has applied to the US N ational Science Foundation for
funding to investigate these system atically deviant lines, nam ing the author of this
Ph.D .as a collaborator in th e project.
A knowledge of T rot is required in order to calculate the H 2 O production rates
from individual line intensities. T rot in the ground vibrational level is estim ated by
comparing th e transm ittance-corrected H 2 O line fluxes (F/ine) w ith their calculated
tem perature-dependent g-factors (gune ), using all m easured lines in th e

2 .9

p m re

gion. The rotatio n al tem perature was m easured on two dates for comets Lee and
A2 and on one d ate for comet S4. The derived nuclear spin tem peratures of water
released from comets A2, Lee, and S4 were com puted to be 23lgK , 30lg5K, and
<30 K respectively (from a weighted average of th e two dates on which O PR s were
measured in Lee and A 2 ).
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TABLE 2

H20

L in e s A n a l y z e d n e a r

2.9 (im
D ates D etec ted

R e s t F requency

V ib r a t io n a l

R o t a t io n a i.

(cm-1)

A s s ig n m e n t

A s sig n m e n t

3347.907....................
3348.355....................
3358.922....................
3360.990....................
3362.310....................
3366.554....................
3371.692....................
3372.754*.................
3378.484*.................
3382.100....................
3387.541*.................
3390.01 r * ................
3390.039"................
3390.092"................
3394.076....................
3397.628....................
3399.368....................
3404.243....................
3404.997....................
3409.203....................
3410.577....................
3411.613....................
3412.924....................
3415.699....................
3417.659'.................
3417.775'.................
3422.329...................
3426.582...................
3428.303...................
3434.330'.................
3434.382'.................
3434.399'.................
3435.490....................
3436.633'.................
3436.643'.................
3439.423...................
3439.826...................
3445.885...................
3448.722'.................
3448.742'.................
3448.829'.................
3449.376....................
3450.294....................
3451.089...................
3453.154'.................
3453.300*.................
3454.689....................
3456.445*-b...............
3458.117....................
3459.493'.................
3459.529'.................
3463.196*.................
3463.234*.................
3467.676...................
3468.532'.................
3468.631'.................
3468.652'.................
3468.754'.................
3468.870'.................
3472.285*.................
3472.357*.................

101 001
200-001
200 001
200-001
101-001
2 0 0 -1 0 0
200 100
200 001
200 001
200 001
101-001
101-100
200-001
101 001
200 100
101-001
200 001
101 001
101 001
110 010
101 too
101-001
200 100
101 100
200 100
101 001
101 001
101 100
200 001
200 100

2 m -3 31

101 100
101 001
200 001
101 001
101 100
101 001
200 001
200 001
111 110
101 100
101 100
101 100
200 001
101-001
101-100
200-100
101 001
101 100
101 001
101 100
101 001
200 100
200 100
101 100
101 001
101 100
200 001
in no
101-100
200 100
111-110

3m- 42J
3<U 4o4
3 1j 4,4
2 ,2 -3 2l
322^31
3.3 4j2
22. 322
2o2 3o3
2.2 3,3
4 o4“ 5,3
2 |2—33t
4 ,4 -4 ,3
4 |4 -5 os
221 330
l | | - 22o
*01 2o2
1io 22,
3o3 4,4
3 m 4«i
6 2 4 72j
3|3“ 4o4
2,2 32i
3oJ 422
3)2 423
322 4| 3
2o2 3 13
6 |S 7 16
2 , 2 2 ,,
2 11 322
4,4 4 ,,
2,2 3o,
322 - 321
404 4,3
533

634

lot 2|2
III 110
2 2 0 2 3,
5,3 6 |6
^06 2 0 7
6 | 6 2,7
S24 625
1to 1,1
4,3-422
2o2 32,
1io -22i
2 |, 220
422 *23
O00 In
43, Sj2
1|1 2o2
322 331
3,3 404
4|3 5|4
2o2- 2 ,i
5 o3 - 6 o o

l o r 0 oo
3 l 2 4,3
S is a ls
$23
322 - 423

432

N u c l e a r S p in

S4

Lee

S p e c ie s

Ortho
Para
Ortho
Para
Para
Para
Para
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Para
Para
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Para
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Para
Ortho
Ortho
Ortho

(U T )

---------------------------------------------

1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
None
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug

1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
None
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug
1999 Aug

19.6,21.6
19.6,21.6
19.6,21.6
19.6, 21.6
19.6,21.6
19.6,21.6
19.6,21.6
19.6, 21.6
19.6,21.6
19.6, 21.6
19.6,21.6

A2

13.6
13.6
13.6
13.6
13.6

None
None
2001 Jul
2001 Jul
None
None
None
2001 Jul
2001 Jul
2001 Jul
2001 Jul
None

9.5, 10.5
9.5, 10.5

9.5,
9.5,
9.5,
9.5,

10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5

19.6
19.6
19.6,21.6
19.6,21.6

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
2000 Jul 13.6
None

None
None
None
None
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5
None
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5
2001 Aug 4.4, 10.5
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5

1999 Aug 19.6,21.6
None
1999 Aug 19.6, 21.6
1999 Aug 19.6,21.6

None
None
2000 Jul 13.6
2000 Jul 13.6

None
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5
None
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5

1999 Aug 19.6, 21.6
1999 Aug 19.6,21.6

None
None

2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5
None

1999 Aug 21.6
None
1999 Aug 21.6
1999 Aug 19.6,21.6

None
None
None
None

2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5
2001 Jul 9.5, 10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5
2001 Aug 4.4, 10.5
None

1999
1999
1999
1999

19.6,21.6
19.6,21.6
21.6
19.6,21.6

None
2000 Jul 13.6
None
2000 Jul 13.6

2001
2001
2001
2001

1999 Aug 19.6, 21.6
None
1999 Aug 19.6, 21.6
1999 Aug 19.6,21.6

2000 Jul 13.6
2000 Jul 13.6
None
None

None
None
None
None

1999 Aug 19.6,21.6

None

None

1999 Aug 19.6
1999 Aug 19.6

None
None

None
None

1999 Aug 19.6

None

None

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

19.6
19.6
19.6
19.6
19.6
19.6

None
None
None
None
None
None
2000 Jul
2000 Jul
None
2000 Jul
2000 Jul
2000 Jul

Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul

9.5,
9.5,
9.5,
9.5,

10.5
10.5, Aug 4.4, 10.5
10.5
10.5, Aug 10.5

Asterisks (*) or daggers ( f ) indicate emissions that are combinations o f two or more lines.
* Lines excluded from the analysis for all comets on all dates (see § 3).
b This line was detected and analyzed on three dates in comet IS3P/Dceya-Zhang (C/2002 C l) and was suspected o f being a blended emission (D ello Russo et al.
2004), so it was excluded from this analysis since there are four total measurements o f this line in our comet data archive (see text).
N o t e .—

T able 6.2: Designation of H 2 O lines in the region of 2.9
from BT2. Reproduced from Dello Russo et al. (2005).
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The low nuclear spin tem peratures measured in these comets suggest th a t their
H 2 O molecules probably formed on cold grains (with T spin reflecting grain tem per
atures), rath er th an from exotherm ic gas-phase reactions (Tielens Sz Allamandola,
1987). Nuclear spin tem peratures in comets A2 and Lee are much lower th a n derived
rotational tem peratures, suggesting th a t H 2 O O PR s are not reset to the coma gas
tem perature upon sublim ation from the nucleus.
It should be noted th a t, in principle, optical d epth effects could sim ulate low
OPRs. However, in practice, ap art from w ithin a distance of only a few kilometres
(and possibly less) of the nucleus, the transitions th a t were measured were optically
thin.

6.4

W ater lines in com et T em pel 1

On 4th July 2005, NASA’s Deep Im pact mission successfully collided a 370 kg space
craft (largely m ade of copper to minimise reactions w ith com etary water b u t includ
ing 6.4 kg of unspent hydrazine fuel) into the surface of comet 9P /T em pel 1 w ith
an im pact velocity of 10.3 km s- 1 , releasing 19 G Joules of kinetic energy and eject
ing dust and gas from the im pact region th a t was studied by a nearby spececraft
(A’Hearn et al., 2005; Feldm an et al., 2005; Schultz et al., 2005) and from tele
scopes all over th e world. The ground-based observations are reported in Meech et
al. (2005).
We were successful in being awarded tim e on the U nited Kingdom Infrared Tele
scope (UKIRT), M una Kea, Hawaii, to obtain spectra of Tempel 1 before and after
im pact. T he principal objective was to determ ine the tem poral development of those
SPF water lines shown in Section 6.2 following th e Deep Im pact event.
Observations were made using CGS4, a cooled grating spectrom eter w ith a 256
x 256 pixel array. T he details given below relate to our observations on 4 July, post
the Deep Im pact event. Due to low intensity, CGS4 was unable to detect th e comet
prior to im pact.

However, im m ediately post-im pact, considerable flux appeared,

enabling us to record the evolution of the com et’s spectrum w ith time.
Spectra were obtained in the wavelength range centred on 2.894 pm , w ith a spec
tral range of ±0.040 pm . This wavelength region is the same as was selected for the
investigation of th e rotational tem perature of Comet Ikeya-Zhang, see Section 6.2.
A part from containing m any SPF transitions, see Figure 6.2, it was also known to
be a spectral area which is largely void of other molecular lines (such as CO). This
means th a t it is possible to model this region using the BT2 line list w ithout having
to include other species. However, in th e subsequent exam ination of th e data, in or
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der to maximise th e S /N ratio, the analysis was restricted to the wavelength range:
2.8945 - 2.8985 pm .
It had been our intention to obtain spectra of Tempel 1 on the night prior to
im pact, on im pact night, and on the night after im pact. However, prior to im pact
the comet was not sufficiently bright to be able to obtain useful data, and on the
night after im pact, reduced intensity and a deterioration in th e observing conditions
prevented high quality d ata being obtained. O ur results therefore relate only to the
period of 144 m inutes im m ediately following im pact.
Com etary spectra were produced using norm al techniques for observing in the
infrared L band. F lat field and standard star frames were obtained at the beginning
an end of the observing session. The ABBA mode removed the requirem ent for a
dark frame (as discussed below).
An individual spectrum was obtained w ith four co-added 10 s exposures, repeated
four times in 2x2 sampling so th a t the effects of bad pixels were minimised. Each
spectral fram e thus corresponded to 160 s exposure.
The telescope was first positioned such th a t light from the comet fell onto Row 95
of the detector. After an initial observation, the A frame, the telescope was nodded
1 0

", so th a t light from th e comet continued to fall on th e spectrom eter slit, b u t on a

different row of th e detector, Row 117. This produced a B frame. It was im portant
when setting up th e ‘n o d ’ param eters to ensure th a t b o th the A and B signals were
centred on pixel rows, as the signal was from the spatially com pact inner coma. A
subsequent exam ination of th e d a ta revealed th a t approxim ately 70% of th e signal
was contained w ithin a single pixel row.
The observing was of continuous ABBA quads, each quad being obtained over a
period of 12 m inutes. T he quads were sum m ed or sampled as required. To produce
the spectra and to investigate their tem poral evolution, sequential pairs of spectral
frames were subtracted.

This process has the effect of bo th ‘dark fram ing’ and

sky subtracting, which are consequently not conducted separately. The subtraction
leaves an A-B frame, which has a positive spectrum of the comet in Row 95 and a
negative spectrum in Row 117. Finally th e spectrum in Row 117 is extracted and
subtracted from th a t extracted from Row 95. This final process has the effect of
correcting for any change in the sky signal th a t may have occurred between the
frames.
The net result is a spectrum th a t has an effective 320 s exposure, obtained
(because of overheads such as nodding the telescope and reading out th e detector
array) over a period of 330 s. It should be noted th a t our analysis was confined to
the signal in rows 95 and 117. No attem p t was m ade to recover th e small am ount of
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signal from adjacent rows as an analysis of the d ata revealed th a t this would have
resulted in a reduction in the overall S /N ratio.
Because the signal was confined to two single rows, it was essential to achieve
accurate tracking of the target. U K IR T’s high accuracy guidance system made this
possible and a subsequent analysis of th e d ata revealed th a t there had been no de
tectable drift in th e position of th e signal on th e array during the course of the
evening. In order to identify water features, and to accurately measure their inten
sities, it was necessary to com pensate for wavelength-dependent telluric absorption
effects. This was particularly im portant in identifying the weak ‘SH’ lines th a t we
discuss later.
The process of obtaining a tru e line flux is com plicated by the fact th a t a t
mospheric tran sm ittan ce varies not only w ith wavelength, b ut also w ith time. In
theory we could have used our own sky d ata obtained at varying times during the
evening.

However, an exam ination of these sky d a ta led to the conclusion th a t

it would have th e effect of introducing a new element of noise into the data. We
therefore divided by a standard Keck sky spectrum , (Dello Russo, private commu
nication), norm alised to fit th e water burden at UKIRT during the observations. It
was subsequently learned (private communication) th a t this was the same process
th a t had been employed by M um m a et al. (2005).
The detector was wavelength-calibrated by m atching observed sky lines w ith
those in the K itt Peak sky atlas downloadable from:
ftp: / /ftp. noao. edu/ catalogs/ atmospheric- transm ission/
and also by com paring w ith the Keck sky data, which has the advantage of having
a similar w ater burden. The two sets of reference d a ta (Keck and K itt Peak) were
found to differ by up to 0.000013 pm , which was equivalent to 0.36 of th e pixel
resolution of 0.0000362 pm . A second factor lim iting the accuracy w ith which the
observations could be wavelegth calibrated was the non-linearity of the detector. It
was estim ated th a t this could deviate from linearity by one pixel over the 2.8945 2.8985 p m region.
A detailed exam ination of the 24 A-B pairs revealed th a t sets 3, 4, 6 , 11, 15 and
24 had excessively low S /N ratios and were therefore excluded. T he post-im pact
to tal spectrum obtained by sum m ing th e other 18 A-B pairs, adjusted for a red shift
of 9 km s _ 1 is shown in Figure 6.5 and covers the period July 4 05:54 to 08:11 U.T.,
but w ith 5 gaps each of

~ 6

m inutes d uration startin g at 6:06, 6:12, 6:24, 6:54 and

7:17 U.T.. T he d a ta have been adjusted to remove th e continuum. T he am ount of
intensity removed varies slightly across the wavelength range, b u t averages 3x10 “
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W m _2/im - 1 . The fact th a t some of the intensities in Figure 6.5 are negative may
in part be due to having over-corrected for the continuum, or more likely is due to
noise, which is estim ated to be in the region of 0.4xl0 - 1 6 W m -2 p m ~ 1.
In Figure 6.5 two bright fluorescent transitions at 2.89580 and 2.89831 pm , stand
out against a background of weaker features. Many of these weaker features are
close to, or below, the noise threshold and these are disregarded. However, there are
several where th e S /N ratio is estim ated to be greater th a n 4 and which, unlike noise,
appear in th e same place (albeit w ith differing intensities) in many of th e individual
frames. These are interpreted as also being genuine signals, and they are marked
either SPF (where their wavelengths correspond to known fluorescent transitions),
or SH, (in those cases where transitions are thought to be by some other route).
The first column of Table 6.3 gives the observed wavelength of each of the features
(adjusted for red shift).
The position of many of the spectral features in Figure 6.5 can be replicated using
the BT2 synthetic water line list. Some of these are identified as being due to one or
two individual lines whilst others are blends of many transitions, and are therefore
not easily assigned w ith either vibrational or rotational quantum numbers. Two dif
ferent techniques were used to assign features in the observed spectra. The first was
simply to use th e docum ented positions of the SPF transitions (see Table 6.2), the
wavelengths used being the experimentally-known values, which differ slightly from
those com puted using BT2. T he Einstein A coefficients used to com pute intensities
as a function of tem p eratu re were th e BT2 values. The second technique was used
to identify features th a t did not correspond to known SPF transitions and which,
as far as we are aware, have not previously been recorded in com etary spectra.
In attem p tin g to identify the non-SPF features in th e observed spectrum , a series
of synthetic sp ectra were generated using BT2, some of which are shown in Figures
6.7 and

6

.8 . In order to improve the signal to noise ratio and also to lessen the

significance of errors in the wavelength calibration of our detector, estim ated to be
in the region of 0.00004 p m (slightly greater th an a single pixel w idth), the resolution
of the observed d a ta was artificially reduced from an instrum ent-lim ited ~ 3 7 000 to
a pixel-averaged lim ited value of ~ 1 7 500 by taking a moving average of five pixels in
the wavelength dimension. This assisted th e process of m atching the observed and
synthetic data. It was subsequently learned th a t M um m a et al. (2005) had adopted
a similar procedure (using a 3 pixel moving average) in th e analysis of their Keck
d ata of Tempel 1 (private com m unication). Figure

6 .6

shows our observed spectrum

with this artificially degraded spectral resolution. In this figure the vertical scale
is term inated at a level well below th e peak intensities of the two strongest SPF
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T able 6.3: Assignments of SPF and previously unobserved SH lines in the post-impact spectrum
of Tempel 1. The first column gives the observed wavelength of each of the features (adjusted for
red shift), the next column identifies the transition: the vibrational quantum numbers are given in
round brackets and the rotational quantum numbers in square brackets. The last three columns
give: the experimentally-determined wavelength of the listed transition, the Einstein A coefficient
computed using BT2, and our designation of type SPF or SH.

Identification
(see text for notation)

^ o b served

p m ±0.00005
2.89458
2.89527
2.89527
2.89573
2.89580
2.89591
2.89723
2.89831

( 1 0 1 ) [2 1 1 ]
(103) [110]
(211) [322]
(2 1 0 )[ 1 0 1 ]
(2 0 0 ) [1 1 0 ]
(101) [202]
(2 2 0 ) [2 1 2 ]
(2 0 0 )[ 1 1 0 ]

-

^ la b o r a to r y

pm
2.89462
2.89526
2.89528
2.89570
2.89578
2.89590
2.89728
2.89830

(0 0 1 ) [2 2 0 ]
( 1 0 2 ) [110]
(210) [211]
(0 1 1 )[0 0 0 ]
( 1 0 0 ) [2 2 1 ]
(100) [321]
(0 2 1 ) [1 1 1 ]
(0 0 1 ) [ ll lj

A if
s- 1

Type

1.9
53.5
8.5
5.1
4.7
1.7
4.4

SPF
SH
SH
SH
SPF
SPF
SH
SPF

6 .6

transitions. This was done to aid identification of the weak transitions.
Figure 6.7 shows three synthetic spectra generated at 3 000, 4000 and 5 000 K
(assuming LTE), using the BT2 line list (with some corrections to the calculated
wavelengths based on th e available experim ental d a ta ). In producing these spectra,
we applied th e restriction th a t only states w ith J < 3 are included. T he resolution
in Figure 6.7 was set to be the same as Figure

6

.6 . Figure

6 .8

shows another set

of synthetic BT2 spectra generated at the same three tem peratures, b ut this tim e
including all J levels (up to 50).

Some of the same features are observed as in

Figure 6 .6 , b u t we note th a t Figure 6.7 matches the observed spectrum b etter th an
Figure

6 .8

does.

However, it should be noted th a t these synthetic spectra have

been com puted on the assum ption of LTE, which is clearly not the case. Moreover,
the mechanism behind the form ation of th e SH transitions is not known. Hence,
a precise m atch between th e intensity of th e features in the observed and th e BT2
synthetic spectra is not to be expected. It is, however, true for H 2 O th a t those
transitions where

=

1

will be th e strongest.

Figure 6.7 is therefore a high-v, low-J spectrum and it reproduces well th e posi
tion (less-so, th e intensities) of many of th e non-SPF features in the low-resolution
observed spectrum , Figure 6 .6 . It should be noted th a t similar features are observed
in synthetic spectra generated for tem peratures greater th a n 3 000 K and the ap
pearances of th e spectra vary little once T ^ > 4 500 K, except for differences in
the general levels of intensity. It is also noted th a t there are other features in the
observed spectrum (Figure 6 .6 ) th a t are replicated in th e synthetic spectrum (Figure
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6.7). These are also due to water emission. However, since they are produced by
the blending of m any overlapping transitions from different vibrational manifolds, it
is not possible to assign them to one or two individual transitions. Hence they have
not been labelled w ith ro-vibrational quantum num bers in Table 6.3.
The non-SPF transitions identified in Table 6.3 share certain common charac
teristics and they are labelled them ‘SH’ in order to convey the fact th a t we believe
th a t they are likely to be of a similar physical origin, related either directly or indi
rectly (the transfer of energy may possibly be via electrons) to solar photons. It is
possible th a t th e production route involves H 2 O molecules th a t have sublim ed from
the freshly exposed icy grains ejected by the im pact. However, an understanding of
the precise n atu re of these SH lines will require further research. We have recently
learned th a t Villanueva et al. (2006) observed some previously unrecorded lines in
the 2.8313 p m region in th e post-im pact spectrum of Tempel 1, which may be due
to transitions from higher energy ro-vibrational states of H 2 O. We plan to try and
replicate these features using synthetic BT2 spectra. In addition, we will collaborate
w ith M. M um m a in trying to identify several unidentified lines in M um m a et al.,
(2005) including the one marked w ith a question m ark in Figure 6.9.

6.4.1

A ssig n in g th e featu res

Among the assigned features are fluorescent emission lines from levels th a t have two
quanta of H 2 O stretching, such as (2 0 0)—>-(1 0 0) and ( 1 0 1)—> (1 0 0). In the
former transition, the emission involves one quantum of v \ , in th e latter it involves
one quantum of 1/3 . A quantum of v\ and of v 3 , have similar energies ~ 3 4 5 0 cm - 1 .
In both cases, th e final state is th e liq state. Because a quantum of
th an half th e energy of a v\ or
change of one quan tu m of

^2

1 /3

^2

carries less

quantum , (~ 1400 cm - 1 ), transitions involving a

are not observed in our selected wavelength range.

The post-im pact spectrum of Tempel 1 also includes several transitions from
states th a t include one or two qu an ta of v2, and have a to tal of 3 or 4 vibrational
quanta. These are not SPF spectral features. It will be seen from Table 6.3 th a t these
include the blend of (1 0 3)—>(1 0 2) and (2 1 1)—>(2 1 0) at 2.8953 pm , and (2 2 0)—>(0
2 1) at 2.8972 p m . It seems likely th a t upper levels w ith more th a n two vibrational
quanta have not been populated by solar pum ping from ground vibrational states,
b ut by another mechanism. W hereas SPF transitions originate from upper states
having energies in the region of 7 300 cm - 1 , the transitions labelled ‘SH’ all originate
from higher energy states (those upper states having four vibrational quanta are in
the energy range 10 300-14 400 cm - 1 ).
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6.4.2

C om p arison w ith o th er sp ectra

We have com pared our results w ith the spectra obtained by M umma et al. (2005).
As far as the positions of the observed SPF transitions are concerned, our results
agree well w ith those of M umma et al.. However, none of the SH features appear
in M um m a et al.’s spectrum D. It is also noted th a t there is one strong feature in
M um m a et al.’s spectrum at 3454.1 cm - 1 th a t does not appear in our data. One
possible reason for the difference between our results and those of M um m a et al. is
the difference in tim es when the spectra were obtained. O ur results were obtained
between 05:54 and 08:11 U.T. on im pact night, whilst M um m a et al.’s spectrum in
Figure 6.9 were obtained between 6:43 and 7:25 U.T.. By summing th e intensities
of all the SH features, a degree of tem poral resolution was achieved th a t was not
possible for th e individual lines. We observed th a t th e to tal intensity of the SH
features was particularly strong during the period 20-40 m inutes after im pact, b ut
by 50 m inutes after im pact it had declined to a level th a t was only slightly above
th a t of the background noise. This could be the reason why the features are not
observed in M um m a et al.’s spectra..
Recently we obtained UKIRT spectra of Comet 73P/Schwassm ann-W achmann 3,
fragment-C, in order to investigate whether this recently fragmented comet exhibits
similar SH features to those th a t we observed in Temple 1. Prelim inary investigation
of the 73P sp ectra does not reveal any of the SH features.

6.4.3

C on clu sio n s

The Deep Im pact collision w ith Comet 9P /T em pel 1 released considerable am ounts
of fresh m aterial, much of it from beneath the com etary surface.
The principal objective in observing the Deep Im pact event was to investigate the
tem poral evolution of SPF lines in the spectrum of Comet Tempel 1, post-im pact.
However, w ith th e exception of our comment about th e tem poral development of
the integrated intensity of th e SH features (see above), because of low S/N , we were
not able to address this issue. R ather, our analysis wasconfined to spectral d ata
integrated over th e whole of th e observing session.
We identified H 2 O lines in the post-im pact spectrum of Tempel 1 th a t had not
previously been recorded in com etary spectra. We labelled these lines ‘SH’, b u t our
designation should not be interpreted as im plying th a t we understand the m ethod
by which they were produced. They would not appear to have been formed by the
well-documented SPF mechanism, since th e products of: th e LTE populations of
the low lying pure rotational states th a t are able to be pum ped to the appropriate
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upper level (by routes th a t are perm itted by the selection rules), and the Einstein B
coefficients of th e upward transitions, are typically two or three orders of m agnitude
lower th a n for th e SPF transitions.
We observe th a t these same emission features are present in synthetic BT2 spec
tra generated at tem peratures of several thousand Kelvin, b ut not at lower tem 
peratures. This may indicate th a t solar photons are involved in the process. If so,
the mechanism could be an indirect one, possibly involving photo-ionization and
electron-ion dissociative recom bination (H 3

0

+ has been suggested as a possible ion

and a group at UCL, including S. V itti and J. Tennyson is now exam ining this pos
sibility). In any event, care should be exercised in drawing conclusions based on our
synthetic spectra as these assume LTE conditions, which are unlikely to exist in the
retion of th e com a where the photons originate. It is also noted th a t these SH lines,
which were strong during the period 20-40 minutes after im pact were not observed
in M um m a et al. (2005). This might possibly be explained by the fact th a t M umma
et al.’s Tempel 1 spectrum th a t includes this spectral region was obtained a t a later
time.
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F igure 6.2: Detection of SPF lines in Comet Ikeya-Zhang. (A) UT 2002 March 22, 00:31, (B)
UT 2002 April 13, 18:45. Top: flux-calibrated spectra. Bottom: flux-calibrated residual spec
tra. Labels relate to transitions in Table 6.1, numbering from the bottom upwards. Line 6,
(101)[413]—►(001)[422] is omitted from Table 6.1, and 10 is a blend of numbers 9 and 10 from
the list in Table 6.1. Reproduced from Dello Russo et al. (2004).
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F igure 6.3: Comparison of Ikeya-Zhang residual spectral extracts (convolved with atmospheric
transmittance functions) with modelled SPF features computed with Einstein A coefficients gen
erated using BT1. The upper chart relates 22 March 2002 and the lower 13 April 2002. In each
chart the top two and bottom plots are the modelled features computed at various temperatures.
The second plot from the bottom in each chart is the residual of the observed spectrum and should
be compared to the plot immediately above it, which is the model giving the best temperature fit.
The best fit rotational temperatures are: (A) 138 K and (B) 94 K. Reproduced from Dello Russo
et al. (2004).
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F igu re 6.4: Comparison of the spectral residuals and BT2 O /P assignments [b=blend] (upper
plot) with Dello Russo’s fluorescence model (using Einstein A coefficients generated using BT2) at
best fit temperatures. (A) Lee: 21 Aug 1999, T=76 K; (B) S4: 13 July 2000, T=73 K; (C) A2: 10
July 2001, T=105 K. Reproduced from Dello Russo et al. (2005).
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Figure 6.5: Observed post-impact spectrum of Tempel 1. Wavelength is in the rest frame.
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F igu re 6.6: Observed post-impact spectrum of Tempel 1, resolution-degraded by using a moving
average of 5 pixels. Wavelength is in the rest frame. The vertical scale has been limited to assist
identification of the weaker features.
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F ig u re 6.7: BT2 synthetic spectra at 3 000 K, 4 000 K and 5 000 K, Jma i= 3
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F ig u r e 6.8: BT2 synthetic spectra at 3 000 K, 4 000 K and 5 000 K, J m ai=50
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F ig u re 6.9: Spectrum of Tempel 1 post-im pact (abscissa is frequency in units of cm
duced from M um m a et al. (2005).
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C hapter 7

Cool stars and brown dwarfs
O ur main m otivation in producing a high accuracy synthetic water line list was
th a t it is required for studying cool stars and brown dwarfs. Investigations of these
objects may be divided into two areas: spectroscopy and atm ospheric modelling.
In the former case, the requirement is th a t the synthetic list should give the line
positions and intensities to a high accuracy and th a t it should also assign all the
strong transitions. In the latter case, the requirem ent is also for completeness, as
line blanketing is im portant in radiative transfer models (J 0 rgensen 1994b, 1997;
Allard et al., 1994). There is, however no requirem ent th a t the transitions should
be labelled.
BT2 has been used on a num ber of occasions to analyse the spectra of cool stars
and brown dwarfs and in modelling their atmospheres.

7.1

C ool giants and supergiants

W ater features are known to exist in the spectra of cool giants and supergiants.
Jennings and Sada (1998) were the first to identify individual rotational lines of
water in the spectra of the M 1 super giant, a Orionis (Betelgeuse), and in a Scorpii
(Antares) an M 1.5 supergiant. Ryde et al. (2002), report the detection of water
lines in a Bootes (A rcturus), a K 1.5 red giant. W ater is not expected to be present
in the atm ospheres of stars hotter th an M -type (Tsuji, 2001) and Ryde et al. suggest
th a t the water in A rcturus may be formed in cooler convective regions in the upper
photosphere.
The evolved envelopes of cool giants and supergiants are not in LTE (see C hapter
10). It is therefore not possible to use w ater lines as tem perature indicators in the
same m anner as for cool dwarfs (see below), which because of their smaller diam eters
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and correspondingly higher surface gravities are in LTE. This was confirmed by some
prelim inary work on th e spectra of giants/supergiants by Moont (2005). Working
w ith a list of 39 pure rotational transitions generated by BT2 in the 11.18-11.21 p m
region, Moont identified five water features th a t were all present in the spectra of
five cool giants/supergiants observed using the Michelle spectrom eter, R « 15 000,
on UKIRT, Hawaii, between 11-13 August 2002 (Viti et al., unpublished). The
relative intensities of the lines were shown, inter alia, to depend on tem perature,
but Moont was not able to use the selected lines in a satisfactory m anner to measure
tem perature.
It is anticipated th a t one of the bi-products of the au th o r’s planned collaboration
w ith H arper and Ryde into the non-LTE modelling of the cool envelopes of M giants
(see C hapter 10) will be the development of a m ethod whereby BT2 may be used
to derive the tem peratures of the outer atmospheres of this class of stars.

7.2

M dwarfs

M dwarfs are th e most common stars in the universe, and yet there are still many
gaps in our knowledge of their fundam ental properties.

The boundary between

late M dw arf stars and early brown dwarfs is blurred. In general, b u t certainly
not in every case, M 8 and M9 spectral types do not undergo sustained hydrogen
burning, whilst earlier spectral classes are stars. The m ain problem in determ ining
this boundary is related to the inability of stellar atm ospheric models to produce
synthetic spectra th a t m atch the observed spectra of these objects. Until recently it
was believed th a t problems w ith the water opacity were responsible. However, recent
work using BT2 discussed in Section 7.4.1 has dem onstrated th a t the shortcom ing
is in fact elsewhere, most probably in these models.
One im p o rtan t aspect of the modelling of objects close to the stellar/brow n dw arf
boundary carried out by Jones et al. (2005a) has been the identification of spectral
regions th a t are already reasonably well described by existing atm ospheric models.
In general term s, these models give b etter fits to th e observed spectra at longer
wavelengths, where the opacity is dom inated by H 2 O and CO absorption bands,
than at shorter wavelengths where atom s and diatom ic molecules (such as TiO and
VO) dom inate. A high quality water line list is essential for the accurate modelling
of these longer wavelength regions.
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7.3

B row n Dw arfs

Brown dwarfs are differentiated from stars in th a t they are not massive enough to
perm it sustained thermonucleax fusion of hydrogen. Their masses and tem peratures
axe in a range th a t positions them between late M dw arf stars and gas giants. In the
same way th a t the boundary between early brown dwarfs and late M dw arf stars is
blurred, so axe th e boundaries between the various spectral classes of brown dwarfs:
L, T and Y.
The low tem peratures and small radii of brown dwarfs mean th a t they have very
low luminosities, peaking in the near infrared. Consequently, they are very difficult
objects to observe, and it is only

11

years since the existence of the first brown

dwarf, Gliese 229B was confirmed (Oppenheim er et al., 1995). This object is a T
dw arf having to tal luminosity, L 5 O/ = 6 .4 x 1 0 ~ 6 Lq, of which 50% is in the spectral
region between 1.0 and 2.5 p m (M atthews et al., 1996), and T e//« 9 0 0 K (M atthews
et al., 1996, using the Tsuji et al., 1996a dust-free model). Its spectrum , has an
appearance sim ilar to those of Ju p iter and T itan (see Figure 7.1).
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F igure 7.1: Spectrum of G1 229B compared to that of Titan (scaled by ~0.003), near the 1.6 pm
methane absorption edge. Reproduced from Geballe et al. (1996).

There is considerable interest in deriving th e space density for stars close to
the bottom of the main sequence and of sub-stellar objects (Jones et al., 1994).
However, there are many uncertainties, particularly regarding th e space density of
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brown dwarfs.

S tatistical modelling by Allen et al. (2005) tested against observational d ata
contained in Reid et al. (2002) do not accurately constrain the sub-stellar Initial
Mass Function (IM F). The models do, however, dem onstrate th a t th e S altpeter
relationship, th a t is generally assumed to hold for stellar objects, stating th a t the
num ber of objects w ith a given mass is inversely proportional to the ~ 2.4 power
of the mass (Saltpeter, 1955), overestimates the population of objects having substellar masses.

Moreover, it is likely th a t the sub-stellar IM F is not able to be

described by a simple Saltpeter-type model.
Problem s associated w ith determ ining th e IM F for brown dwarfs are detailed in
Jones et al. (1994), and Pinfield et al. (2006). Inter alia, th e scales used to convert
the observed optical and infrared fluxes into bolom etric luminosities and effective
tem peratures (and hence into estim ates of masses) are not well defined.
The uncertainty over the IM F for brown dwarfs is a cause for concern am ongst
astronom ers now searching for a new class of object earlier th an T dwarfs, the socalled Y dwarfs (Pinfield and CDSWG, 2006). Collinge et al. (2002) suggest a space
density for T dwarfs of one per 160 pc3, and Pinfield and CDSWG have based
their observing proposal on the assum ption th a t Y dwarfs have a sim ilar space
density. However, until these objects are observed there is no evidence to support
this assum ption, and it is possible th a t the failure at the tim e of w riting to detect
any Y dwarfs (see below) may be due to a dow nturn in the IM F at these very low
masses.
In recent years there has been a substantial increase in infrared observational
activity bo th ground-based and from space. The 2 M icron All-Sky Survey, 2MASS,
(Skrutskie et al., 2006) and th e Deep N ear-Infrared Survey, DENIS, (Epchtein, 1997)
are being taken to larger telescopes; UKIRT in Hawaii is conducting the Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS), W IR C am is operating on th e Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope and th e Visible and the Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA)
is due to come on stream next year. In space, NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope is
also surveying in th e IR.
As a result of this activity, the rate at which brown dwarfs are being discovered
has accelerated and today in excess of 400 have been identified. The recent availabil
ity of large am ounts of observational d a ta for brown dwarfs means th a t th e study
of these objects is a rapidly developing field. In particular, atten tio n has focussed
on their spectra, which, because their atm ospheres are rich in molecules, are both
varied and complex (see Figure 7.2). Moreover, one im p o rtan t feature, th a t suggests
th a t BT2 will become a useful tool in determ ining th e tem peratures and masses of
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these objects (see Section 10.6) is the fact th a t the depth of th e water absorption
features increases w ith reducing tem perature (see Figure 7.2).
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F igure 7.2: Spectra of three low mass objects: T dwarf Gliese 229B, L dwarf GD165B and a
late M dwarf vB 10, illustrating how the depth of the water absorption features increases at lower
temperatures. The vertical scales for the three plots are not comparable, the lines having been moved
by arbitrary amounts in the vertical direction for ease of presentation. The figure is reproduced
from Oppenheimer et al. (1998). Gliese 229B data were published in Oppenheimer et al. (1995)
and Geballe et al. (1996), and those of the other two objects in Jones et al. (1994).

However, it is only when the atm ospheres of brown dwarfs are able to be modelled
satisfactorily th a t th e physical param eters of th e objects in term s of tem peratures,
pressures, m etallicities and evolution will be properly understood.

Consequently

attention is also being focussed on developing more accurate atm ospheric modelling.
Recent Spitzer images sugget th a t brown dwarfs have similar origins to stars
and ap art from having a lower mass th a n stars, th eir development over the first
billion years closely resembles th a t of a star (previously th e most likely production
mechanism was thought to involve ejection from dense cores). It is only after this
period, th a t th eir behaviours diverge.

In th e case of a star, the power derived

from therm onuclear burning of hydrogen in its core balances th e rate of photon loss
from its surface. However, even though some of th e more massive brown dwarfs
(>O.O65M0 ) do bu rn hydrogen in their early stages, they never do so at a rate
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fast enough to achieve this balance, since the param eter th a t ultim ately determines
the hydrogen-burning rate is mass (metallicity and opacity have a small im pact on
the hydrogen-burning lim it).

Broadly, those objects th a t have a mass less th an

~0.075M q (the precise figure depends on metallicity) are unable to achieve stable
hydrogen burning (Baraffe et al., 1998).
The so-called ‘lithium te st’ (Magazzu et al., 1991), which uses the lithium line at
6708 A to distinguish between objects whose spectra exhibit lithium in absorption
and those which do not, is a useful indicator of th e hydrogen burning limit, and
so provides a way of differentiating between stars and brown dwarfs near to the
bottom of th e H-R diagram . The actual mass lim it for lithium burning depends
on metallicity, b u t objects more massive th a n ~0.065M© and w ith an age range
between 30 and 300 Myr. will bu rn lithium isotopes via th e p +

6

Li —>• a +

3

He and

p -1- 7Li —►2 a reactions (Burrows et al., 2001).
O bjects more massive th a n ~0.013M Q will burn deuterium via the p + d -» 7 + 3He
reaction (Burrows et al., 2001). In astronom ical term s, this deuterium burning phase
lasts only a short period, typically no more th a n 30 million years. In the same way
th a t the lithium test is a useful indicator of th e boundary between stars and brown
dwarfs, the deuterium test is a useful, albeit approxim ate, way of differentiating be
tween two classes of brown dwarfs: L and T (C habrier and Baraffe, 1997; C habrier
et al., 2000). D epending on m etallicity and gravity there is a considerable range in
the tem peratures corresponding to th e lim its of deuterium burning (Burrows et al.,
2001), b u t in broad term s brown dwarfs w ith tem peratures in the range ~ 2 600 K
to ~ 1 500 K b u rn deuterium , whilst the cooler T dwarfs, whose tem peratures range
down to ~750 K do not. It should be noted th a t a T dw arf w ith a tem perature close
to this theoretical lim it has actually been observed - Gliese 570D (Burgasser et al.,
2000 ).

System atic observations are now being conducted to search for Y dwarfs which
axe below the deuterium burning threshold. These objects are predicted to have
tem peratures in th e range ~750-400K , spanning th e gap between T dwarfs and
planetary gas giants.

7.3.1

M and L dwarfs

The features th a t most accurately distinguish between M and L dwarfs are spectro
scopic in nature, rath e r th a n being strictly tem perature-based. Leggett et al. (2002a)
indicate a tem p eratu re range of 2 200-1 300 K for L dwarfs. Their analysis of the
various types of brown dwarfs are based on th e ratios of th e fluxes in the J H K L 'M '
spectral bands. However, even this methodology is imprecise as there are variations
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between the spectra of similar spectral class objects. In th e case of L dwarfs, Leggett
et al., suggest th a t the variations are due to dust.
In addition to the more general photom etric intensity measurements, there are
specific spectral features th a t aid the differentiation between M and L dwarfs. W hilst
atoms and open shell diatomics are im portant in th e spectra of late M dwarfs, the
cooler L dw arf class is characterised by weakening VO and TiO absorption features
in the red, and by stronger alkali m etal and H 2 O absorption features in th e red and
near-infrared (Delfosse et al., 1997; K irkpatrick et al., 1999: M artin et al., 1999),
see Figure 7.3.

In addition, atom ic lines can be used as key diagnostics of the

atm ospheres of M and L dwarfs.
We collaborated w ith Lyubchick and co-workers in analysing a series of high
resolution sp ectra in th e J band of five cool dwarfs from M 6 to LO (Lyubchik et
al., 2006).

Synthetic spectra were com puted for com parison purposes using the

VETA 6 program (Pavlenko, 2000). This assumes local therm odynam ic equilibrium,
hydrostatic equilibrium , and solar metallicity.

A mix of around 100 atom ic and

molecular species was used in com puting chemical equilibrium . The molecular d ata
and continuum opacities are described in Pavlenko et al. (2000). The atom ic line
list used was taken from the VALD database (Kupka et al., 1999) and th e modelling
was performed using two water line lists: the PS (AMES) list and the BT2 list.
Lyubchick et al. observed th a t BT2 produced more accurate models th a n PS. In
particular, BT2 halved the am ount of w ater opacity missing in the J band (1.6% of
water opacity was missing when modelled using PS, whilst BT2 included 99.2% of
the water opacity in the J band).
Overall, Lyubchick et al. (2006) concludes th a t a good fit is achieved by BT2 in
the 1.281 to 1.301 p m and 1.327-1.333 p m regions, b u t th e results are less satisfactory
at wavelengths shorter th a n 1.3 p m , since th e contribution of water to the total
opacity at shorter wavelengths was typically less th a n 50% of th a t at the longer
wavelength. These authors conclude th a t th e lim iting factor at shorter wavelengths
is likely to be th e quality of th e diatom ic line lists and cite FeH and CrH as being
particularly im portant.

7.3.2

T dw arfs

W ater is by far th e most im p o rtan t source of non-continuum opacity of T dwarfs,
with m ethane and CO also making significant contributions and am m onia becoming
increasingly im portant for types later th a n T5. T his is illustrated in Figure 7.5,
which shows a near infrared spectrum of Gliese 229B (O ppenheim er et al., 1998).
C ontinuum opacity comes from H~, H 2 and H 2 collision-induced absorption (Bur94
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F igu re 7.3: Spectra of a late M, early L and late M dwarfs in the red and near-infrared showing
the disappearance of VO and TiO features in later type dwarfs and the deepening metallic hydride
and H2 O absorption features. The vertical positions have been adjusted by arbitrary amounts for
ease of presentation. Reproduced from Kirkpatrick et al. (1999).

rows et al., 1997). It is the presence of H 2 O bands in brown dwarfs th a t makes such
objects an obvious area of application for BT2.
e Indi Ba and its com panion, e Indi Bb are, at a distance of 3.63 pc, the clos-
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F igure 7.4: A series of spectra showing the development of complex molecular absorption features
in later spectral types. The lowest plot is for T dwarf G1 229B. The vertical positions have been
adjusted by arbitrary amounts for ease of presentation. Reproduced from Kirkpatrick et al. (1999).

est known brown dwarfs to our Solar System. Scholz et al. (2003) observed th a t
e Ind had a T dw arf companion, b u t it was Volk et al. (2003) and M cCaughrean et
al. (2004) th a t subsequently discovered th a t this object was in fact a close optical
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F igure 7.5: Spectrum of G1 229B from 0.84 to 5 fim. H 2 O and other major opacity sources
are indicated. The horizontal bars indicate regions where telluric absorption prevents useful data
collection. The various wavelength bands are indicated at the top of the figure. Reproduced from
Oppenheimer et al. (1998).

doublet consisting of an early T dw arf (e Indi Ba) and a late T dw arf (e Indi Bb),
separated by 0.6 arcsecs (Figure 7.6).
BT1 was used to determ ine th e origin of certain features in th e spectrum of e
Indi Ba. The spectra in Figure 7.7 were obtained using the 8.1 m Gemini South
telescope and th e NOAO Phoenix spectrom eter (Sm ith et al., 2003). A synthetic
spectrum was generated at 1 500 K, and convolved to m atch the resolution of the
observed spectrum (R = 50000). Figure 7.8, here shown in emission, summarizes
these results.
Sm ith et al. had been able to assign two features in Figure 7.7, b u t not the feature
just longward of 1.554 pm . The un-labelled feature was identified as a blend of six
water lines, w ith no individual line contributing more th a n 25% of th e intensity. The
strongest four of these were th e J9-<—J 8 , J10-<—J9, J13*-J12 and J15*-J14 transitions.
We were also able to dem onstrate th a t th e feature at ~ 1.555 pm , which Sm ith et
al. identified as: (2 0 0)[13 10 3]-<—(0 0 0)[14 11 4] (our notation) is also blended
with five other m edium intensity lines, and th a t the strongest line (the one identified
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F igu re 7.6: Spectrum of the close optical doublet: e Indi Ba, e Indi Bb in the wavelength range
1.45-1.80 fim at a resolution of ~ 1 000. Reproduced from McCaughrean et al. (2004).

by Sm ith et al.) only accounts for approxim ately half of th e to tal intensity of the
absorption feature. T he analysis of th e w ater features in the spectrum of e Indi
Ba was the first practical application of our line list. It was conducted using an
incomplete version of BT1 at a tim e when only a lim ited num ber of levels in the
list were fully labelled. Consequently, at th e tim e th a t the investigation was carried
out, it was not possible to assign some of th e individual weaker transitions in these
blends.
It will also be seen by com paring Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 th a t certain unm arked
features in th e observed spectrum correspond to features in the BT1 synthetic spec
trum . The positions of th e features do not correspond exactly, and from th e relative
positions of th e th ree w ater features in th e observed and synthetic, rest-fram e, spec
tra, indicates a blue shift of 60±20 km s- 1 . Finally, by generating synthetic BT1
spectra at various tem peratures, the tem p eratu re of e Indi Ba is determ ined to be
1500 K ±100 K. T he sensitivity of th e shape of th e synthetic spectrum to tem per
ature can be seen from Figure 7.8, which also contains a plot produced at 1000 K.
The intensities of the observed absorption features which are reproduced well in the
1 500 K BT1 synthetic spectrum are very much reduced, (particularly at shorter
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wavelengths) in th e 1 000 K synthetic spectrum .
Recntly we have used the BT2 line list to generate a synthetic spectrum of this
wavelength region. This dem onstrates th a t the seven strongest features in Figure 7.7
are due to w ater (Tennyson et al., 2006b). In to tal we have identified w hat we believe
to be the 19 strongest water lines contributing to these features, and we have fully
assigned 18 of these (see Table 7.1). O ur derived value for the blue shift based on
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F igu re 7.7: Spectra of e Indi Ba in the region 1.553 to 1.559 /zm (reproduced from Smith et al.,
(2003)). A BT1 synthetic spectrum (see Figure 7.8) identified feature B at 1.5541 /im as being a
blend of six water lines, with no line accounting for more than 25% of the total intensity. BT1 also
confirmed the assignment of the transitions indicated against features C and D. Recent work using
BT2 (see Table 7.1) has identified all of the features A-G as being due to water .

7.4

A tm osp h eres o f cool stars and dwarfs

Because of th eir cool tem peratures and relatively high photospheric pressures (rang
ing from 0.1 to 10 bar), th e atm ospheres of M dwarfs and brown dwarfs are rich in
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used to identify water

molecules. These absorb and emit radiation in the near-IR, a region of the spec
trum that corresponds to the peak energy fluxes of brown dwarfs, rendering them
extremely im portant sources of opacity for these objects: the Planck function peaks
at 1.2 p m at 2 500 K, at 1.9 pm at 1 500K and at 3.6 p m at 800K.
Any treatm ent of their atmospheres must include chemical equilibrium abun
dances for a large number of atomic and molecular species and also deal with grain
and condensate formation and atmospheric turbulence.
Accurate modelling of cool atmospheres must take into account the position,
intensity and width of possibly as many as a billion spectral lines due to the many
species present. Relative abundances are temperature-dependent, but the major
molecular species contributing to the opacity will always include a selection of
the following: H 2 O, CO, CH 4 , NH 3 , H2 S and metallic hydrides (Tsuji, 1995; Burgasser, 2 0 0 2 ).
One of the problems facing the modellers of the atmospheres of cool stars and
brown dwarfs is the disagreement between observation and model. Nevertheless,
considerable progress has been made in recent years in such areas as: convection,
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T able 7.1: BT2 identification of the main lines in the seven principal absorpion features in the
spectrum of e Indi Ba (Smith V.V. et al., 2003, ApJ, 582, L105). x indicates that the quantum
number is not known. The wavelengths given here are in the rest frame. The observed data are
blue shifted by approx. 80 km s- 1 ).
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molecular abundances, non-LTE effects and dust (H auschildt et al., 1999; Tsuji,
2002; Alexander et al., 2003).

At th e same tim e, there have been advances in

com puting th e opacity effects of th e various species th a t are included in the models.
At the tem p eratu re of late M dwarfs (2 500 K ), w ater is by far the most im portant
source of atm ospheric opacity, typically accounting for over 60% of all opacity in the
infra-red. It is also an extrem ely im p o rtan t contributor to the opacity of L and T
dwarfs (otherwise called ‘m ethane dw arfs’).
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In M dwarfs and L dwarfs, the H 2 O bands centred on 1.15, 1.4 and 1.9 p m
separate the energy distribution of brown dwarfs into distinct peaks in the J , H
and K bands and this stru ctu re is very apparent for type L6.5 V and later. CH 4
bands characterise T dw arf spectra and these have th e effect of further confining the
em itted flux into narrow peaks centred at 1.08, 1.27 1.59 and 2.07 p m (Burgasser,
2002). This stru ctu re is evident in th e spectrum of G1 228B, Figure 7.5.
M dwarfs and L dwarfs have strong CO absorption in the K band at 2.3 pm ,
which is not present in T dwarfs (see Figure 7.9). This figure also shows clearly
th a t the m ethane absorption feature at around

2 .2

p m seen in the spectrum of G1

229B in Figure 7.9 is not present in th e L dw arf spectra. Indeed, the ratio between
the intensities of th e various peaks in em itted flux between the H 2 O, CH 4 and CO
absorption bands is a way of classifying th e spectral sub-types of brown dwarfs
(Burgasser, 2002).
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F igu re 7.9: Spectra of two late L dwarfs and T dwarf G1 229B, showing the L dwarfs have strong
CO featured, but no CH4 absorption, whilst this situation is reversed in the T dwarf spectrum. All
three spectra have strong water absorption features. The vertical positions have been adjusted by
random amounts to simplify presentation. Reproduced from Kirkpatrick et al. (1999).

Despite th e atten tio n th a t this area of research is now attracting, modelling the
atm ospheres of brown dwarfs is being constrained by: an inaccurate and incomplete
treatm ent of opacity, lack of an accurate equation of state (th at is to say, a lack
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of knowledge of th e relations between th e density and tem perature of the m aterial
and the pressure and internal energy of the brown dwarf) and also the absence of
accurate Einstein A coefficients for im portant molecular species.
W ithout detailed molecular line lists, models of th e spectra of brown dw arf atm o
spheres have frequently had to make broad-brush approxim ations regarding molec
ular opacities th a t have th e effect of smearing out th e rotational fine structure.
However, even though they are crude approxim ations, these m ethods do have the
advantage of being com putationally less-demanding th a n ones based on full line lists
for the species.
A more accurate m ethod of com puting molecular and atom ic opacities in model
atm ospheres is achieved by an O pacity Sampling treatm en t of transition lists on a
prescribed fine grid of wavelengths. Nevertheless, even w ith great improvements in
the treatm ent of opacities for some species (e.g., CO), th e available opacities for
im portant absorbers such as CH 4 and NH 3 (see Section 10.3) place very serious
lim itations on th e accuracy of this m ethod. The ability to now include the BT2
H 2 O line list should allow much more accurate modelling for water at least.
A nother issue th a t needs to be addressed is line broadening. This is im portant
in a num ber of astronom ical situations, including modelling the atm ospheres of
cool stars and brown dwarfs. In addition to therm al (Doppler) broadening, line
broadening is caused by pressure effects due to van der Waals forces arising from
the interaction between two different neu tral particles.
Lines in th e sp ectra of cool stars and brown dwarfs are broadened by colli
sions of atom s and molecules w ith molecular hydrogen in their atmospheres. The
strongest lines are th e ones most affected. This pressure broadening is not able to
be adequately described theoretically, and atten tio n has focussed on semi-empirical
m ethods involving fitting to experim ental d a ta (see for example: Bykov et al., 2004;
Zeninari et al., 2004, Lavrentieva, 2005). It is possible th a t research on line broad
ening currently being carried out by N.N. Lavrentieva (In stitu te of Atmospheric
Optics, Russian Academy of Science, Tomsk) using th e BT2 line list may result in
pressure broadening param eters being included in th e line list at a future tim e (see
Section 10.4).

7.4.1

T h e m o d els

The construction of a stellar atm ospheric model is an iterative process. T he starting
point is a basic model th a t involves physics in th e form of convective and radiative
transfer models, it makes assum ptions about param eters such as surface gravity,
convection, th e role of dust and non-LTE effects.
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made about atom ic and molecular abundances. These are frequently assumed to
be solar, b u t even this leaves room for debate as it has recently been suggested
th a t the acknowledged solar abundances may be significantly in error (Asplund et
al., 2005). Finally, the spectral line list of each species is required, and the lack of
experim ental d a ta means th a t for most molecules th e lists are mainly of a synthetic
nature. Using all of these input param eters, a model atm osphere is produced, and
this in tu rn is used to generate a synthetic spectrum of th e star which is compared
w ith observation.

The in put param eters are th en modified in order to obtain a

b etter fit w ith observation. Some param eters, such as th e line lists and the ionization
and dissociation energies, are an integral p art of th e models, whilst others such as
tem perature, surface gravity and m etallicity are specific to th e star.
If, by altering its object-specific param eters w ithin accepted limits, whilst leaving
the basic code unchanged, a model is able to generate synthetic spectra th a t are good
fits w ith observed spectra for a range of stellar objects, th e model is dem onstrated to
be satisfactory. It can then be used to determ ine th e effective tem perature, surface
gravity and m etallicity of stellar objects, and from these d a ta the mass and age of
the object can frequently be inferred.
Different models achieve various degrees of success in replicating observed spec
tra. Moreover, because th e physical param eters of stellar and sub-stellar objects
cover such a wide range, and th e roles of convection and radiation vary w ith mass
(for example stars w ith a mass of less th a n 0.4 M 0 are fully convective and radiative
transfer only applies in th e optically th in outer regions of th e atm osphere), and the
contribution to th e opacity of stellar atm ospheres of various species is extremely
tem perature dependent, it is possible for a model to work well for one type of ob
ject but not w ith another. Overall, considerable advances have been m ade in recent
years due to th e advent of b etter algorithm s and faster com puters. Today’s models
are able to include: different treatm en ts of geometries (plane-parallel or spherical),
line blanketing, m icro-turbulence and non-LTE effects, th a t were com putationally
impossible only a few years ago. At th e same tim e, advances in observational as
tronom y have expanded th e database of high resolution spectra, and nowhere has
this been more so th a n in the field of very low mass stars, and brown dwarfs.
It is w ith these classes of cool objects th a t we are prim arily concerned, as their
tem peratures are low enough to allow th e existence of gaseous water, and conse
quently when discussing stellar atm ospheric models, other applications are ignored.
However, there are still m ajor shortcom ings between th e observed and modelled
spectra of cool stars and brown dwarfs.

Baraffe et al. (1998), indicate th a t the

difficulties are likely to lie w ith a still incom plete description of their atmospheres
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rath er th a n w ith stru ctu ral and energy tran sp o rt problem s w ith the models. This
indicates th a t problem s still exist w ith th e line lists for some im portant species.
Cooler tem peratures give rise to additional problem s in modelling the atm o
spheres of brown dwarfs, in th e form of condensates (clouds).

At tem peratures

below ~ 2 000 K, dust forms in th e atm ospheres of brown dwarfs. As tem peratures
reduce, corundum , titan ates, silicates and iron com pounds are able to condense
whilst at the extrem ely low tem peratures of late T dwarfs, Y dwarfs and extrasolar
giant planets H 2 O and NH 3 are capable of condensing. T he form ation of dust and
clouds greatly com plicates th e modelling. For example, clouds have th e effect of
lowering the em itted flux in th e near-infrared, w hilst tending to equalise the J, H
and K band fluxes (Marley, 2001). Models attem p tin g to deal w ith condensation
need to take into account three separate processes: condensation, sedim entation and
coagulation (A llard et al., 2003).
PH O EN IX is th e most im p o rtan t and frequently used code for modelling the
atm ospheres of cool stars and brown dwarfs, and this is discussed below. However,
there are also other models, some of which are particularly successful in replicating
the spectra of other types of astrophysical object. M arley et al. (1996) modified
a model th a t had originally been constructed to stu d y th e atm ospheres of Jovian
planets, to reproduce th e spectrum of th e first observed T dwarf, Gliese 229B. The
ATLAS model (Kurucz, 1970) is prim arily used for objects having a tem perature
greater th a n 5 000 K. MARCS (G ustafsson and From m hold, 2000) is m ainly applied
to giant stars, and SAM (Pavlenko, 2003), which is a modified version of ATLAS
and has been used to model the nova-like object V4334 Sgr (Pavlenko and Geballe,
2002).

Pavlenko and co-workers also used BT2 in SAM12 to model th e ejected

envelope surrounding V838 Mon (Pavlenko et al. 2006).

7.4.2

T h e P H O E N IX co d e

PHO EN IX is a versatile stellar atm osphere code th a t can be used to com pute the
atmospheres of a wide range of objects from Earth-like planets and T dwarfs at the
one extrem e and O-B stars, cataclysm ic variables and supernovae at th e other. A
complete and accuate w ater line list is essential for PH O EN IX to be able to model
astrophysical situations where w ater molecules make a significant contribution to
atm ospheric opacity. T he BT2 line list is now included in th e stan d ard PHO EN IX
database, where it is playing an im p o rtan t role in m odelling th e atm ospheres of:
exoplanets, brown dwarfs, M dwarfs and late-type giants.
The details of th e PH O EN IX code are beyond th e scope of this Ph.D . thesis,
but a brief introduction to th e code will be useful in helping to p ut th e inclusion of
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BT2 in PH O EN IX in context.
T he PH O EN IX code has undergone continuing development and improvement
since its inception. Its basic construction and mode of application are detailed in
H auschildt et al. (1994) and Baron et al. (1994), and A llard and Hauschildt (1995)
provides a useful introduction.

Following th e inclusion of BT2, PH O EN IX now

contains about 800 million lines, w ith BT2 making up more th a n 60% of this total.
Because of dem ands on com puting time, it will norm ally be the case th a t a typical
model run will include no more th a n half of this num ber of lines.
Table 3 of Ferguson et al. (2005), gives a sum m ary of th e available line d ata
for m ajor molecules in PH O EN IX (Table 4 gives th e same inform ation for minor
molecules). This list, which predates th e publication of BT2, shows th a t the next
most im portant species, in term s of num ber of lines, is TiO. Models of cool stars
and brown dwarfs are particularly sensitive to th e accuracy of the TiO line list and
this has been a long-standing problem in the modelling of M dwarfs.

Allard et

al. (2000), dem onstrate th a t th e AM ES-TiO list (Schwenke, 1998) containing 174
million TiO lines is an improvement on th e earlier SCAN-TiO list Jprgensen, (1994a),
but points to th e continuing problem s of modelling of M dwarfs using th e AMESH 2 O list (P artridge and Schwenke, 1997). However, by testing the effect of including
BT2 instead of AMES-H 2 O in PH O EN IX , B arber et al. (2006d) dem onstrates , th a t
contrary to w hat was previously thought, H 2 O is unlikely to be a m ajor cause of the
residual errors in M dw arf models.

7.4.3

O th er m o d els

In addition to th e above applications of BT2, th e line list was used by Pavlenko
et al. (2006) to com pute th e theoretical spectral energy distribution (SED) of an L
supergiant, for th e purpose of com parison w ith th e observed spectrum of V838 in the
0.45-1.0 p m range (see Section 5.3). T hey employed N extG en model atm ospheres
(Hauschildt et al. 1999) w ith T e/ / = 2 000-2 200 K. T heir list of ~100 species was
assembled from a variety of sources, w ith th e H 2 O line d a ta being taken from BT2.
W ith the exception of th e 0.75 p m region, they obtained a good fit w ith th e spectrum
of V838 Mon using a model atm osphere tem p eratu re of T e/ / = 2 000 K
Jones et al. (2005a) com pare observed CO 2-0 bands in th e 2.297-2.310 p m region
of several M and L dwarfs w ith opacity calculations using the PS and BT2 line
lists. They conclude th a t for this particu lar wavelength range ‘W hile th e PartridgeSchwenke line list is a reasonable spectroscopic m atch [for th e BT2 line list] at
2 000 K, by 4 000 K [which is above th e tem p eratu re of these objects] it is missing
around 25% of th e w ater vapour opacity’.
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Laboratory spectra and water in
sunspots
The first high resolution oxy-acetylene torch sp ectra of w ater were recorded by J.P. M aillard using a Fourier transform spectrom eter. The d a ta are reported in Flaud
et al. (1976) and Cam y-Peyret et al. (1977). By th e standards of m odern Fourier
transform spectroscopy, an oxy-acetylene torch produces spectra of only modest
resolution as th e lines are pressure-broadened by 0.05-0.1 cm - 1 due to th e ambient
atm ospheric pressure. In addition, D oppler-broadening at 3000 K contributes a
further 0.09 cm - 1 to th e line w idth at a frequency of 10000 cm - 1 . This means th a t
many transitions appear as blends, which com plicates th e identification process.
The BT1 and BT2 line lists (which have identical energy levels) have been used
by a num ber of researchers to analyse laboratory torch spectra at various wave
lengths, thereby adding to th e existing database of experim entally-know n energy
levels and transitions for water. L aboratory flame sp ectra of w ater are of astronom 
ical im portance as th e tem peratures achieved in these flames (3 000- 3 200 K) are
similar to those of m id-to-late M type stars and large sunspots.
We describe below some of th e recent analyses of laboratory flame spectra, th a t
have used th e B T 1 /B T 2 line list.
Coheur et al. (2005) obtained laboratory oxy-acetylene torch spectra of water
at 3 000 K in th e range 0.77-20 fim using a B ruker IFS 120 M Fourier transform
spectrom eter. T hey analysed sp ectra in th e 5 to 20 jum range. Using BT1 they de
term ined ~600 energy levels th a t had previously not been identified experimentally.
These were used as th e basis for assigning observed transitions, and in to tal they
assigned

8

500 of th e 10 100 lines th a t they observed in this spectral region. Most of

the states th a t were determ ined by C oheur et al. were either high J states, having
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low bending excitation, or else lower J states w ith higher bending excitation. These
states had defied earlier analysis because th e previous line lists used in eaxlier work,
were unable to accurately predict th e energies of states above 15 000 cm - 1 or to
trea t accurately th e high bending mode states, even those below 15 000 cm - 1 .
In the case of transitions involving high J and low K Q they note th a t unlike
low J states, where th e agreem ent between th e BT1 line list and observation is
generally w ithin 0.1 cm - 1 , disagreem ent can be as great as 0.8 cm- 1 . Nevertheless,
they com ment th a t since for a given vibrational and K 0 state th e difference between
the BT1 list and experim ent increases sm oothly w ith J, they were able to use BT1
to predict th e positions of higher J levels w ith an accuracy of 0.02 cm - 1 . This is
considerably less th a n th e experim entally- determ ined line widths.
T he actual m ethod of assigning transitions is not relevant to this Ph.D . thesis.
However, for com pleteness, it is noted th a t th e authors used three different m ethods
depending on th e values J, K 0 and 1/3 , and th a t for transitions involving high J, low
K 0 levels, th e m ethod of branches (Polyansky et al. 1997b and 1997c) was used.
After com pleting th eir work on th e torch spectra, C oheur et al. (2005) re-analysed
the sunspot absorption spectra of Wallace Sz Livingston (1992) and were able to
assign several hundred previously unidentified w ater lines. As in th e case of the
torch spectra, these assignm ents were only possible through their use of th e BT1
line list.
In a follow-up paper, Zobov et al. (2006) analysed th e 2.00-4.75 p m region of the
Coheur et al. (2005) torch spectra. T hey used BT2 to determ ine approxim ately 800
experim entally previously unidentified ro-vibrational energy levels for water. These
cover 15 vibrational states w ith rotations up to J = 32. Once th e energy levels
had been identified it was a triv ial exercise to com pute line positions. However,
as a simple check, th e theoretical line intensities a t 3000 K (com puted using the
BT2 Einstein A coefficients) were com pared w ith th e experim entally observed in
tensities to ensure th a t th e intensity of each assigned tran sitio n was consistent w ith
observation. It was possible to assign 12 431 lines in this fashion, leaving only 2 965
lines unassigned in this wavelength range. T he greatest num ber of new energy levels
belong to th e (0 0 2 ) state; transitions involving th is level appear to be have been
under-represented in th e analysis of previous hot w ater spectra. T he energy levels
th a t they identify include m any w ith high J values (up to J= 3 6 ) and they claim an
accuracy of 0.02 cm - 1 for these energies (derived from BT2) which is sim ilar to th e
error in determ ining th e line positions in th e laboratory emission spectra.
Zobov et al. used two different m ethods in assigning new lines. For transitions
involving states w ith high J b u t low K a, th e m ethod of branches was used to follow
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a series of transitions w ith quantum num bers which sim ply differ by one in J. This
m ethod was used for 18 low-lying vibrational levels and yielded about 300 new energy
levels.
For transitions w ith J in th e range of 15 - 25 and interm ediate values of K a,
the error (obs. — calc.) obtained using th e BT2 predictions varies sm oothly w ith
K a and K c. This means th a t th e positions of experim entally-determ ined energy
levels could be predicted w ith sufficient accuracy for new assignments to be made.
This m ethod was used for 15 vibrational states associated w ith stretching transitions
(Atq or A vs = 1) to yield ab o u t 500 new energy levels.
After using BT2 to identify lines in th e torch spectra, Zobov et al. also examined
the sunspot absorption sp ectra of Wallace and Livingston (1992), in a similar way
to Coheur et al. and were able to assign 581 previously unidentified water lines in
the L band and 67 in th e N band. T he L band sunspot spectrum contains a to tal
of 2 723 transitions com pared to 4 593 in th e torch emission spectrum , and by using
their torch assignm ents, Zobov et al. were able to identify 1579 of these as water
lines (up from 998 previously), w ith a fu rther 199 being known to be OH lines and
10 due to HC1. In contrast, th e N band sunspot spectrum is very dense and only
67 previously unknow n w ater lines were assigned.
Zobov et al.’s d a ta has been posted on:
http://m as.lib.ohio-state.edu/jm sa-hp.htm
Figure 8.1 is reproduced from Wallace and Livingston (1992). T he wavelength
region selected ~ 11.45 p m is longward of th e regions investigated by Coheur et al., or
Zobov et al., b u t illustrates th e congested n atu re of th e sunspot spectrum . Some of
the stronger transitions are assigned, b u t m any of th e weaker ones in this region have
still to be identified. All of th e transitions th a t have been identified in this region are
pure rotational transitions. We would expect th a t m any of th e unassigned features
involve changes in b o th th e rotatio n al and vibrational states and are consequently
less easily identified. Polyansky et al. (1997c), indicate th e m anner in which three
observed transitions between a to tal of four ro-vibrational states can be used to
predict the frequency of a fourth, ro tatio n al difference transition, between two of
these four states. An observation of this fourth tran sitio n is therefore confirmation
of the assignm ents of all four transitions
Tolchenov et al. (2005) analysed long-pathlength room tem p eratu re spectra.
They used three separate line lists in th eir work. However, only the BT2 list was
found to be reliable over all tran sitio n frequencies and in th e case of lines having
frequencies above 16 000 cm - 1 it is th e only one used. In addition, Tolchenov et al.
encountered difficulties w ith th e labelling adopted in previous studies, finding, for
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F igure 8.1: Extract from the sunspot spectrum of Wallace and Livingston (1992), with the addition
of some pure rotational line assignments. The rotational angular momentum quantum numbers axe
given as: J k 0k c (uPPer)-J/ca/cc(lower) and the vibrational quantum numbers (ui V2 ^3 ) are in
brackets.

example, th a t in some cases different states have been labelled w ith th e same quan
tu m numbers. They therefore undertook a system atic re-labelling exercise using the
BT2 energies. These labels are incorporated into th e BT2 list for states w ith J < 9
(see Section 3.3).
Dupre et al. (2005) found BT2 sim ilarly reliable for predictions of long-pathlength
room tem peratu re spectra in the near ultra-violet. T hey observed 62 R -branch tra n 
sitions in the 8v polyad and were able to determ ine 36 energy levels, previously
unknown experimentally.
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Sum m ary
The B arber-1T ennyson synthetic w ater line list (BT2) gives the energies of 221 097
ro-vibrationalstates w ith cut-offs of J= 5 0 and E = 3 0 0 0 0 cm - 1 . 25 870 of the lower
energy levels have been labelled w ith a full set of th ree rotational and three vibra
tional quantum num bers. BT2 lists 505 806 202 transitions. It has been extensively
tested against experim ental observations and also com pared w ith other lists. It has
been shown to be the most com plete and accurate w ater line list in existence.
A range of different applications is described in which th e BT1 or BT2 line lists
have been used to identify spectral features, determ ine physical param eters such
as tem perature and column density, and m odel cool stellar atm ospheres and the
chemical evolution of a circum stellar envelope.
These applications have provided an extrem ely im p o rtan t dem onstration of bo th
the accuracy and versatility of BT2 and it is hoped th a t th e astronom ical community
at large will adopt it as the stan d ard H 2 O line list. If so, our labours will have been
fully rewarded.
The BT2 line list and th e program spectra-B T2.f90, which is capable of gener
ating water sp ectra from our database using a wide range of input param eters, are
freely available in electronic form via:
h ttp://w w w .ta m p a .p h ys.u cl.a c.u k/ftp /a stro d a ta /w a ter/B T 2
and also via: ftp ://cd sa rc.u -stra sb g .fr/ca ts/V I/1 1 9
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Future Work
It will be seen from th e foregoing th a t th e BT2 line list is finding application in many
astronom ical situations. In m ost cases we have not actively sought these projects rather, the rep u tatio n of BT2 has brought th e interested parties to us. Moreover,
we anticipate th a t there will continue to be requests for us to collaborate on a range
of projects.

10.1

O p acity in brow n dwarfs

Molecules are th e principal source of opacity in cool stellar atm ospheres. Neverthe
less, it is only

2 0

years since one of th e leaders in th e field was able to state th a t,

in contrast to atom ic spectroscopy, which had its origins in th e nineteenth century,
molecular spectroscopy was playing a very m inor role in our understanding of stellar
objects (Tsuji, 1986).
This is no longer true.

Im proved knowledge of molecular spectra is leading

to a b etter understanding of th e n atu re of a wide range of astrophysical objects,
particularly cool stars and brown dwarfs, and it is this la tter area w ith which we
are here concerned.
Molecular abundances in stellar atm ospheres can be well predicted by classical
therm o-chem istry and it is known th a t th ere is a m ajor change in the chemical equi
librium at the stellar/b ro w n dw arf b oundary (Tsuji, 1995). Specifically, CO, which
because of its great stability is im p o rtan t in controlling th e chemical equilibrium ,
is no longer th e m ajor carbon species at tem p eratu res below ~ 1 000 K (the precise
tem perature depends on pressure), and this role is taken over by CH 4 , even in the
oxygen rich case. Similarly, N 2 which is th e m ajor form of nitrogen in stellar a t
mospheres at higher tem p eratu res is replaced by NH 3 in late T and Y dwarfs, and
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other species such as SiH 4 , P H 3 , and H 2 S also become abundant. However, spectro
scopic d ata for these species is meagre and is th e m ain constraint in understanding
late brown dwarfs. It is against this background th a t we now discuss th e specific
requirem ent for fu rth er line lists.

1 0.2

A n A m m o n ia line list

D espite the interest th a t BT2 has generated, we are being pro-active in identifying
other molecules where there is a requirem ent for high accuracy line lists and where
we might profitably apply th e expertise th a t we have developed in com puting BT2.
Specifically, we have been aw arded a Leverhulme T rust Research P roject G rant to
produce an ab initio line list for th e am m onia molecule. These d a ta are required,
inter alia, by researchers who are seeking to discover, and understand the natu re of,
Y dwarfs. These objects are ultra-cool brown dwarfs w ith a tem p eratu re between
late T dwarfs and planetary gas giants (in th e region of 600-800K). It is predicted
th a t their atm ospheres will consist principally of clouds of am m onia and m ethane,
and th a t these two molecules will therefore dom inate th eir spectra However, neither
of these two molecules has a line list th a t is com plete or accurate enough to perm it
atm ospheric modelling.
We have decided to com pute an am m onia line list because we believe the task,
which we estim ate to be in th e region of

2 0

tim es more dem anding in term s of

com putational requirem ents th a n th e H 2 O project (see Section 10.3.2), and currently
lies outside U C L’s com puting capabilities, will be able to be perform ed using the
next generation of com puter th a t is due to be installed in th e D epartm ent of Physics
and Astronomy next year.
Below, we outline th e reasons why, and th e m ethod by which, we are now em
barking on the very su b stantial u ndertaking of generating an am m onia line list. We
regard this as being suitable m aterial for inclusion in this Ph.D . thesis as it is p art
of the au th o r’s wider rem it of producing high accuracy synthetic molecular opacities
w ith astronom ical applications.

10.3

R eq u irem en t for an N H 3 op acity

Ammonia is an im p o rtan t molecule in astronomy.
environm ents

els:

It is observed in such varied

th e interstellar m edium (Ho and Townes, 1983) comets, planetary

atm ospheres, cold dense molecular clouds (Larsson et al., 2003; Liseau et al., 2003),
circumstellax envelopes (Betz et al., 1979), mass outflows from star forming regions
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(Ho et al., 1983) and the atm ospheres of brown dwarfs, later th a n T5 (Burrows et
al., 2003). It is also an im p o rtan t constituent of th e atm ospheres of gas giants.
A strophysicists have predicted th e existence of a new class of object, a brown
dw arf cooler th a n T dwarfs. Models suggest th a t these objects, which have been
term ed ‘Y dw arfs’, will have tem p eratu res below 800 K (the precise figure will be
determ ined once there is a proper opacity function) and masses less th a n 25 times
th a t of Jupiter. T heir spectra will be dom inated by m ethane, am m onia and water
bands (Burrows et al., 2003).
To-date, no Y dwarfs have been identified. However, recent observations have
produced m any candidates for th e new class of brow n dwarf, based on measurem ents
of mass (Lodieu et al., 2005; Lucas et al., 2005) b u t so far, follow-up IR spectroscopic
observations undertaken by M. T am ura on Subaru an d by H. R. A. Jones on Gemini
South, have failed to confirm any of these candidates as being Y dwarfs.
Once spectra of Y dwarfs have been obtained, it will be im portant to analyse
them in order to u nderstand th e n atu re of th eir atm ospheres (which is fundam ental
to understanding th e development of these objects). This will involve th e construc
tion of model atm ospheres to try and replicate observations. However, th e sparsity
of d ata on th e spectrum of hot am m onia will be a m ajor constraint on such work.
We anticipate th a t an am m onia line list will be of value in a wide variety of other
astronom ical research including, inter alia, comet comas, th e atm ospheres of solar
and extra-solar planets and possibly in th e chem istry of th e ISM.

10.3.1

T h e n a tu re o f th e sp e c tr u m o f a m m o n ia

Ammonia is a ‘floppy’, pyram idal, sym m etric to p molecule. Its ro tatio n al energy is
a function of th e to tal angular m om entum , J, of th e molecule and its projection, K,
onto the axis of symmetry. In th e absence of vib ratio n al m otion perpendicular to
the axis of symmetry, th e electric dipole m om ent is in th e direction of this axis and
in this case the dipole selection rules are A J = 0 ,± 1 and A K = 0 . However, vibrational
motions produce dipole m om ents perpendicular to th e axis of sym m etry and these
give rise to A k = ± 3 transitions, where K = | k |. S tates where J > K decay rapidly
via pure rotatio n al transitions in th e far infrared, w hilst th e J = K states decay via
the slower A k = ± 3 transitions.
The floppy, pyram idal, stru ctu re of th e molecule makes it possible for the ni
trogen nucleus to tu n n el qu an tu m mechanically th ro u g h th e plane of H atom s via
a high am plitude stretch parallel to th e axis of sym m etry. T h at is to say, there
are two distinct C$v m inim a connected by a

tran sitio n state. T he barrier to

this tunnelling, or flipping, of th e molecule between one configuration and its m irror
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um brella mode) is approxim ately 1800 cm- 1 , which is low

enough for inversion to occur easily. Consequently, all ro tatio n al states, w ith the
exception of those for which K = 0, are split into inversion doublets. T he quantum
tunnelling poses particu lar problem s in th e generation of synthetic ro-vibrational
energy levels.
It should be noted th a t, as is th e case w ith H 2 O, th e first stable electronically
excited state for am m onia lies above the ground state dissociation lim it. This means
th a t for astrophysical purposes am m onia is in its electronic ground state and its
spectrum is determ ined by rotatio n -v ib ratio n transitions.

10.3.2

C o m p u ta tio n o f an a m m o n ia lin e list

Because it has four atom s, am m onia has nine degrees of internal freedom, three
more th a n th e triatom ic molecule, H 2 O. To a good approxim ation, each additional
degree of vibrational freedom increases th e dem ands on com putational tim e by an
order of m agnitude, hence it would seem logical to assum e th a t th e com putation
of an am m onia line list would be

1 0 0 0

more dem anding in term s of com puter time

than was the case for H 2 O. Moreover, as in excess of 50 000 m ainfram e processor
hours were used in calculating BT2, it would ap p ear a t first sight th a t the am 
monia problem lies beyond current com puting capabilities. However, th e scope of
the problem is reduced by th e fact th a t astronom ical applications are lim ited to
tem peratures below 1 500 K and wavelengths longer th a n 1 pm . In order for the
am m onia line list to be accurate at these lim its of tem p eratu re and wavelength, we
calculate th a t th e m axim um ro-vibration energy th a t we will need to com pute is
17000 cm - 1 , com pared to 30 000 cm - 1 for H 2 O, an d th a t th e m axim um required
J will be 35 (in th e case of BT2, J max was 50). We estim ate th a t th e adoption
of these less-dem anding lim its, will reduce th e necessary com puting tim e by about
80%. Also, th e high degree of sym m etry in th e am m onia molecule should enable us
to make additional com putational savings. Finally, although we plan to use the best
available potential energy surface and com putational program s, we do not expect to
achieve an accuracy of b etter th a n 0.5 cm - 1 for m ost of th e transitions (compares
0.1 cm - 1 for BT2). This will enable us to adopt less rigorous convergence criteria
for our com putations, which will in tu rn result in tim e savings.
Taking all of these factors into account, we estim ate th a t we will need to com pute
in the region of 1 million energy levels and

10

billion transitions, com pared to

2 2 1

0 0 0

levels and 505 million transitions for our H 2 O line list. Consequently we expect the
task to be approxim ately

2 0

tim es more dem anding in term s of com puter processing

and storage requirem ents th a n was th e BT2 line list, which is the most dem anding
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tri-atom ic molecular com putation perform ed to-date.
Some eigenvalue solutions of th e Schrodinger equation for the nuclear motion of
NH 3 have been generated and tested against experim ent (see for example Lin et al.,
2002). In particu lar cases, wavefunctions generated in th e nuclear m otion p art of the
problem (see below) have subsequently been employed in calculating the intensity
of some of th e lines in a sm all num ber of ro-vibrational bands (see for example
Yurchenko et al., 2005a).

However, in every case th e work has been performed

w ithin very constrained param eters.

T he energy levels com puted are num bered

in hundreds and th e transitions (lines) generated, at th e most, in thousands. No
attem p t has been m ade to produce a full system atic line list capable of generating
synthetic spectra th a t are suitable for stellar atm ospheric modelling. However, we
believe we are now in position to accept this challenge.

10.3.3

P r er eq u isite s

In addition to having adequate com puting facilities, there are five key elements in
generating any synthetic line list. These are:
• An accurate potential energy surface.
• An accurate dipole m om ent surface.
• A model to solve th e Schrodinger equation for th e nuclear motion.
• A model to calculate dipole tran sitio n m om ents and line intensities.
• Experim ental d a ta to test against.
We discuss each of these below.

10.3.4

P o te n tia l E n erg y Surface (P E S )

We plan to use an existing PES. We have considered four surfaces. Each has as its
starting point a high quality ab initio calculation. We consider first th e Complete
basics set (CBS*) surface produced by th e W u ppertal group (Lin et al., 2002). The
ab initio points were generated using coupled-cluster calculations.

14400 points

were evaluated and th e accuracy of 1480 of these points was enhanced by complete
basis extrapolation techniques and by adding corrections for core-valence electron
correlation (Schwenke and P artridge, 2000) an d relativistic effects. T he resulting 6 -D
PES was represented by analytic functions containing 75 param eters and involving
Morse variables for th e stretches, sym m etry-adapted bending co-ordinates and a
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specially designed inversion co-ordinate. Lin et al. com puted vibrational energies
for J = 0 up to 15 000 cm - 1 using a variational model. T hey report th a t vibrational
energy levels produced using CBS* in th e 15 000 cm - 1 region have an rms deviation
of 4.4 cm - 1 com pared w ith experim ent. We m ention this surface because it has been
published. However, CBS* has already been superseded (see below).
The second PES, CBS**-45760 is a yet-to-be published development by th e W up
pertal group. Like CBS* it is com puted using coupled-cluster theory w ith all single
and double sub stitu tio n s and a p ertu rb ativ e treatm en t of connected triple substi
tutions. However, it represents an im provem ent on th eir earlier surface. This PES
and an associated DMS developed by this group, are discussed in Yurchenko et
al. (2005a,b). In th e second of these papers th e au thors report th a t th e frequencies
of the lowest 33, J = 0 vibrational levels have an rm s deviation of 4.7 cm - 1 com
pared to experim ent. T he au thors also tested th e accuracy of th e rot at ion-vibration
energies for the vibrational ground states and th e 1/ 2 ,

^4

and

2 ^ 2

vibrational states

for J = 1 and 2 (44 states in all). T he rm s deviation w ith experim ent is 1.2 cm - 1 .
The th ird surface is th a t of th e Helsinki group (R ajam aki et al., 2004). Like the
two W uppertal surfaces, this has been com puted using coupled-cluster theory, but
differs in th a t it uses explicitly correlated wavefunctions. T he surface incorporates
adjustm ents for relativistic and non-B orn-O ppenheim er effects. The Helsinki group
has aimed at achieving convergence a t high energies and claims an accuracy of 1
cm -1 for the surface.
The fourth PES to be considered was produced by th e Zurich group (M arquardt
et al., 2005). Unlike th e other three surfaces, after m aking analytical fits to th e ab
initio data, fu rth er adjustm ents are m ade to th e param eter values to give b etter
agreement w ith experim ent. T he q uartic force field in this study is significantly dif
ferent from th a t of th e other p otential surfaces m entioned, although th e vibrational
structures th a t th e authors o btain from com putations based on p ertu rb atio n theory
have sim ilarities to those produced by th e o ther groups th a t we have m entioned.
Their methodology has enabled the Zurich group to give a ‘qualitatively correct’
description of th e p otential energy for large am plitude displacem ents. However, the
group acknowledges shortcom ings in its p ertu rb a tio n a l approach to solving th e nu
clear m otion problem - energies differ from experim ent by 2-30 cm - 1 , and further
work is underway.
Based on th e currently published inform ation, th e Helsinki PES would appear
to be capable of achieving th e greatest accuracy. However, th e second W uppertal
surface has th e advantage th a t its o u tp u t is com patable w ith th e W uppertal DMS
(see next section). O ur final decision will be determ ined by testing.
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D ip o le M o m en t Surface (D M S )

We outline below how wavefunction solutions to th e Schrodinger equation are used
in the calculation of th e intensities of th e allowed transitions. The com putation
requires knowledge of th e dipole tran sitio n m om ents for th e upper and lower states,
which in tu rn requires a dipole mom ent surface (DMS). It has been shown for water
(Lynas-Gray et al., 1995) th a t ab initio DMS give b e tte r results th a n ones fitted
to experim ental data.

This, perhaps surprising, finding is a consequence of the

difficulty of m easuring absolute intensities accurately.
The best ab initio DMS for NH 3 is th a t of th e W uppertal group (Yurchenko
et al., 2005a,b). This DMS was determ ined on th e same six-dim ensional grid used
to generate th e two W uppertal P E S discussed above. Yurchenko et al. used finite
difference procedures at 14 400 points to ob tain discrete ab initio values of th e com
ponents of th e electronic dipole mom ents. P aram eterised analytic functions were
fitted through these values to define th e DMS. It is our intention to collaborate w ith
the W uppertal group w ith respect to th e use of th eir DMS and possibly also in other
areas of the com putation.

10.3.6

C a lcu la tio n o f ro -v ib r a tio n en erg ies

V ariational techniques represent th e best approach to solving th e nuclear m otion
problem (H andy et al., 1999) and they are exam ined in detail in Bacic and Light
(1989).
R otation-vibration m otions of pyram idal molecules of th e form XY 3 present a
particular problem to theoretical spectroscopists related to th e large am plitude in
version (see above). T here are several available nuclear m otion program s including
ones developed by th e Helsinki and W up p ertal groups, one by H andy and C arter
specifically for th e am m onia problem (H andy et al., 1999) and the more general
WAVR4 suite (Kozin et al., 2004), which we believe is capable of being developed
for application to th e am m onia molecule. These models are discussed below.
The W uppertal group (Lin et al., 2002), used a variational model employing an
Eckart frame kinetic operator to calculate a num ber of vibrational band centres.
The energy calculations are perform ed by variationally diagonalising a m atrix rep
resentation of th e inversion-vibrational H am iltonian. T he m atrix representation is
constructed in a basis set whose functions are obtained as products of: Morse os
cillator functions for th e local stretching mode, two-dim ensional isotropic harm onic
oscillator functions for th e bending modes and inversion functions.
Handy et al. (1999) also used variational calculations. V ibrations were specified
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in a D^h point group. T he kinetic energy integrals were evaluated separately for the
radial, um brella, angular and bending m otions and th eir solutions to th e nuclear
motion w ithin th e PES were expressed as m ultiples of these integrals. The Handy et
al. m ethod is consequently not capable of being used w ith a flexible high accuracy
potential energy function, which precludes its use in th e am m onia opacity project.
We plan to test a modified version of WAVR4 against th e W uppertal nuclear
motion and make our choice accordingly. We expect th a t the selected program will
be accurate to b e tte r th a n

10.3.7

1

cm - 1 .

C a lcu la tio n o f th e tr a n sitio n in te n sitie s

The intensities of th e allowed tran sitio n s between rotatio n -v ib ratio n states are de
term ined by th e dipole tran sitio n m om ents for these pairs of states.

They are:

where \Eq and \£ / axe th e wavefunctions of th e two states and are solu
tions to the Schrodinger equation for rotatio n -v ib ratio n al m otion obtained using the
selected PES, and Jl is th e electronic dipole m om ent vector and is dependent on the
DMS selected.
In principle, two approaches are possible: an explicit calculation which has the
merit of greater accuracy, b u t may not be com putationally feasible, and a lessaccurate, b u t tractab le, approach based on b an d v ibrational intensities and HolnLondon factors.

O ur preferred route is th e explicit calculation. However, if this

proves to be com putationally too dem anding our altern ativ e plan is to develop a
Holn-London based methodology.

10.3.8

E x p erim en ta l d a ta to te s t a g a in st

We are in an excellent position to test th e accuracy of th e various PES, DMS and
com putational methodologies. We are fo rtu n ate in having access to unpublished
laboratory emission spectra of hot am m onia produced by P. B ern ath et al. at the
University of W aterloo, C anada. T he B ern ath sp ectru m com plements and extends
the published sources of experim ental d ata. It has rem ained unanalysed for some
time, since none of th e available theory is capable of m odelling it. Consequently, the
B ernath spectrum will provide a good test of our calculations in conditions close to
those for which they are designed, th a t is to say, a t tem p eratu res in excess of 800 K.
O ur aim will be to eventually perform an analysis of this spectrum .
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Line broad en ing

The uncertainties in in terpreting (solar) spectra, th a t result from line broadening
due to collisions between an absorbing atom and a hydrogen atom , were highlighted
many years ago (Blackwell et al., 1972; Gurtovenko, 1980). D espite th e passage of
time, there is no satisfactory theory of line broadening although progress is being
made in developing sem i-em pirical approaches (see Section7.4).
The line broadening resulting from collisions of molecules w ith th e molecular
hydrogen in th e atm ospheres of cool stars an d brow n dwarfs lim its th e accuracy of
cool star modelling. T he phenom enon is more significant for strong lines th a n for
weak ones as th e strengths of weak absorption lines are determ ined more by th e
D oppler-dom inated line core th a n by th e L orentzian wings. Nevertheless, because
of their very great num bers, and line blanketing considerations, line profiles need to
be correctly defined for th e very large num ber of weak lines as well as for th e strong
transitions (Ryan, 1998).
Pressure broadening (and shifts) arise from collisions which couple nearby states.
These couplings obey dipole selection rules. Previous m ethods have used models to
give these couplings b u t N.N. Lavrentieva (In stitu te of A tm ospheric O ptics, Russian
Academy of Science, Tomsk) is using BT2, which should give much b e tte r results.
Based on her work, we plan to include line broadening param eters in our line list.

10.5

N on-L T E m od ellin g o f B e te lg e u se

W ater has been detected in th e sp ectra of early M supergiants (Jennings and Sada,
1998; Tsuji, 2000; Ryde et al., 2006). However th e origin of th e w ater absorption
features is not properly understood. Synthetic sp ectra based on a spherical hydro
static model photosphere w ith T e/ / = 3 600 K (the one norm ally assum ed for this
class of star), fail to model th e observed lines (Ryde et al., 2006). It has been sug
gested (Tsuji et al.,1997a, 1997b; M atsu u ra et al., 1999; T suji, 2000) th a t in th e case
of M supergiants, such as Betelgeuse, th e H 2 O ab sorption features are formed in a
stationary warm envelope situ ated above th e photosphere, b u t inside th e cool, ex
panding circum stellar region. T suji (2000) calls th is region containing H 2 O vapour
the ‘M OLsphere’. However, th e M OLspere hypothesis is not universally accepted.
It is suggested by Ryde et al. (2006), th a t th e observed lines may be photospheric
in origin and Ryde et al. dem onstrate th a t a b e tte r synthetic fit can be achieved by
assuming a photospheric tem p eratu re of T mod=3 250 K.
One likely reason why synthetic sp ectra have failed to reproduce th e observed
w ater features in Betelgeuse is th a t th e w ater-containing regions are not in LTE
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as the num ber densities are too low. In order to resolve th e uncertainty about the
nature of the region where w ater absorption is occurring, it is necessary to produce
a non-LTE m odel of th e evolved envelope around Betelguse.
The author has agreed to collaborate w ith G.M. H arper of the C enter for A stro
physics and Space Astronom y (CASA), Boulder, Colorado, N. Ryde of Universite
M ontpellier, France and Jo n ath an Tennyson in producing an appropriate non-LTE
model. This model will include th e BT2 d ata, b u t will require m ajor statistical
analysis to com pute th e intensities of tran sitio n s from levels th a t are not populated
in accordance w ith a B oltzm ann d istribution.

10.6

T em p eratu re scale for M dw arfs

Although the IM F is not accurately constrained, it is undoubtedly th e case th a t
low mass stars (LMS), defined as stars w ith a mass < 0.8 M 0 , account for a sub
stantial proportion (probably in excess of 50% by num ber) of all th e stars in our
stellar neighbourhood. D espite this, th e effective tem p eratu res of LMS are not well
determ ined. In particular, there is not a close correlation between spectral type
and effective tem perature. Im proved d a ta on th e effective tem p eratu res of LMS are
required in order to b etter u n d erstan d and define th e bo u n d ary between stellar and
sub-stellar objects, which will in tu rn give a b e tte r u n d erstanding of m ain sequence
stellar evolution.
We plan to collaborate w ith S. V iti of UCL in using B T2 to derive an effective
tem perature scale for M dwarfs. We have been aw arded observing tim e on Gemini
N orth to obtain high resolution sp ectra of M dwarfs in th e 12 p m region using the
Texas Echalon Cross Echelle Spectrograph (T E X E S), a ‘special visiting in stru m en t’
on Gemini in th e 2006b semester. We will ob tain sp ectra of 3 M dwarfs spanning a
range of spectral classes M2 to M7 on three nights in November using two grating
positions: 11.17-11.22 p m and 12.46-12.54 p m a t a resolution of ~ 80 000.
These spectra will be exam ined for pure ro tatio n al transitions, using synthetic
spectra generated w ith BT2. We calculate th a t we will be able to identify approxi
mately

3 5

H 2 O ro tatio n al transitions in each of th e two spectral regions, which will

provide a statistically significant num ber of lines of varying intensities.
In order to construct a scale of effective tem p eratu re, it will be necessary to
combine spectral analysis and assignm ents w ith estim ates of line strengths obtained
using BT2 in PH O EN IX models (see Section 7.4.2) of LMS. In this, and in other
projects concerned w ith stellar atm ospheric modelling, we plan to collaborate w ith
P. H auschildt of H am burger Sternw arte, th e U niversity of Hamburg.
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